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To AnnaAbstract
This thesis is concerned with the problem of how to outline regions of interest in medical images, when
the boundaries are weak or ambiguous and the region shapes are irregular. The focus on machine learn-
ing and interactivity leads to a common theme of the need to balance conﬂicting requirements. First,
any machine learning method must strike a balance between how much it can learn and how well it
generalises. Second, interactive methods must balance minimal user demand with maximal user control.
To addresstheproblemofweak boundaries,methodsofsupervisedtextureclassiﬁcationare investi-
gated that do not use explicit texture features. These methods enable prior knowledgeabout the image to
beneﬁtany segmentationframework. A chosendynamiccontourmodel, based onprobabilisticboundary
tracking, combines these image priors with efﬁcient modes of interaction. We show the beneﬁts of the
texture classiﬁers over intensity and gradient-based image models, in both classiﬁcation and boundary
extraction.
To address the problem of irregular region shape, we devise a new type of statistical shape model
(SSM) that does not use explicit boundary features or assume high-level similarity between region
shapes. First, the models are used for shape discrimination, to constrain any segmentation framework
by way of regularisation. Second, the SSMs are used for shape generation, allowing probabilistic seg-
mentation frameworks to draw shapes from a prior distribution. The generative models also include
novel methods to constrain shape generation according to information from both the image and user
interactions.
Theshapemodelsareﬁrst evaluatedin termsofdiscriminationcapability,andshowntoout-perform
other shape descriptors. Experiments also show that the shape models can beneﬁt a standard type of
segmentation algorithm by providing shape regularisers. We ﬁnally show how to exploit the shape
models in supervised segmentation frameworks, and evaluate their beneﬁts in user trials.Acknowledgements
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Introduction
Image segmentationidentiﬁes regionsand/or boundariesin an image to turn pixel intensities into seman-
tic information. This aids interpretation of an image and is necessary as a pre-processing step in many
image analysis techniques. Segmentation is a fundamental challenge to image processing, encompass-
ing numerous approaches, goals and requirements depending on the application. For many applications,
segmentationis challengedby poorimage quality and variableshape of the regionof interest (ROI). This
is true of many medical imaging tasks, where images are typically monospectral,low contrast and noisy.
Alongwith these difﬁculties, medicaltasks suchas disease diagnosisand monitoring,treatmentplanning
and image guided surgery have high demands in terms of accuracy, precision and generalisation.
Automatic segmentation often fails to generalise beyondspeciﬁc applications and strict experimen-
tal conditions. As a result, anddueto theuser’s desireforcontrol,manualsegmentationis commonplace.
However, fully manual methods are labour intensive and the results are prone to variability. Our aim is
to balance automation with user control by ﬁnding new ways to learn from the texture and shape of
pre-segmented regions, along with the efﬁcient use of on-line supervision in a segmentation algorithm.
1.1 Background
Segmentation has received various deﬁnitions, inﬂuenced by its many applications. A standard image
processing text states that segmentation ’subdivides an image into its constituent regions or objects’
[1]. Deﬁnitions in the computer vision literature include ’partitioning of a given image into a number
of homogeneous regions according to a given critical’ [2], while the medical image analysis literature
includes deﬁnitions such as ’identiﬁcation and quantitation of tissues and organs’ [3]. Similarly, there
are numerous approaches to segmentation, depending on the application and the form of results sought.
1.1.1 Pros and cons of fully automatic and manual methods
To understandthe motivation for semiautomatic methods, it is useful to look at the two extremes of fully
automatic and fully manual methods. The project can then strive to maintain the beneﬁts, and suppress
the disadvantages, of each.
Fully automatic methods can produce the same result for repeated segmentations. The removal of
variability can make automatic methods more reliable for use in longitudinal studies, but places more
demand on the results themselves. In theory, the results of automatic methods are not affected by the1.1. Background 17
user. However, in practice the unique segmentation presented by automatic procedures often requires
post editing before the user is satisﬁed with the results. Automatic methods often compensate for the
lack of user information with a relatively high amount of pre-processing such as classiﬁcation of image
textureor multispectral data. Pre-processingoften imposes demandsuponthe data, such as multispectral
acquisitions, calibrated dynamic ranges, isotropy or alighment in a standardised coordinate system. The
increased pre-processing can also lead to the loss or smoothing of information and impractical compu-
tation times.
The fully manual method of freehand boundary delineation requires maximal user input, leading
to three main disadvantages. First, the inevitable subjectivity of a single user leads to inter-operator
variability. Second, human imperfection and the ’user fatigue’ arising for longer tasks leads to intra-
operator variability when the same user repeats a segmentation task on the same region. Third, the
manual approach introduces demands on an operator, as they must have expertise in the segmentation
task and be able to spare the time to perform manual segmentation.
1.1.2 Deformable contour models
Methods of segmentation can be divided into thresholding, region-based, boundary-based and hybrid
[4]. This project focuses on boundary-based methods, which model a region outline as a 2-dimensional
parametric or geometric contour. This general family of methods will be referred to as deformable
contourmodels(DCMs) and, while their approachesvarywidely in the literature,their frameworksshare
a common set of components listed in Table 1.1. These components are separated to aid discussions
throughout this thesis, but we note that the list is not absolute and components are naturally linked. For
example a shape model (C3) might naturally yield a measure of agreement between a contour model
and shape class, which can be used in an objective function (C4). Certain sections of this thesis refer
explicitly to components in table 1.1 (with labels C#) to help place certain topics in the context of a
segmentation framework.
1.1.3 Boundary ambiguity and variable shape
This projectaddresses segmentationtasks confoundedby boundaryambiguityand variableshape. These
tasks pose particular challenges to a segmentation framework as the image model (C2) should identify
boundaries and a shape model (C3) generally requires some predictable features of the region’s shape.
Boundary ambiguity occurs due to weak intensity gradients, the presence of texture and ’clutter’,
and similarity of intensity histograms between ROI and surrounding data. These factors are common
in medical imaging applications because of physical limitations of the imaging technology and the fact
that a region, which is distinguished from its surroundings by its pathology, function, or other semantic
attribute, may not be distinct in its signal response. An example of boundary ambiguity is the outline of
a liver tumour in a CT slice such as that in ﬁgure 1.1. The tumour in (a) is hardly visible and the edge
map in (c) shows that tumour edges have low gradient magnitude and are barely discernible from nearby
clutter.
Variable shape arises, for example, when shapes belonging to the same class do not share global
shape properties such as spatial correspondencebetween boundarypoints. Figure 1.2 illustrates variable1.1. Background 18
Label Component Description Examples in the literature
C1 Contour rep-
resentation
Choice of parametrisation and co-
ordinate system. Discrete or con-
tinuous representation of 1-D ob-
ject.
Ordered list of N pixel coordi-
nates along a discretised boundary
[5] or zero-level set of a continu-
ous function [6].
C2 Image model Interpretation of pixel informa-
tion. Often uses supervised clas-
siﬁcation.
Boundary measures derived from
intensity gradient, eg ’Gradient
Vector Flow’ (GVF) [7]. Region-
based intensity or texture classiﬁ-
cation [8].
C3 Shape model Parametrised physical or statisti-
cal model of high- or low-level
shape information. Also used
for shape classiﬁcation and object
recognition.
Local smoothness, ’tension’ and
’stiffness’ [5]. Principal Compo-
nentAnalysisbasedon’PointDis-
tribution Model’ (PDM) [9]. Geo-
metrical descriptors [10].
C4 Objective
function
Probability or ’energy’ associated
with a contour, based on its shape
and position in the image model.
Often combines C2 and C3.
Weighted sum of internal ’energy’
and proximity to high gradient
magnitudes in the image [5].
C5 Deformation
mechanism
Local or global perturbations of
a candidate contour. May use or
conform to shape a model.
Stochastic sampling of feasible
boundary sections [11], moving
contourpointsthroughoutasearch
window [12].
C6 Optimisation
scheme
Fitting a contour to a region
boundary by maximising a prob-
ability or minimising an energy
functional (C4).
Variational methods [5], greedy
algorithm [12] or Monte Carlo
methods [2].
C7 Modes of in-
teraction
Information provided by mouse
cursor in initialisation, supervi-
sion and post editing.
Locating ’volcano’ points for a
contour model to avoid [5]. Mark-
ing example data to include inside
a region [13].
Table 1.1: Components of a deformable contour segmentation framework.
shape along with a counter example of regions with correspondence points. In (a) a class of shapes,
healthy vertebra, exhibits correspondence between the recurring boundary feature (spinous process)
present in all examples of this class. (b) shows a different class of shapes, namely multiple sclero-
sis lesions, which do not share obvious global properties. Many medical regions of interest have such1.1. Background 19
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.1: (a) Croppedslice from an axial CT image showinga tumourregion in the liver. (b) The same
image after contrast enhancement. (c) The boundary of the tumour (green), delineated manually by an
expert. (d) Gradient magnitude of (a), shown in grey scale from black (zero) to white (maximum).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Cropped slices from two separate axial CT images, each showing a cross-section of a
human vertebra. Arrows indicate the spinous process, a recurring boundary feature. (b) Cropped slices
from mid-axial regions in MRI scans of two separate human brains. Outlines (green) show a multiple
sclerosis lesion in each case, as delineated by an expert rater.
variable shape due to the complex boilogical processes that form them.
1.1.4 Medical and biological imaging applications
Segmentationis necessary as a pre-processingstep in medical image analysis techniques such as surgery
planning, diagnosis, image registration and disease monitoring to mention but a few. This work uses
data from multiple sclerosis lesion and liver tumour regions. These ROIs are often segmented manually
or semiautomatically, as combinations of boundary ambiguity and shape variability make automation
difﬁcult.
Multiple sclerosis is a chronic disease that causes the destruction of myelin and loss of axons
throughout the central nervous system. Demyelination leads to functional and sensory impairment but
is reversible. Axonal loss, while less common, can cause permanent neurological disorder. Magnetic
Resonance (MR) is the predominant imaging tool used for in vivo studies of MS. T2- and PD-weighted
MR images are commonly used to detect and measure the white matter lesions (WML) that characterise
the disease. Precise segmentation or delineation of lesion boundaries leads to measures of lesion load
(total volume) and morphological information. Segmentation therefore aids studies of the disease itself,
and enables more informative monitoring of changes over time, for example in response to drugs in1.1. Background 20
clinical trials. The main challenge to the future of conventional MR in MS studies is to provide better
discrimination of lesions in images [14].
MS lesions have a wide variety of shapes and sizes. The morphology and internal structure of
lesions vary over time due to the complex histology of the disease [15]. A single brain can also contain
multiple lesions at different stages of their evolution [16]. For a given stage in the disease, the pathology
of a lesion also varies between patients [17]. MR images exhibit spatial intensity non-uniformity,due to
magnetic ﬁeld inhomogeneities within the ﬁeld of view, leading to apparent differences between lesions
in different areas of the brain. Scanner inconsistencies can also cause the same lesion in the same patient
to be presented differently in successive scans using the same machine [18].
Inpractice,MSlesioncontouringroutinelycalls formanualinput[19,20,21]. AtLondon’sInstitute
of Neurology (IoN), four people who routinely segment lesions reported that 40% to 60% of automated
contouring using the tool in [22] required subsequent manual editing, of which roughly half required
complete replacement with a freehand contour [23, 24, 25, 26].
Liver tumoursare among the most commontumoursaffectingadults, as the liver is the largest inter-
nal organof the human body and its risk from abnormal cell growth is increased by lifestyle factors such
as alcohol consumption. Liver tumours also occur metastatically in relation to other common diseases
such as colorectal cancer [27]. Metastatic liver cancer has a median survival rate of less than one year if
left untreated[28]. Surgicalresectionis themost commonformoftreatmentformetastaticlivertumours.
This places a high demand on improved practices in image guided surgery, as reduced resection margins
leads to more patients eligible for the treatment and higher success rates. Radiotherapy is also used to
treat liver cancer (malignanttumours),which in turn demandsaccurate localisation of the radiationdose.
Surgery planning, guidance and radiotherapy all beneﬁt from accurate tumour segmentation in medical
images.
Livers are commonlystudied using abdominalX-ray CT imaging. However, tumours do not appear
withdistinctintensityortexturecharacteristicsandtheirboundariesaredifﬁculttoseeevenbythehuman
eye. Liver tumours pose one of the biggest challenges to the ﬁelds of tissue classiﬁcation and boundary
extraction in medical image analysis [29].
To emphasise the wider applicability of the ideas presented in this thesis, we brieﬂy mention here
some otherareas thatour investigationsdo notconsider,but wheremanualsegmentationin 2-dimensions
is commonplace. First, biomedical research is also seeing an increase in live cell imaging thanks to ad-
vances in phase-contrast microscopy[30]. This imaging modality produces2-dimensionaldata, wherein
the cell boundaries are discontinuous, have badly localised edges spanning several pixels, and are not
known to beneﬁt from existing shape models [31].
In another area, novel neuroimaging techniques can distinguish individual synaptic structures such
as axons using data from state-of-the-art scanning electron microscopy [32]. The technology can image
tissue volumes with voxel dimensions of tens of nanometers, wherein the segmentation of axons would
allowthereconstructionofcompleteneuronalstructuresata cellularlevel. Forthis application,boundary
ambiguity results from the presence of ’clutter’ and the proximity of neighbouring axons. State-of-the-1.2. Problem Statement 21
art segmentationuses region-based’graph-cuts’[33] orgeometricactivecontours[34]. However,in both
approaches, the boundary ambiguity problem leads to errors that are rectiﬁed by post editing, which is
fully manual in the case of [34]. Also, neither this nor the graph-cut approach of [33] use prior shape
models and in the latter case, the algorithm does not readily incorporate shape priors if such knowledge
were available
Alzheimer’s disease, the most common type of dementia, is another application area calling for im-
proved supervised segmentation. Hippocampal segmentation in MRI neuroimaging plays an important
role in the diagnosis, monitoring and studying of the disease. Hippocampi can be seen to shrink over
time, serving as indicators of brain atrophy, or loss of grey matter volume, associated with the disease
[35]. At London’s Institute of Neurology (IoN), hippocampal segmentation uses the software in [36].
Depending on the extent of atrophy, a single hippocampal segmentation can take an experienced user up
to 45 minutes [37].
1.2 Problem Statement
This project focuses on applications where the region of interest is poorly deﬁned due to variable shape
and poor image quality. This applies to a family of medical ROIs referred to in [38], as
“ natural objects, such as those found in biomedical images, whose diversity and irregu-
larity of shape make them poorly represented in terms of ﬁxed features or form”.
For these applications we maintain that
Lemma 1: There is no single perfect result of segmentation [39], and
Lemma 2: The perfect method of segmentation allows for different outcomes, where a human
expert ultimately dictates the result.
Adopting Lemma 2 rules out fully automatic segmentation for our purposes. We aim instead to
develop semiautomatic tools that increase user control, but work with the user to reduce the demand on
them. We adopt the requirements stated in [40, 41, 42], of
Requirement 1: providing as complete control as possible to the user, and
Requirement 2: minimising user involvement and total user time necessary without compromising
precision and accuracy.
The problem falls inside the broader area of region segmentation in medical imaging, where im-
provementsfor accuracy, user demand and repeatability are likely to be made for years to come. Manual
or supervised segmentation is likely to survive even as automatic methods improve in the future. As
well as the need for user input implied by Lemma 1 and Requirement 2, research into fully automatic
segmentation depends in turn on manual/supervised practices in two ways. First, methods that use ma-
chine learning, such as statistical shape models or supervised texture classiﬁcation, require training data
deﬁned by expert observers. Second, methods of performance evaluation often assume some form of
’ground truth’, which is ultimately created or approved by human experts.1.3. Approaches 22
1.3 Approaches
Requirements 1 and 2 are conﬂicting and need to be balanced. We believe that the requirements are bal-
ancedby efﬁcientinteractionandpriorknowledge. To this endwe developdynamiccontourmodels with
on-line supervision by novel modes of interaction along with off-line machine learning to maximise the
prior knowledge available. To address boundaryambiguity we develop a support vector machine (SVM)
classiﬁer for use as a generalised image observation model. To address variable shape and further assist
the weak boundary problem we develop novel statistical shape models based on time series analysis.
We build the texture models into a boundary tracking framework and the shape models into various
novel closed contour DCMs. These segmentation frameworks introduce novel modes of interaction for
efﬁcient run-time supervision.
1.4 Constraints
The focus on user interaction leads to three key constraints on this work. First, the study is mainly
concerned with 2-dimensional segmentation, but suggests 3-dimensional extensions. We justify this
constraint as follows:
• The aim is to semiautomate those scenarios mentioned in section 1.1.4, where manual delineation
is common practice. Semiautomatic methods ’do some of the work’ on behalf of the user, by
pre-empting or mimicking their actions. By viewing manual delineation as a starting point to be
improved by semiautomation, we constrain the method to the same, 2-dimensional domain.
• During a segmentation procedure, it is only practical to visualise a cross-section containing the
ROI at anyonetime. Although3-dimensionalsurfacerenderingis possible incontemporaryimage
analysis software, this is used to display the results of segmentation.
• Common medical imaging modalities such as MRI and CT produce images that are isotropic in 2-
dimensions,havingdifferent(lower)resolutioninthethirddimension. Itis thereforeoftensensible
to segment the whole of a 3-dimensional region by the successive segmentation of cross-sections
in the 2-dimensional plane of higher resolution.
• A 2-dimensional framework allows more natural interactivity, as a user is most likely accustomed
to drawing 2-dimensional objects, either on computer displays or with pen and paper.
• For some applications such as MS lesion contouring, the physically thin ROIs might only appear
in one image plane or otherwise show little correspondence between slices.
Thesecondconstraintconcernsmultipleregions. Where morethanone ROI exists in a givenimage,
a user only pays attention to one at a time. This excludes any need for simultaneous segmentation of
multiple regions. The third constraint concerns region detection. We assume that user-initialisation
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1.5 Contributions
This project advances the ﬁeld of supervised segmentation by making the following key contributions.
SVM texture classiﬁcation
We develop binary SVMs for generalised texture classiﬁcation in applications suffering boundary
ambiguity. Experiments motivate the use of SVMs to provide observation models (C2).
Tracking ambiguous boundaries
We develop and test interactive boundarytracking methods for segmentation by boundarytracking.
The contributions are extensions to the ’jetstream’ algorithm in [43], to use texture classiﬁcation in the
observation model (C2), adapted deformation mechanisms (C5) and novel modes of interaction (C7).
Time series shape models
We introduce nonlineartime series methods to the ﬁeld of global shape modelling (C3). We demon-
strate using Langevin and Gaussian Process methods for modelling 2-dimensionalregions. Experiments
motivate the use of nonlinear time series analysis for shape modelling and their extension for use in
semiautomatic segmentation.
Time series segmentation frameworks
We introduce the use of novel time series models as shape priors in interactive segmentation by de-
formable contour models. We use radial time series contour representations (C1) and design frameworks
that exploit various techniques of Langevin and Gaussian Process models. Discriminative use of time
series models leads to shape regularisation by incorporating global shape information into probabilistic
objective functions. Generative use of time series models leads to new DCM frameworks that build the
shape information into the deformation mechanism (C5) and optimisation scheme (C6). We show how
to exploit user interactions in setting key model parameters upon initialisation as well as, in the case of
Gaussian Process models, conditioning the model during runtime. Experiments demonstrate the success
of the models in these various roles.
1.6 Overview
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapters 2 to 5 form a review of relevant literature,
divided into methods with the general goals of segmentation and shape modelling (chapters 2 to 3) and
other background material used in the project (chapters 4 to 5).
The review of segmentation and shape modelling methods includes both ’state-of-the-art’and other
approaches that bare relevance to this work. Chapter 2 focuses on interactive boundary-basedsegmenta-
tion methods and highlights their application to tasks involving boundary ambiguity and variable shape.
Chapter 3 focuses on global shape models with a machine learning element, highlightingwhen these are
used in segmentation frameworks and their applicability to medical tasks or ROIs with variable shape.
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approaches, including ideas that are not directly related to image segmentation. Chapter 4 describes
supervised classiﬁcation with emphasis on kernel methods, which are treated as a machine learning
approach to the image model (C3) for use in segmentation. This topic is relevant to our methods of dis-
criminating regions and their boundaries in texture images. Chapter 5 reviews chosen topics in the ﬁeld
of nonlinear time-series analysis, which are treated as a machine learning approach to shape modelling
(C3) for use in segmentation.
Chapters 6 to 8 report on the research undertaken. We use machine learning techniques to increase
prior knowledge from both image and shape to reduce the amount of on-line supervision necessary (Re-
quirement 2). We build these into segmentation frameworks along with novel modes of interaction that
work with the underlying segmentation algorithm or shape model to increase user control (Requirement
1). Chapter 6 investigates a machine learning classiﬁer to identify boundaries for use as an image model
(C2) and incorporates modes of interaction (C7) added to the jetstream algorithm in [43]. Chapter 7
introduces nonlinear time series methods for statistical shape modelling. Chapter 8 introduces novel
segmentationframeworksbased on the shape models, using both discriminative and generativemethods.
All demonstrations and experiments use both synthetic and medical data. For texture classiﬁcation
we use synthetic textures derived from images in the ’Vision Texture’ database [44] along with textures
present in MR images. For ROI segmentation we use both medical images and synthetic images, where
synthetic images allow more robust performance evaluation due to the availability of ’ground truth’.
Synthetic texture images in chapter 6 recreate the boundary ambiguity problem by using textures that
share ﬁrst- and second-order histogram statistics with medical ROIs and surrounding tissue. Synthetic
contrast images in chapter8 recreate shape variability by using real tumourand lesion contoursas region
boundaries. .Chapter 2
Deformable Contours for Interactive
Segmentation
This chapter reviews current segmentation methods, paying particular attention to methods that are ap-
plicable to the problem stated in section 1.2. According to Lemma 2 a user must be able to inﬂuence
segmentation, so this review emphasises interactive techniques. The need to balance requirements 1 and
2, of maximal user control with minimal user demand, leads to an emphasis on where methods make
efﬁcient use of interactionsand incorporatemachine learning. In addition,the review is weighted toward
methods belonging to the family of deformable contour models (DCMs), as outlined in section 1.1.2,
which are suited to the project for two main reasons. First, these models readily allow the user to visu-
alise and interact with the various contour representations directly. Second, the contour representations
facilitate internal and global shape constraints, helping to overcome challenges of boundary ambiguity
and variable shape. We further weight the review toward 2-dimensional practices as justiﬁed in sec-
tion 1.4. However, we naturally consider a method’s extension to 3 dimensions as an asset, and discuss
these extensions in section 2.5. Where a method uses a global shape model (C3), this is mentioned in
passing and revisited in a more detailed review of shape models in chapter 3.
The contour representation (C1) of boundary-based methods can be geometric or parametric. Geo-
metric contours are smooth and implicit, while parametric contours comprise explicit points, which are
joined either in a spline representation, giving smooth curves (eg. [45, 46]), or by linear interpolation.
Theprojectemphasisesparametriccontoursas theyaddressourgoalsin twoways. First, makingdiscrete
boundary elements visible to a user facilitates efﬁcient modes of user interaction. Second, parametric
contours allow certain boundary tracking and shape modelling methods, which we extend in chapters 6
to 8.
This project does not use region-based methods for the reasons given above, in particular it is
harder to incorporateglobal shape models into these methods. However,the state of the art of interactive
segmentation includes region-based methods such as those based on graph-cuts, Markov random ﬁelds
and region growing algorithms, and a review of interactive segmentation should not overlook these. We
review these methods in terms of their modes of interaction, where this gives insight into more general
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The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 looks at closed contour models,
divided into geometric contours 2.1.1 and parametric contours 2.1.2. Section 2.2 reviews a certain type
of parametric contour, which start as an open contour and track a closed region boundary. Section 2.3
goes into more detail on where these and other segmentation methods make use of run-time interactions.
Section 2.4 elaborates on how deformable contour frameworks have been evaluated and section 2.5
discusses the main ﬁndings in the review, summarising the implications for the present research goals.
2.1 Closed Contour Models
This section reviews segmentation frameworks that use closed contour models. We ﬁrst discuss a ge-
ometric contour approach in section 2.1.1, which introduces some common aspects and challenges of
deformable contours, while the rest of the review is weighted toward parametric contours.
2.1.1 Level sets
Geometric Active Contours or ’level sets’, were introduced by Malladi et al [6] and developed by
Caselles et al [47]. Level set methods deﬁne a contour as a continuous function of the image ﬁeld,
discretised at pixel level. The task is to ﬁnd the continuous function for which a constant value (the
zero level set) coincides with a region boundary. Classical level sets evolve under the inﬂuence of edge
information and internal energy minimisation. For an evolving function φ(x,t) of the ﬁeld x = (x,y),
the fundamental equation of level sets is [48]
∂φ
∂t
= V (x) × (x − φ∇φ), (2.1)
where V (x) is the velocity of the points on the zero-level curve, acting in the direction normal to the
curve at (x,y) with magnitude governed by local curvature. At any time t there is a set of n solutions
(x0,x1,...xn−1),(y0,y1,...yn−1) for which φ(x) = 0. These are the n coordinatesof a discrete contour
in the image frame, at the interface of a propagating surface and the image. Equation 2.1 is iteratively
solved for φ, until the propagating ’front’ ﬁnds the region boundary.
As with many deformable contours, the classical framework based the image observation model
(C2) on intensity gradient. This causes problems in low contrast or noisy images wherein boundaries
deﬁned by gradient are ambiguous. For example, a contour may fail to recognise weak edges and extend
into areas outside the ROI - an artefact known as ’leaking’ (see eg. [49]). Conversely, stronger gradients
at nearby disconnected features or ’clutter’ may erroneously attract the contour.
Leaking is avoided by the use of ’regularisers’ in the velocity term, such as region information or a
global shape model. There have been numerous studies into the inclusion of shape priors in a level set
framework [50, 51, 52, 53]. In a different approach to spatial regularisation, Shen et al [54] present a
method speciﬁc to segmentingindividual vertebraein images of the spine. The authors identify a centre-
line along the spinal canal and deﬁne planes that intersect the centre-line and lie between vertebrae.
These planes constrain the level sets so that individual closed contours do not merge or overlap.
More recent improvements to level sets involve developing new, stochastic optimisation schemes
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contours’in [55] minimise an objectivefunctionby solvinga stochastic partial differentialequation. The
results demonstrate, without proof, that this method does not converge to local minima. However, the
contour model fails to delineate concave boundary sections in some of the results shown. The contour
also appears jagged over long, straight sections where a region boundary itself is smooth. This latter
artefact may affect medical applications if segmenting long, thin anatomical structures such as vessels
or aorta.
The probabilistic level sets in [56] use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) optimisation. The
MCMC algorithm is a general optimisation method, and as such will be seen in other parts of this thesis.
In [56] the algorithm seeks to draw sample curves C from a distribution p(C|I), given the image data
I, where this distribution is intractable. Consider the zero level sets C and Γ as continuous curves
parametrised by arc length s ∈ [0,1]. Proposal curves are generated for the next time step (t +1) by the
prediction
Γ
(t+1)(s) = C
(t)(s) + r
(t+1)(s)NC(t)(s) (2.2)
where r(t+1) is a random perturbation ﬁeld at time t + 1 and NC(t)(s) is the normal to the curve C at
time t. The perturbationis constructedfromGaussian noise convolvedwith a smoothingkernel, and also
incorporates a curve length penalty to ensure that a curve initialised at the image boundary will shrink
in the absence of external forces. Each proposal has an associated acceptance probability a(Γt+1|Ct)
that uses probabilities conditionalon the previous state q(Γ|C) and the image priors p(Γ|I). The authors
calculate the acceptance probability by the Hastings ratio
a(Γt+1|Ct) =
p(Γ(t+1)|I)q(Ct|Γ(t+1))
p(C(t)|I)q(Γ(t+1)|Ct)
, (2.3)
where q(Ct|Γ(t+1)) is the reverse proposal distribution that must be approximated. After a reasonable
numberof iterations referred to as ’burn-in’,the samples are equivalentto a set drawn from the unknown
distribution p(C|I).
The data driven probabilities p(C,Γ|I) must incorporate an image model to favour level sets lying
on edges or separating distinct segments. In a demonstration applied to medical ROI segmentation, the
authors use supervised classiﬁcation to segment prostate regions in MR images. These results demon-
strate qualitatively the success of the method.
A major beneﬁt of this kind of probabilistic framework, is that they give a distribution over likely
results, in line with Lemma 1. Probabilistic observation models can tighten this distribution using ex-
ternal information provided interactively. In an elegant example of this, the tool in [56] allows the user
to mark accepted sections of a contour model at intermediate stages. Evolution then continues with a
conditional probability distribution, having zero variance on accepted sections of the curve.
2.1.2 Active contour models
Active contour models (ACMs) or ’snakes’ introduced by Kass et al [5] are a family of parametric
contour models. The contour representation is a set of points s = {s0,...,si,...,sn−1} along the
arc-length s. The evolving model, at time t, is deﬁned by u(s,t) = {x(s,t),y(s,t)}. ACMs are
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and its position in the image. The energy is the objective function (C4), designed to be minimum when
the contour outlines the ROI, and generally involves two terms
E = Eint(u) + Eext(u), (2.4)
where the ’internal’energyEint constrains the shape of the contourand the ’external’,energyEext drives
the contour to align with region boundaries. Internal energy is traditionally calculated by two terms that
measure local ’tension’ and ’stiffness’ of a contour respectively, given by
Eint(u,t) =
 
α|
∂u
∂s
(s,t)|
2 + β|
∂2u
∂2s
(s,t)|
2 ds, (2.5)
where the ﬁrst increases with distance between successive contour points and the second penalises high
curvature. Constants α and β allow relative weighting of tension and stiffness constraints. As ACMs
use a discretised contour, the continuous integrals in equation 2.5 are approximated by ﬁnite element
equations, summed over n boundary points.
External energy Eext is the image observation model (C2) and, as with level sets, the classical
framework uses the magnitude of the image gradient. The total snake energy becomes a weighted sum
of three terms
E(u,t) ≈
n−1  
i=0
 
α|
∂u
∂s
(si,t)|
2 + β|
∂2u
∂2s
(si,t)|
2 − γEext(si,t)
 
, (2.6)
where constants α, β and γ weight the relative inﬂuence of each term. In a snake framework the opti-
misation scheme (C4) must minimise the functional in equation 2.6. Kass et al. use variational calculus,
which has several drawbacks summarised in [57]. Dynamic Programming[57] and the greedyalgorithm
presented in [12] offer common alternatives. The greedy algorithm involves iteratively searching local
to each boundary point in turn, for a new position that reduces the total energy. An ACM evolving with
the greedy algorithm can become stuck in an oscillatory state and never converge. This happens when
information regarding the image and local shape properties are conﬂicting.
Snakes are sensitive to the weights α, β and γ in equation 2.6. Optimal pairs α and β depend on
the shape and smoothness of the true boundary while the choice of γ depends on the reliability of the
image observation model. These factors vary between images, reducing the generality of the method.
The parameters can be tuned to the application at hand by user interaction as in the implementation of
Jacob et al. [45]. However, ﬁxed values might not be suitable for some medical applications where a
ROI boundaryhas spatially varying smoothness or corners [58]. Some improvementsto classical snakes
allow adaptive energy weights [12] and [59].
The authors in [12] and [59] modify different components of the ACM framework. The method in
[12] changes the objective function (C4) enabling the stiffness to vary around the contour. The authors
set β = 0 at ’corners’ identiﬁed by limits of local curvature and edge strength. The method in [59]
modiﬁes the framework by changing the optimisation scheme (C6). The authors use a local minmax
search that simultaneously solves the minimisation of the contour energy with an optimisation of the
energy term weights. The weights are ﬁrst combined in a single parameter λ, which is allowed to vary
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the neighbourhoodsearch of each si, and the method ﬁnds the unique minimum with respect to u, of the
maximum energy over all λ.
Thetensionandstiffnessdeﬁnitionsabovearenotnecessarilyoptimalforagivenapplication. Perrin
and Smith redeﬁne tension based on the mid-point between neighbouringboundarypoints and curvature
based on third derivative ∂
3
∂s3 in the 5-point neighbourhoodcentred on si [60]. This curvature deﬁnition
successfully segments ventricles in MR brain images in [61].
As in the case of level sets, the classical snake framework was driven by gradient magnitude and
subsequent improvements replaced this component of the framework (C2). A popular alternative to
gradient magnitude is the ’Gradient Vector Flow’ (GVF) introduced by Xu and Prince [7]. Computed by
minimising a functional of the intensity ﬁeld, the GVF gives a map of gradient vectors that can attract a
contour over larger distances. The main beneﬁt of this energy is that contours are less likely to traverse
concave boundarysections. Another beneﬁt is that the GVF reduces the need to initialise a contour close
to the true ROI, hence demand on the user. The occurrence of concave boundary sections makes GVF
a popular choice of observation model in medical image segmentation (eg. [62]). However, problems
associated with false edges or clutter common in medical images are not addressed by the GVF.
Again, in common with level set frameworks, another family of observation models overcome
leaking artefacts by incorporating region information. Region models were ﬁrst introduced to ACM
frameworks by Ivins and Porrill [63] and independently by Ronfard [64]. The ’Active Region Model’
(ARM) of Ivins and Porrill is equivalent to an ACM in all but the image energy term in equation 2.6,
which is replaced by a region model. Some authors use region models based on histograms of region
and background intensity [8, 65, 66]. For multidimensional data the distributions can be used to de-
rive the Mahalanobis distance from Gaussian joint probabilities. The Mahalanobis distance serves as a
’goodness’ measure, of the agreement with training data, as demonstrated in [65] and more recently in
[66], and assessed in detail in [67]. Ivins et. al [8] use the ARM to segment medical images, where
the multidimensional data are made up of co-registered NMR and CT images. However, with the ex-
ception of hybrid imaging modalities such as PET/CT or multi-weighted MRI, this approach relies on
numerical registration methods, which reduce the accuracy and resolution of boundary deﬁnition. When
only monospectral data is available, some authors improve region models by calculating texture features
derived,forexample,fromLaws masks [68] or grey-levelco-occurrencematrices [69, 70]. In additionto
an image model (C2), external energy can incorporate information provided by user interaction (C7). In
their seminal work, Kass et al [5] suggest an extra term in equation 2.6, being a function of the distance
to points located by the mouse cursor. This so called ’volcano’ concept allows the user to guide the
contour toward the target region by specifying points of repulsion.
2.1.3 Brownian strings
In 1997 Grzeszczuk and Levin introduced ’Brownian Strings’ for interactive boundary extraction [11].
We discuss Brownian Strings as they use novel or uncommon examples of several components (C1, C2,
C5, C6 and C7). The work also highlights the way in which certain components are inextricably linked,
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As a contour representation (C1) the authors use connected ’cracks’ between pixels inside and
outside the region. This representation removes the ambiguity in the resulting segmentation, where
’boundary pixels’ in the representations above may strictly belong to either region or background. In
practice, contours are stored as a 2-dimensional array of cracks called a ’crack diagram’, rather than a
1-dimensional list. This data structure retains the relative positions of each crack and allows constraints
to avoid self-intersection of the contour.
The observation model (C2) exploits the contour representation. The authors derive a probabilistic
boundary measure from training examples of crack diagrams aligned with true ROI boundaries. This
boundary measure is based on the 2-dimensional histogram of pixel intensities on either side of a single
crack. In the medical exampleof whole-brainextractionin MRI volumes, this supervised approachto an
observation model makes use of interactive initialisation, as the histogram is built up from a boundary
deﬁned manually in a single slice and used to segment the brain in neighbouringslices.
The deformationmechanism (C5) is also speciﬁc to the contour representation. The authors present
two stochastic methods to generate proposal boundary sections in the form of small crack diagrams.
In one case, crack diagrams are simulated by novel geometric processes that ensure non-intersecting
boundary sections. In the second case, valid crack diagrams are drawn at random from a library.
The contour evolves under a stochastic method of energy minimisation (C6), namely simulated
annealing [71]. The authors state that this method is guaranteed to ﬁnd the global energy minimum,
although strictly speaking this is only true if the algorithm runs for inﬁnite time.
As mentioned above, the algorithm is initialised by the user (C7) in one image slice for subsequent
segmentationofanother. Rather thanmanualdrawing,the usermust performinteractive,iterativethresh-
olding. It is not clear whether this method is faster or more accurate than manual drawing. The initial
contourhastwo roles. First, theuserdeﬁnedcontourprovidestrainingdatafortheimagemodel. Second,
the authors use morphologicaloperations of dilation and erosion to deﬁne an annular region, for use as a
binary mask in neighbouringslices. The mask speeds up the simulated annealing by reducing the search
space.
The results in [11] do not evaluate the performance of Brownian Strings. The authors merely
demonstratethe methodbysegmentingsyntheticand MR images. Inthe latter case the contourvariously
delineates the intended brain boundary and the boundary between grey and white matter in the cortex.
The synthetic images also provide only qualitative results but are powerful validation tools. The authors
create images designed speciﬁcally to pose the challenges of local minima, broken edges and clutter.
Results clearly show the ability of the algorithm to overcome these challenges.
2.1.4 1D Cyclic Markov Random Fields
The 1D Cyclic Markov Random Field (1D-CMRF), ﬁrst seen in [72], is one of a family of con-
tour models that represent a contour in polar coordinates {r,θ}. The representation (C1) is a list
r = {r0,...rt ...rN−1}, of N radial distances from a ﬁxed point inside the ROI to its boundary,
separated by angular increments θ = {θ0,...θt ...θN−1}. This representation will be referred to here-
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random variables ri, and each radius ri as a site in a Markov Random Field (MRF). After choosing a
point inside the region, the 1D-CMRF is deﬁned by
Pr(r = ρ) ≥ 0 (2.7)
and
Pr(ri = ρi|rj = ρj,j  = i) = Pr(ri = ρi|rj = ρj,j ∈ Wi), (2.8)
where ρ = {ρ0,...,ρi,...,ρN} is a possible conﬁguration for r, ρi is a ’hidden variable’ or sample
point for ri and Wi is a ’clique’ or neighbourhoodof i (W = {i − 1,i + 1} for the example in [73]).
Equation 2.8 simply states the Markovian property that the probability for a given ri = ρi is con-
ditional only on a (small) neighbourhood. MRF methods follow on from the Hammersley Clifford
theorem [74] which states that if equation 2.7 holds then the joint probability Pr(r) is uniquely de-
termined by conditional probabilities in equation 2.8 and that these follow a Gibbs distribution, i.e.
Pr(r) ∝ exp[−
 
j∈Wi Uj] where Uj is an energy function or ’clique potential’ that embodies the a
priori information, combining image and shape priors. In [73] the clique potential is a weighted sum
of both ’low-level’ and ’high-level’ information. The high-level information is a crude statistical shape
model, revisited in the next chapter. The low-level information is a weighted sum of a smoothness term
and a ’step’ term designed to align the radial time series with points of high image gradient. The smooth-
ness term penalises local variation of radial distances inside a small angular window (the clique) and can
be considered a re-formulation of the stiffness term of a classical ACM.
Subsequent work by [75] and [76] present 1D-CMRF models to extract contours of the left ven-
tricle in X-ray angiography and ECG cardiology respectively. The different applications call for dif-
ferent clique potentials and likelihood functions (C2), and the authors also choose different optimisa-
tion schemes (C6). The clique potentials are all low-level according to the distinction above, imposing
smoothness of different derivative-order by using neighbourhoods Wi of different sizes. The image ob-
servation models reﬂect the characteristics of the different image modalities but all assume an intensity
difference between the region and background. Experiments in [76] use the segmentation method to
derive the secondary results of ventricular volume and wall thickness and show that results agree with
the same measures derived from manual segmentation. Qualitative results of ventricle segmentation in
[75] further support the use of 1D-CMRF in medical images but do not allow for comparison.
In a novel adaptation of the 1D-CMRF, Mart´ ın-Fern´ andez and Albertola-L´ opez deﬁne the radial
time series as a list of radial perturbationsabout a ’mean contour’[77, 78]. Theirs is a supervisedframe-
work, wherein the mean contour is deﬁned manually by the user. This is an example of making efﬁcient
use of interactivity, as the initial contour only approximates the ROI and is therefore fast to produce,
but provides high-level information that is integral to the contour model. The authors demonstrated
acceptable results for whole-organ segmentation of kidney regions in ultrasound images.
Thepolarrepresentationleadstocertainadvantagesanddisadvantagesofthe1D-CMRF. Aspointed
out in [72], the representationrequiresa 1-dimensionalarrayof size N, saving considerablecomputation
compared to region-based MRFs (see eg. [79, 80, 81]). The region-based counterpart operates on a2.2. Boundary Tracking Methods 32
random ﬁeld of size W × H where W and H are the width and height of the image. A minor drawback
of the 1D-CMRF is that a point near the centre of the ROI must be identiﬁed to ﬁx the polar coordinates
in the image frame. In [72] the authors use an automatic detection procedure, which introduces extra
computation time possible of errors, especially for low contrast or otherwise badly deﬁned regions in
medical images. However, as we will see in chapter 8, sufﬁcient estimates of a region centre can be
provided with little effort by user interaction.
The main drawbackof the polar representationis the assumption that each radius intersects with the
boundary only once. By deﬁnition, this limits the approach to model regions that are ’star-shaped’ [82].
However, some applications naturally involve ROIs that are inherently star-shaped. In these cases other
authors have chosen star-shaped representations of region boundaries. Examples in the biomedical ﬁeld
are tumours in PET images [83], kidney and pelvis regions in echography [77] and the left ventricle in
cardiac images [75, 76].
2.2 Boundary Tracking Methods
This section describes deformable contour models that track a region boundary using open contours.
Starting from a point on the boundary, an open contour progresses around the ROI and forms a closed
contour if the whole boundary is tracked, as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.1.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of boundary tracking methods, illustrated on a region (MS lesion) in
an axial MR image of the brain. (a) A single boundary point (red) is located. (b) Starting from the
boundarypoint, a contourmodel progresses aroundthe region, here in an anticlockwise direction. (c) As
the algorithmcontinuesthe contourapproachesthe starting point. (d) In this case, the algorithmachieves
a closed contour.
An appropriate starting point could be detected automatically or deﬁned interactively by a point or
anchor located by the the user. Boundary tracking methods are distinct from other open contour models
by their deformation mechanism (C5). Boundary trackers deform at one end as the open section grows
in arc-length.
2.2.1 Active testing and particle ﬁltering
The contour representation (C1) in a boundary tracking framework is a chain of successive elements
{x0,...,xi,...,xN}, where x is the position vector x = {x,y}. One family of boundary tracking
algorithms treats the contour as the result of N decisions, made to follow the boundaryat each step. The2.2. Boundary Tracking Methods 33
earliest exampleof this is the ’Active Testing’ algorithmdevelopedby Gemanand Jedynak[84, 85]. The
algorithm iteratively appends the contour with straight line sections of equal length. Each iteration must
choose the angle, from a discrete set, between the current section and the next.
If the contour model is made up of N sections, and each decision chooses from three directions
{−ϕ,0,+ϕ}, the resulting ’decision-tree’ involves 3N potential outcomes. Ultimately, the segmenta-
tion task is to choose the outcome that is most likely to track the boundary. Active testing is a general
technique for estimating the true ’hypothesis’ x whilst only considering a fraction of the possible out-
comes. This involves discarding sections of the tree at any given decision, thus reducing computational
complexity. The ternary decision that selects from {−ϕ,0,+ϕ} involves testing candidate directions
(or pixels in those directions) against a prior observation model (C2). The example in [85] uses a ﬁlter
based on a statistical model of the relative intensity between pixels on and off the desired boundary. The
outcome of a test is to accept one direction while the other two are rejected, which discards subsequent
branches in the decision tree. Acceptance is based on a statistical test derived from information theory.
The authors demonstrate using both ’entropy testing’ rule and a maximum likelihood estimator. The
authors demonstrated active testing for the application of tracking roads in satellite imagery. However,
as noted in [85], the ﬁlters designed to distinguish roads from background can be replaced to generalise
the algorithm for other applications.
Active testing can alternatively be performed using Monte Carlo rejection sampling in place of the
statistical tests above. The resulting ’particle ﬁlter’ algorithmwas ﬁrst used for multi-dimensionalobject
trackingin Isard and Blake’s ’CONDENSATION’ algorithm[86]. In one dimension, the same algorithm
extends to the task of tracking boundaries in images. The resulting algorithm, introduced as ’jetstreams’
by Perez et al. [43] stores a set of M contours or ’particles’ (xm
0,...,i)m=0,...,M−1. Tracking is based on
the iterative computation of posterior densities over the next step at xi+1. Given image data D(x,y) the
posterior probability for the next step is given by
pi+1(x0,...,i+1|D) ∝ pi(x0,...,i|D) × q(xi+1|xi−1,...,i) × l(D(xi+1)), (2.9)
where q(xi+1|xi−1,...,i) is the prior distributionoversteps and l(D(xi+1)) is the likelihoodthat a contour
section lies on the regionboundary,given the data. This distribution is deﬁned over the continuousangle
ϕ, made between xi−1,...,i and xi+1, making x0,...,i a Markov chain.
The jetstream algorithm computes pi+1 in three stages. A prediction stage randomly selects M
locations for the next point xi+1, from the normal prior angular distribution q(xi+1|xi−1,...,i) = q(ϕ) =
N(0,σϕ). By choosing angles distributed about zero, the jetstream maintains a smoothness constraint
governed by the parameter σϕ. Next, a weighting stage weights these M proposals by the product
q(xi+1|xi−1,...,i)×l(D(xi+1)). The likelihood comprises the image observationmodel (C2) and is given
by the ratio of two probabilities, for point xi+1 being on or off the boundary. The probability that a point
is on the boundary is given by
pon(D(xi+1)) = pon(ψ) ∝ N(0,
σψ
|GI|
), (2.10)
where ψ is the angle between the proposed direction and the local boundary direction estimated by2.2. Boundary Tracking Methods 34
the normal to the image gradient. Equation 2.10 constrains the jetstream to follow the local boundary
direction. The spread of pon is modiﬁed by the magnitude of the intensity gradient |GI| so that this
constraint is relaxed where the edge strength is weak. The probability that a point is off the boundary is
given by
poff(D(xi+1)) ∝ exp
 
(
−|GI|
< GI >
 2
], (2.11)
where < GI > is the mean gradient magnitude, so that the jetstream prefers to lie on strong edges. Note
that the weighting only depends on the proposed point location and the last completed particle section
xi−1,...,i, making this a Markov process. The M weights are used as a discrete approximation of the
posterior density on ϕ. The third stage of the algorithm, importance sampling, draws samples from this
posterior with replacement, to complete one step of the boundary tracker.
Jetstreams terminate after a ﬁxed number of steps, referred to hereafter as a run. The open contour
is then deﬁned as the mean path over the particle set, obtained by taking the mean x and y coordinates
at each point.
The jetstream algorithm incorporates an extra procedure for handling sharp corners. A pre-
processing stage uses a standard corner detector to identify sharp corners. The algorithm then relaxes
the smoothness constraint by replacing the normal prior angular distribution with a uniform distribution
at suspected corner pixels. Recently Famao et al. [87] improved the corner handling by introducing a
variable step length (or ’speed’ in the motion tracking analogy).
The fact that jetstream particles progress with Markovian dynamics means that local contour shape
is treated as being independent from the whole of a contour. This approach is suitable for ROIs of
interest to this project in the absence of a global shape. However, the Markov property means that any
jetstream diverging from the desired boundary will fail for subsequent iterations, having no ’memory’
of the boundary pixels in its history. Another limitation of particle ﬁlter tracking is that the posterior
distributionata givenstepcanbemulti-modal,causedbynearbyclutterora fork inthetrackedboundary.
Recently Allen et al. [88] presented a similar particle ﬁlter for tracking blood vessels in medical images,
which handles bifurcations in the forked structures being tracked by a ’rejuvenation’ procedure in the
Markov Chain.
Another drawback of jetstreams is the lack of a pre-deﬁned termination point for a single run. A
user selects the start of the boundary tracker without being able to assert where the tracked section
should terminate. Perez et al. imply that the boundarytracker should be allowed to divergefrom the true
boundary,and the user identify the point of divergence. A related drawback is the lack of a global shape
model. The algorithm must draw from a static prior angular distribution which gives local smoothness,
but discountsany priorknowledgeofglobal shape. In turn, a jetstream is veryunlikelyto trackthe whole
of a boundary in one run, and so a closed contour is built up in user-deﬁned sections. It is not clear how
the ﬁnal run is expected to reach, and terminate at, the start of the contour. Indeed, examples given in
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2.2.2 Dynamic programming methods
Mortensen et al introduced the boundary tracking framework of ’live wires’ [89] or ’intelligent scissors’
[90], which use dynamic programming as the optimisation scheme (C6). A live wire is initialised by
selecting an anchor on the region boundary. Dynamic programming computes the minimal cost path
between the anchor and the moving cursor, where the cost (C4) is designed to favour short paths that lie
along intensity gradients.
After initialisation, the fully interactive framework displays the path as the cursor moves allowing
the user to ’steer’ the contour. When the cursor approximately follows the ROI boundary, a section of
the live wire ’snaps’ to the boundary in minimising edge energy. At any moment the user can accept a
contour section by locating an anchor point to lock the live wire in place, and the process continues with
any minimum cost path being that from the cursor to the last anchor point. Performance evaluations in
[42] suggest that a live wire leads to higher reproducibilitythan manual segmentation(98% compared to
96%) although the time taken to segment a region is, on average, twice as long.
Falc˜ ao et al [42] improve live wires with three key modes of interaction to create the ’live lane’
algorithm. First, the user ’trains’the live wire in an initialisation procedure. The operatoruses brushesof
variable width to deﬁne example sections of the region boundary. The program calculates the minimum,
maximum, mean and standard deviation of pixel values from these examples. These features are used to
update the cost map and the contour subsequently avoids pixels that differ too much from values in the
training set. Second, during calculation of the optimal path, the live wire is constrained to exist within a
’lane’ that contains the true boundary. This lane is centred on a rough estimate of the ROI boundary as
it is traced in real time by the user. Third, when the contour is close to completion, the user constrains
the contour to terminate at the starting point with a keyboard interaction. The training step is shown to
improve the segmentation of knee bone regions in CT images, where variable edge strength confounds
other edge-based segmentation methods. Subsequent experiments in [41] show that an experienced user
of live lanes segments talus bones in MR images of the foot with the same accuracy and precision as
with original live wires but with up to 31 times the speed.
The main attraction of the live wire method is in its user friendliness. However, live wires have no
internal constraints, which can lead to jagged sections in the presence of noise and artiﬁcially straight
sections between anchors at either side of a weak section [40]. Another limitation of dynamic program-
ming methods is that they give a unique (minimum cost) path between a given pair of anchors, which
violates Lemma 2. This is in contrast with probabilistic algorithms such as jetstreams, which can in
principle produce more than one solution as we will see in chapter 6. If the minimum cost path is not
that desired by the user, the only method of control is to place many, close anchors along the boundary,
which overrides the algorithm with manual drawing.
Because of these limitations, live wires are often used in conjunction with other interactive tools.
In one medical example, Park et al. [91] present a protocol for segmenting various anatomical regions
in MR images using the live wire, thresholding, region growing and other 2-dimensional, interactive
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of Liang et al. [40] use live-wires to initialise an active contour algorithm. This both speeds up the
initialisation process and alleviates problems associated with the sensitivity of snakes to initialisation.
Althoughnot necessarily smooth or accurate, the live wire satisﬁes the requirementthat a classical ACM
is initialised close to the ROI boundary. The contour then evolves under internal and external energies
that introduce smoothness. In addition, a hard constraint forces the ﬁnal contour to include the initial
anchors. The authors segment heart and lungs in X-ray ﬂuoroscopy images, blood vessels, bladder and
corpus callosum in MR images, vertebra in X-ray CT images and vessels in an angiogram. Results are
comparedqualitativelywith the use of live wire alone and shown to be superior. The beneﬁts overACMs
alone are in the speed of accurate initialisation. The results aboverequiredonlyaround5 – 10 initialising
anchors, and 3 anchors were sufﬁcient to accurately segment the breast region occupyingmost of a large
mammogram (3691 × 6466 pixels).
2.2.3 Greedy methods
Plummer [22] designed a contouringtool that combines boundaryfollowingwith local automatic thresh-
olding. The algorithm has never been formally written up (D. Plummer, in correspondence), but is
summarised in [92], which compares the tool with thresholding and freehand techniques for MS lesion
segmentation. The boundary follower is initialised by a ’seed’ pixel located close to, but inside, a lesion
boundary. The algorithm initially deﬁnes a local point of ’strongest edge’ as the largest difference of in-
tensity between any two connected pixels in a square search window centred on the seed. Starting from
this point, the algorithm searches four directions (±x and ±y) for that with the strongest gradient θ∗.
The next boundary pixel is chosen from the four-connected set based upon θ∗ and an extra requirement
that the corresponding pixel value is above a threshold derived from the seed neighbourhood (it is not
clear how the threshold is obtained). The algorithm proceeds by making single-pixel steps around the
boundaryuntiltheﬁnalstepreachestheinitialboundarypoint(it is notclearhowthestepsareguaranteed
to terminate at the intended point to close the loop).
Plummer’s algorithm frequentlyfails to extract part of a lesion’s boundaryand, as a result, freehand
delineation is necessary to edit or replace around half of the results [23, 24, 25, 26]. This, and the
method’s sensitivity to initialisation, could be due to the use of a single seed to initialise both the local
search for boundary pixels and the region model.
In a similar boundary tracking framework, Luan et al. [93] introduced the ’Filter Function Algo-
rithm’. The ﬁlter function is a symmetrical function over angles θ made with the horizontal, in polar
coordinates centred on the current boundary pixel. Given an initial anchor on the boundary, the algo-
rithm uses the ﬁlter function to track the boundary in the clockwise direction. The algorithm convolves
the ﬁlter function with ’candidate’ pixels that lie on the clockwise side of a radial line passing through
the current pixel. By rotating the ﬁlter function through discrete orientations, the method seeks both the
pixel and the direction that give the maximum response.
As with Plummer’salgorithm,it is not clear how the steps are guaranteedto terminateat the starting
pointtoclosetheloop,theauthorsmerelystate thatthealgorithm’repeatsuntilthestartingpixelbecomes
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The authors demonstrate the algorithm by tracking the boundary of cranial cross sections in foetal
ultrasound images. The results are a visual improvement over the results of gradient ﬁlters and an
implementation of classical snakes driven by gradient magnitude.
2.3 Modes of Interaction
Recent literature has aimed to improve the efﬁciency of user interaction rather than removing it. In this
sectionwereviewthemodesofinteractioninmoredetail,inordertohighlighttheirstrengths/weaknesses
and how they relate to the underlying segmentation algorithm. While we are primarily concerned with
boundary-basedsegmentation, some interactive procedures are more common in region-based methods.
We include these interactions for their general applicability to supervised segmentation. In particular,
interactions that train a region-based observation model extend naturally to any deformable contour
framework driven by a similar model (C2).
We stated in chapter 1, that balancing requirements of maximal control (Requirement 1) and min-
imal demand (Requirement 2) calls for efﬁcient interactions. An efﬁcient interaction maximises the
information provided to the algorithm. This means not only providing more information, but providing
types of information readily used by the underlying algorithms. The remainder of this section discusses
interactive procedures in the literature, in terms of efﬁciency and other merits. We divide the procedures
into the categories of initialisation, run-time interactions and post editing.
2.3.1 Initialisation
Initialisation can be region-based or boundary based and can train an observation model or locate the
approximatecentreor boundaryof the ROI. Initialisation canprovideboth spatial informationandimage
data to train an observation model, which we refer to as the dual role of initialisation.
Some initialisation procedures are common to both boundary- and region-based segmentation. A
simple example is seeding, where the user locates a pixel or pixels belonging to the ROI, and sometimes
the background. Seeding is the only interaction used in classical seeded region growing (SRG), where a
single mouse-click provides the location and image intensity to initialise the model [94]. The growing
region is an evolving list of connected pixels and the statistics of the corresponding pixel intensities
provides the observation model. Instead of a single pixel, seeding can identify a small collection of
seeds from a region or background, outlined by the user or marked with a ’brush’ stroke. Adams and
Bischof [94] suggested that this would provide a more stable model for region growing segmentation,
and the approach is commonplace in graph-cut methods [95, 96, 97, 98, 33, 81].
Graph-cut methods are interactively trained upon initialisation by user-deﬁned foreground and
background pixels. Following seminal works by Boykov et al. [99, 100], interactive graph-cut algo-
rithms have become popular for segmentation in digital photo and video editing [95, 96, 97, 98] and
have recently received interest in the biomedical imaging ﬁeld, for example to segment liver tumours
in CT images [13] and neuronal axon regions in electron microscopy images [33]. The method in [13]
combines the graph-cut method with watershed and Markov Random Field (MRF) algorithms, but re-
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method in [33] complements the graph-cut algorithm with gradient ﬁltering, but satisfactory results also
demandextrainteractionsintheformofiterativere-trainingandmanualposteditingtoremoveerroneous
sub-regions.
Seeding can be region- or boundary-based, reﬂecting the corresponding segmentation framework
and image observation models. Examples of boundary-based seeding are the anchors used in the Live
Wire [90] and jetstream [43] algorithms. Classically, these use single pixel locations to initialise the con-
tour model. However, there are examples of boundary-based initialisation with the dual role of training
a boundary-based observation model and providing spatial constraint [22, 42]. First hand accounts of
using Plummer’s algorithm [22] suggest that the dual role can cause adverse sensitivity to initialisation.
One regular user of the tool reported great sensitivity, especially for seeds close to the true boundary
[19]. This highlights that, while we desire to maximise the information gained from a single interaction,
there is a balance between the value of an interaction and how accurate the user input must be. However,
despite the need to edit or manually replace around half of the contours, this tool has survived years
of routine use at UCL’s Institute of Neurology, due in part to the ability for a user to correct erroneous
results.
Other than seeding, the literature includes frameworks initialised by placing bounding boxes or
initial closed contours. The bounding box initialisation in [33] has the dual role of building a model
of the background, and deﬁning a sub-image to be segmented. The spatial constraint of a sub-image
greatly reduces the computation time of the associated graph-cut algorithm. Placing an initial closed
contour initialises the contour model without training an observation model [5, 9, 77, 78]. The closed
contour could be a manual approximation of the ROI boundary or taken from a prior shape model.
When no shape model is available, approximate manual initialisation can constrain as well as speed up
the evolution [77, 78]. This introduces more demand on the user, which can be reduced by using a
second semiautomatic tool to provide the initial contour quickly, as in the use of live wire initialisation
in [91, 40].
2.3.2 Run-time interactions
Closed contour models and boundary-trackingmethods naturally involve different modes of interaction
during run-time. In the case of closed contour models, an intermediate contour can be displayed dur-
ing evolution, prompting user guidance. Here, ’intermediate’ could mean before the termination of an
iterative optimisation scheme (C6) or when the algorithm has terminated but the results not yet accepted
by the user. Interactions constrain subsequent evolution, either for the remainder of the optimisation
scheme, or in a repeated run of the optimisation. An early example is provided by the ’volcanoes’ of
classical ACMs [5]. Where a deformable contour framework uses a probabilistic objective function, this
can incorporate conditional probabilities, where the condition is derived from the user interactions. In
[56] the authors condition the location of boundary sections in response to interactions.
Boundary tracking methods of live-wires [90] and jetstreams [43] rely on run-time interactions to
progress open contour sections around a region boundary. Both methods use anchoring to mark the
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termination of the optimal path at the mouse cursor leads to the real-time steering process. Steering has
two distinct advantages. First, displaying the optimal path in real-time inﬂuences the user’s movement
of the cursor, and the resulting feedback maximises the length of an accepted section. Second, as the
path terminates at the cursor, the user can easily create a closed contour from the open-ended live wire.
In the case of jetstreams, the particle ﬁltering is not steered in a similar way, but the authors devise
run-time interactions that take advantage of the probabilistic nature of the algorithm. Whilst tracking a
boundary the user notices or anticipates where image features cause the tracker to take a false path (due
to a multimodal posterior as mentioned above). By marking the false paths with a thick line or ’dam’,
the user assigns zero-probabilityto any proposal steps that land there.
Anothertypeof userinteractionallows the adjustmentof parametersbetweenexecutionsofan algo-
rithm. Parameters controlling properties such as contour smoothness can be reset between segmentation
attempts (as in [45]) or for different parts of an image. This removes the need for the optimisation of
hard-coded parameters and can allow a tool to generalise across multiple applications.
2.3.3 Post editing
Freehand post editing can be used to replace part of a closed contour. However, in this case, contour
sections must be both created and removed. This could be done by the successive use of an ’erase’ and
a drawing tool, but other mechanisms exist. The image analysis package ’MIDAS’ (see [36]) realises
freehand post editing in the following three steps. First, the user draws manually, along a section of the
true boundary missed by the displayed contour (in this case the result of intensity thresholding). This
leaves an ambiguous contour comprising two segments that share one boundary section. Second, the
user places a marker in any new segment to be included in the region, removingthe ambiguity regarding
which side of a shared boundary is desired. Finally, the user invokes a ’clean up’ procedure to remove
the unwantedsection andleave a simple closedcontour. A similar mechanismis used in the ROI analysis
module of the popular ’Analyze’ software [101] and in the graph-cut tool recently proposed to segment
axonal cross sections in electron microscopy images [33].
Some post editing procedures better exploit characteristics of the underlying contour model. One
example is to display the contour as a polygon and allow vertices to be dragged to new positions. The
authorsof [95] reportthat, overall,userswere moresatisﬁed withthis interactivetool thanwithlivewires
that use run-time steering. The dragging mechanism can be adapted so that boundary points adjacent
to that being dragged will also move, maintaining any internal energy constraints. The ’SplineSnake’
software in [45] is one example.
In a second example, the authors in [102] provide a novel mode of post editing speciﬁc to the
underlyingsegmentationalgorithm. Theirframeworkinvolvesa weightedcombinationof anobservation
model (image), global shape model and internal constraints of boundary smoothness. Where a section
of the contour has missed the true boundary, the user identiﬁes this erroneous region approximately by
dragging lines that are displayed perpendicular to the contour, resembling ’error bars’. The observation
model is re-weighted according to a Gaussian distribution between these error bars and the boundary
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the general idea of updating a global model in response to post-interaction extends to other applications
and models as we will see in chapter 8.
Post editing can also incorporate prior knowledge of the speciﬁc application and the type of seg-
mentation error. For example, Heimann et al. [103] design efﬁcient post editing for the case where
leaking causes a segmented liver region to include the neighbouringkidney in an abdominal CT scan. In
this contexttheauthorscanbe conﬁdentthat that the leakingoriginatesfromthe narrowestpointbetween
the two regions. The method identiﬁes this point automatically using morphological skeletonisation of
the combined regions, and estimates the boundary between the two anatomical regions. Subsequent
interaction need only tell the algorithm which of the two regions is the desired (liver) region.
2.4 Notes on Performance Evaluation
Throughout the literature there are varying approaches to performance evaluation of a segmentation
framework. This section discusses issues regarding the deﬁnition and evaluation of accuracy, and the
evaluation of other aspects of a framework’s performance.
Accuracy metrics are based on the similarity between a segmentation result and some notion of
’ground truth’. Accuracy is badly deﬁned for the biomedical applications central to the project because
of the lack of ground truth. An alternative is to use synthetic images where the ground truth is known.
These images must reproduce real-world image conditions if meaningful conclusions are to be drawn
from the results. On the other hand, synthetic images allow certain properties of a region or image
to be exaggerated and controlled to validate and evaluate the robustness and speciﬁc capabilities of a
segmentationframework. As well as accuracy,authors evaluatethe repeatabilityof segmentationresults.
Repeatability metrics are derived from the similarity between two instances of a contour model assumed
to segment the same ROI.
Performance metrics that use the similarity between contours must ﬁrst deﬁne what is meant by
similarity. Similarity can be computedfrom a region- or boundary-baseddeﬁnition of the spatial overlap
between segmented regions. Common region-based measures are the Dice similarity coefﬁcient [104]
and Tanimoto coefﬁcient [105]. For a ’true’ region S containing NS pixels, and its segmentation S
containing NT pixels, these measures are derived from the intersecting region T ∩ S. For example, the
Dice Similarity coefﬁcient is computed by the ratio 2NT∩S
NT+NS. This project is particularly interested in
boundary-basedsimilarity, as we focus on boundary-basedsegmentation methods and modes of interac-
tion. A popular boundary-based measure is the Hausdorff distance [106]. The Hausdorff distance is a
’maxmin’ measure, computed by taking the minimum distance from each point on the boundary of S, to
the boundaryof T, and then taking the maximum of these distances over all points on the boundaryof S.
This measure is sensitive to outlying points of high disagreement and can give misleading evaluations
when contours are similar for all but a small section. A popular alternative is to take the mean rather
than the maximum of the minimum distances [107, 108].
In some cases, overlap measures are replaced by a similarity measure that reﬂects the application
at hand. These use a derived quantity of a segmented region, rather than its spatial properties. Examples
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thickness relevant to cardiology [76].
The literature also reveals qualitative approaches to performanceevaluation, to evaluate qualities of
an interactive framework such as ’user satisfaction’ [109]. This relates to the user’s experience, such as
how ’easy’ or ’frustrating’ they found the tool, which is measured using questionnaires. Standard ques-
tionnaires such as that in [110] are popular in the wider ﬁeld of human-computer interaction. However,
for systems with the single aim of segmenting ROIs, more speciﬁc questions might be appropriate as
used in [95].
When comparing one segmentation method with another, the choice of reference method governs
what conclusions can be drawn. In many cases, results are compared with manual delineation. The re-
sults of manual delineation represent a form of ground truth and, separately, the method itself represents
a benchmark. In this study, Lemma 1 and the implication of Lemma 2, that with enough interaction any
deformable contour model should give the same result as the user’s best manual delineation, justiﬁes the
use of manual contours as ground truth when evaluating accuracy. However, for the same reasons, we
cannot expect any framework to be more accurate than freehand delineation.
Other authors choose ’state-of-the-art’ frameworks to compare with their own. Conclusions drawn
from these comparisons are limited as the state-of-the-art is badly deﬁned. A deﬁnition based on popu-
larity might reﬂect a method’s age, ease of implementation or user satisfaction rather than the accuracy
or chosen performance metric used in experiments. A deﬁnition based on the best results quoted in a
research paper only holds for the performance evaluation methods and speciﬁc data sets used in that
paper. Li et al. [95] use many performance metrics and test their method on many data sets, but still
their evaluation is based on the direct comparison with a somewhat arbitrary reference method.
In order to address the requirement of minimal user demand, (Requirement 2 in section 1.2), we
must also evaluate segmentation methods in terms of demand on the user. The overall segmentation
time is not a reliable measure for two reasons. First, a user is likely to use a tool faster as he/she gains
experiencewith it. Second, a user can interrupta segmentationtask beforecompletion,as the framework
waits indeﬁnitely for user input. Total time might be used as an indicator of useability in experiments
where the user has been instructedto complete the task as quickly as possible as in [42, 41], but this false
scenario might compromise segmentation quality. Where two supervised methods share similar modes
of interaction it is possible to compare the useability more directly. For example, experiments in [43]
compare the demand on the user of two anchor-based interactive boundary-trackingalgorithms, in terms
of the number of anchors placed by the user.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Interactivesegmentationmethodsin the literature fall short ofbalancingthe requirementsof(1) maximal
user control and (2) minimal user demand. The most promising improvements arise from the use of
machine learning and the ability to exploit information from the user in an efﬁcient manner. We are
motivated to combine machine learning with boundary tracking methods and radial time series.
Boundary-based image models are traditionally based on the magnitude of the image gradient,
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the image gradient is insufﬁcient, and some authors seek more discriminative visual cues including
region-based models. In the absence of multispectral data, models based on texture classiﬁcation give
promising results [68, 69, 70]. While some image energies incorporate machine learning, the internal
energies of smoothness, stiffness and tension energies do not.
The review motivates the use boundary-basedcontour models. The Brownian String method taught
us that an image model (C2) and deformationmechanism (C5) can be particularly suited to, and designed
to exploit, the chosen contour representation. In another example, the 1D Cyclic Markov Random Field
exploitsthe radialtime series representation. This representationis suitable forstar-shapedROIs, includ-
ing medical examples in the literature noted in section 2.1.4. Furthermore, we propose that by allowing
the user to identify a point near the centre of a ROI, frameworks based on radial time series gain a lot of
information from a simple interaction, helping to minimise user demand (Requirement 2).
Boundary tracking appeals to our focus on interactive methods. The general scheme of progressing
around a region boundary in the arc-length direction (ﬁgure2.1) is consistent with the way that a user’s
ﬁxation follows a boundary during manual delineation. Judging by the popularity of the live-wire algo-
rithm, this results in a user friendly method. Also, it should be possible to make particularly efﬁcient
use of user input during segmentation by boundary tracking. However, there is a need for methods that
ensure a closed contour.
Whereparametriccontourmodelsextendto3dimensions,methodseitherreplacethe2-dimensional
contourrepresentationwith a surface mesh [111, 112, 113] or create a 3-dimensionalsurface by stacking
2-dimensional contours [114, 42, 41, 115, 58, 34]. In the latter case the contour models deform in 2-
dimensions only, but information regarding the shape and location of a contour can propagate through
successive planes. In principle any 2-dimensional DCM framework can be extended to 3 dimensions by
contour stacking but we note that a good DCM should exploit the information between image planes in
an efﬁcient manner.
Stochastic optimisation schemes are particularly attractive to the present research for two reasons.
The ﬁrst relates to the prior probability distributions inherent to a stochastic sampling algorithm. These
probability distributions are derived from properties of the image or the contour model. Through the
use of conditional probabilities, we propose that the optimisation can (i) make efﬁcient use of user
interactions to condition the observation model, as demonstrated in [56], and (ii) readily incorporate
a probabilistic shape models for regularisation. The second attraction to stochastic optimisation stems
from their ability to sample from a posterior distribution over contours. The notion of a distribution
over plausible results is in keeping with Lemma 2, which says that a segmentation algorithm should
offer different solutions. We will see in chapter 6, that a distribution over contours lends itself to on-line
supervision, whereby alternative solutions are presented to the user for manual selection.
In conclusion, this project will aim to develop DCM frameworks that
• alleviate user demand by incorporating machine learning into one or more of internal energy,
global shape models and image observation models,
• seek an image or shape model that will generalise, so that it can be trained on any region-type2.5. Discussion and Conclusions 43
having boundary ambiguity or variable shape,
• choose contour representations and optimisation schemes that reﬂect the other components of a
framework,
• use probabilistic optimisation schemes that allow efﬁcient interaction,
• use open contours with on-line supervision based on ’steering’ mechanisms,
• use Markovian open contour models for their suitability to unpredictable shapes, but therefore
seek methods of closing a contour,
• exploit the simple global constraint offered by polar contour representations,
• seek generalised frameworks that readily exploit information from the user and the image, and
potentially from segmentations in neighbouring slices, where the latter allows generalisation for
3-dimensional segmentation by contour propagation,
• use synthetic images in evaluations, for more robuse measures of accuracy, and
• use reference frameworks that have similar modes of interaction to measure relative levels of user
demand.Chapter 3
Statistical Shape Models
Many of the deformablecontour models in the previous chapter have been adaptedto use machine learn-
ing to acquire prior knowledge of the region’s shape. Shape priors constrain the segmentation to ensure
plausible results and alleviate problems associated with noise and occlusion. They draw from the more
general ﬁeld of shape modelling, which has applications not only in segmentation but also classiﬁcation,
object recognition/categorisationanddata compression. Where a model is used in a segmentationframe-
work, this commonly has the role of ’shape regularisation’, whereby the objective function (C4) includes
a penalty for contours disagreeing with the prior model (eg. [116, 52, 117]). Shape regularisation is an
example of using discriminative shape models in segmentation. Another way to introduce shape priors
into segmentation is in the use of generative models (eg. [118, 119, 120, 121, 122]). In the generative
case, a model produces candidate, or proposal shapes which share shape properties with the training set.
Generatingproposalshapes can be viewedas a constraineddeformationmechanism(C5) in a deformable
contour framework.
This chapter reviews approaches to shape modelling, with emphasis on methods suited to a super-
vised segmentationframework. In particular,we are interested in various types of statistical shape model
(SSM). We consider as a SSM, any shape model that uses machine learning to give a compact represen-
tation of shape information present in training data. The review also focuses on global shape models.
We use the terms ’global’ to refer to information that characterises a whole contour. This deﬁnition is
not restricted to the case where a boundary has recurring features, but is distinct from the case where
local information is simply integrated around a contour (authors such as [11] claim that this leads to a
global model). The review looks at SSMs from the point of view of 2-dimensional shape, but some of
the methods extend to 3-dimensions.
Two popular SSMs are point distribution models and medial representations. We discuss both of
these approaches in order to highlight a fundamental balance between the discriminative power of a
SSM and the assumptions it makes about a class of shapes. These SSMs capture high-level information
aboutan object’s shape, givingthem muchdiscriminationcapability,but rely ona highlevel of similarity
between shapes in a given class.
Another family of shape models use the radial time series boundary representation described in the
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larity, and therefore apply to the types of region considered in this project. The review shows that time
series contour representations lend themselves to dynamical modelling techniques, which potentially
characterise global shape.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 discusses point distribution models
and medial representations, introducing common aims and challenges of statistical shape modelling.
Section 3.2 reviews radial time series models, discussing their relevance to the aims of this project, in
acquiringprior knowledgeof shape and using this in supervised segmentation. Section 3.3 reviews other
methods that demonstrate the intention of capturing the most discriminative information with the least
complex model.
3.1 SSMs for High-Level Shape Information
This section describes two families of SSM, namely the ’point distribution model’ (PDM) and ’medial
axis representations’ (M-reps). These capture high-level information about global shape characteristics,
by virtue of the similarity and points of correspondence between any two shapes of the same semantic
class. ThePDM andM-repsare bothgenerativeSSMs, andusesimilar methodsfrominformationtheory.
Due to their similarities we review PDMs in more detail and give a shorter overview of M-reps, where
the former bares more relation to the current project due to its boundary-basedrepresentation.
3.1.1 Point Distribution Models
A Point Distribution Model (PDM) represents a shape as a vector of N points, i.e. coordinates around
an object’s boundary or, in the case of 3-dimensional models, over its surface [118]. The method is
an example of machine learning, where the PDM learns from M training shapes belonging to the
class of ROI. The PDM assumes spatial correspondence throughout the training set, between the lo-
cations deﬁning each of the N points in a given shape. In general, the correspondence points are dis-
tributed evenlybetween commonlandmark points, which serve to align the training shapes. The training
shapes must be co-registered by iterative adjustment of pose (translation, rotation and scaling). The
M aligned shapes are stored in the vectors Y0,Y1,...YM−1 where the ith shape vector is given by
Yi = (xi0,yi0,    ,xiN−1,yiN−1)
T. The mean shape and covariance matrix are then given by
¯ Y =
1
M
M−1  
i=0
Yi (3.1)
and
S =
1
M − 1
M−1  
i=0
(Yi − ¯ Y)(Yi − ¯ Y)T (3.2)
respectively. By Principal Component Analysis (PCA), most of the variability in the training set is rep-
resented by the eigenvectors of S that correspond to the largest eigenvalues. From the 2N eigenvectors,
the ﬁrst m are chosen, where m << 2N, and stored in the matrix P = (p0,p1,    ,pm−1). The PDM
is then deﬁned by
Y ≈ ¯ Y + Pa, (3.3)
where a = (a0,a1,    ,am−1) is vector of weights, or ’shape parameters’.3.1. SSMs for High-Level Shape Information 46
The assumption of correspondence leads to two main drawbacks of the PDM approach. First, it
assumes that there is correspondencein the ﬁrst place, between any two shapes in a training set. Consid-
ering the simple illustrative example of ’quadrilaterals’, the four corners would serve as correspondence
pointsafterremovingtheambiguityas towhichis the’topleft’pointandsoon. Asnotedinsection1.1.3,
some anatomical regions have recurring features that serve as corresponding points, such as the spinous
process presentonall vertebra(ﬁgure1.2). However,regionssuchas tumoursandlesions canbe variable
in shape, having arbitrary undulations around the boundary and no sense of ’top’ and ’bottom’.
The second drawback of the correspondence assumption is that PDMs require points to be marked
on all training shapes by manual or automatic labelling. Manual labelling is labour intensive and not
guaranteed to preserve anatomical correspondence. There is active research into automating this proce-
dure, primarily using registration-based methods [123, 124, 125, 126] or ’minimum description length’
(MDL) methods [127, 128].
The registration-based method in [123] involves aligning shapes in a training set with their best
matching pair, computing a mean shape from each pair and repeating until a single mean shape rep-
resents the whole training set. Landmarks placed on the mean shape can then be projected back onto
each original shape. This approach, in common with all registration methods, relies on procedures for
’aligning’,andmeasuringtheagreementbetween,pairsofshapes. Theauthorsin[123] usedynamicpro-
gramming to match boundary sections of high curvature. In [124], the same team replace this alignment
procedure with a nonlinear registration method that transforms shapes to minimise the local disagree-
ment between boundaries, deﬁned by non-overlapping areas. Other registration-based approaches in
[125, 126] borrow from more familiar medical image registration literature.
Methods of MDL are based on the assumption that the ’simplest’ point distribution model is that
in which the points Yi correspond the most between training shapes. Davies et al. [127, 128] borrow
from information theory, to deﬁne the ’simplest’ PDM as that with the minimum ’description length’
[129]. Landmark placement then becomes an optimisation problem, where the description length is the
objective function and the points Yi are ﬁrst initialised throughout a training set and then manipulated
during optimisation. The algorithm requires that each shape is projected into a base domain, eg. a circle
in the 2-dimensional case, which causes problems for convex shapes.
At the same time as this projectwas investigatingnew shape models(presentedin chapters 7 and8),
Berks et al. [130] suggested that the MDL method can be used to build a PDM without explicit corre-
spondencebetween shapes. Their methodstarts with training shapes that have landmarksplaced at equal
arc-length intervals, starting from a chosen origin. In their example of mammographic masses, there is
no obvious choice of starting point, which would correspond between examples. In the absence of a
single landmark, the authors choose the optimal starting point for each shape during alignment, being
that which gives rise to the minimum variance in the resulting model. The goal of modelling this type
of shape (tumour masses) without assuming explicit correspondenceis in common with this project. We
consider the work of Berks et al. to be the closest competitor of methods that we develop in chapters 7
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masses to provide training and testing data, and more work would be needed to base segmentation al-
gorithms on these models. Also, the evaluation of the method is somewhat limited. The authors use the
models to simulate ground truth instances and deﬁne a performance metric based on the similarity be-
tween generated and original tumours, in terms of combinedshape and appearance (texture). Results are
comparedwith an earlier methodproposedby the same group[131] which overcamethe correspondence
problem by enforcing a single landmark point on the tumour mass boundary. The landmark was deﬁned
in relation to a nearby, anatomical landmark (the nipple) but there is no conﬁrmed physiological basis
for assuming this to be a consistent geometrical relationship.
Other methods of automatic landmark placement draw from the wider geometry and shape litera-
ture such as the ’growing neural gas’ method [132], ’node splitting and merging’ [133] and extracting
’dominant points’ from ordered curves [134].
Another limitation of the PDM stems from its linearity (by equation 3.3). The model assumes that
any shape belonging to the same semantic class as the training data is given by a linear combination of
m < M eigenmodes from the PCA. This in turn assumes that the population of shapes form a unimodal
multivariate Gaussian distribution in shape space, and that the training data represent this distribution.
According to Cremers et al. [135], these assumptions break down when data exhibits complex shape
deformations, such as the nonlinear deformations arising from different 2-dimensional cross sections
of a 3-dimensional object. The problem is made worse in some medical applications by the presence
of pathological variations. The limitations of the linear model have prompted methods that remove its
assumptions [136, 137, 138]. An intuitive approach by Cootes and Taylor [137] uses a mixture model to
handle multimodal Gaussian distributions. However, this method requires that the number of modes can
beestimated. A morerecentimprovementoverthe linearmodelis providedbyCremerset al. [135, 138].
Their approach uses kernel PCA, whereby the data are assumed to form a Gaussian distribution in a
higher dimensional space, after a nonlinear mapping.
Another problem associated with PDMs is that choices for the number of training shapes and the
number of principle modes are somewhat arbitrary. Mei et al.[139] showed that this can lead to sub-
optimal modelling for segmentation, and the task of optimising for the number of distinct modes is the
subject of ongoing research [139, 140].
An extension of the PDM adapts it to model multiple regions that are disconnected but part of the
same ’constellation’ [141, 142]. Examples occur in medical applications where anatomy guarantees a
known constellation, such as vertebra making up the spine or metatarsal/metacarpal bones making up
joints of the ankle/wrist. The individual regions are modelled by their own mean shape and modes of
variation, while the relative positions of the individual regions are assigned a second statistical model,
coupled to the ﬁrst. Constellations do not arise for the applications central to this project, which involve
either an individual ROI, or a group (such as multiple sclerosis lesions) that are unpredictablein number
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3.1.1.1 PDM in interactive segmentation: the Active Shape Model
Cootes et al. [9, 118] popularised the use of PDMs for segmentation with the introduction of Active
Shape Models (ASMs). The method exploits the generative nature of the model in an optimisation
scheme. After initialising with the mean shape placed in an image somewhere near the ROI, the Active
Shape model X = (xi0,yi0,    ,xiN−1,yiN−1)
T evolves by iteratively varying pose to ﬁt the image
and varying shape parameters to minimise the difference between the generated shape and the closest
shape Yi in the training set. First, the points of X are subjected to small displacements that reduce
an image energy (C2) to move boundary points toward high gradient magnitude. These displacements
are stored in the vector dX = (dxi0,dyi0,    ,dxiN−1,dyiN−1)
T. Then a least squares estimation
calculates the changes in pose, (deﬁned by scaling s, rotation θ and translation of the model centre Xc),
that best describes the adjustments dX. The new contour is given by
X = M(s,θ)[¯ Y + Pa] + Xc, (3.4)
whereM(s,θ) is a lineartransformationforscalingandrotation. Tocompletean iteration,anadjustment
to the shape parameters da is calculated by
da = PTdY, (3.5)
where dY is the ’residue’ in model space [143], calculated by
dY = M(s−1(1 + ds)−1,θ − dθ)[M(s,θ)[Y] + dX − dXc] − X (3.6)
(see [9] and [143] for derivation), where ds, dθ and dXc are the changes in scale, rotation, and transla-
tion.
Despite the correspondence assumption of the Point Distribution Model, the impact of the ASM
on the medical imaging community has been huge. Examples include the segmentation of ventricles
in ultrasound images [144], or bones [145] and the trachea [146] in X-ray CT images to mention but a
few. Some reﬁnements to the classical ASM make it even more suited to medical applications. Beneﬁts
are seen when the optimisation scheme is replaced with a stochastic method [119], or assisted by user
interactions [147, 148, 149].
The interactive algorithm by Hug et al. [147] is based on the idea that the most efﬁcient user-
guidance comes from interacting with the most inﬂuential points on a parametric contour. The most
inﬂuential points, or ’principal landmarks’ are those that carry more shape information, identiﬁed by
iteratively removing points responsible for the most variation. The remaining points form a coarse
’control polygon’ of points that can be placed in an image for fast initialisation. The ASM algorithm
is then constrained so that all modes of variation produce shapes that share these control points. The
constraint is based on choosing basis vectors that displace the control points in the x- and y-directions,
and which have the minimal Mahalanobis norm in the space of principal components.
The ’InterActive Shape Models’ (iASM) in [148] also constrain the ASM so that the resulting
shapes pass through boundary points deﬁned by the user. Theirs is an iterative scheme, which seeks
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spanned by the principal components, and the lower-dimensional subspace S2 of ’allowed’ shapes that
contain ﬁxed boundary points. Experiments in [148] suggest reasonable improvements in segmentation
accuracy for relatively few interactions, but these experiments use ideal, simulated interactions rather
than real user trials. In [149] the same group combine the iASM with an image model exploiting super-
vised, region-based classiﬁcation and the hybrid method gives better results in heart segmentation than
either of the constituent algorithms.
3.1.2 Medial Representations
Medial representations or ’M-reps’ are another family of SSM which, like the PDM, use an explicit
parametrisation of object geometry and have advanced the ﬁeld of segmentation [150, 151, 152, 122].
We give a brief overviewof M-reps hereto reiterate the assumptionsof existing high-levelshape models.
A detailed account of the method is given in [153].
The main distinction between M-reps and other methods is their use of a medial axis description
to parametrise shapes. Parametrisation is based on a ’hub’ and ’spoke’ model, where points along the
medial axis represent hubs, and spokes deﬁne straight lines from a hub to the region boundary. Together,
the hub and spoke structure is known as an ’atom’, whereby the simplest atom comprises two spokes.
The number and type of atoms along the medial axis deﬁne the full shape representation.
To train M-reps, the atomic conﬁguration is ﬁtted to training shapes, then these are aligned by me-
chanical deformations. These deformations are modelled by principal geodesic analysis (PGA). Anal-
ogous to the PCA above, PGA represents the training set in a space of reduced dimensions, and it is
assumed that all objects from the same semantic class as the training set occupy the same space. PGA
can be viewed as a generalisation of PCA, where the Euclidean space is replaced by the Reimannian
space of medial parameters. As such, the method is theoretically better suited to handle complex modes
of variation associated with pathology.
M-reps share two key drawbackswith point distribution models. Analogous to landmarkplacement
for PDMs, the need to assign medial axes and atoms to training data is impractical. This procedure can
be partially automated by generating Voronoi diagrams [154, 155], but this in turn must be initialised
by boundary points similar to the landmarks of a PDM. Also, as with the PDM, these SSMs assume
high levels of shape similarity between regions of interest. Notable successes of the M-rep method are
seen for brain structures such as hippocampi and ventricles [156] and the caudate nucleus [152], and for
whole organs such as the kidney [156] and liver [157]. However, to our knowledge, M-reps have not
been shown to model tumours or other variable shapes as deﬁned in section 1.1.3.
3.2 Radial Time Series models
Section 2.1.4 described deformable contour models that parametrise a contour as a 1-dimensional radial
time series r = {r0,...,ri,...,rN−1}. We noted that the {r,θ} parametrisation limits a contour
model to the case of star-shaped ROIs. However, some classes of shape are known to be typically star-
shaped and the radial time series re-appears throughout the statistical shape modelling literature as it
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high success rates. Also, some of the techniques apply to the generalised parametrisation {r,s}, where
s = {s0,...,si,...,sN−1} are arc-length increments.
3.2.1 Autoregressive models
Kashyap and Chellappa [158] introduced a model using the radial time series representation for the
classiﬁcation and reconstruction of closed boundaries. The authors represent the radial time series by a
stochastic model belonging to the family of linear autoregressive (AR) models. In their Circular Aurore-
gressive (CAR) model, each point ri is expressed as a weighted sum of the radii at earlier time points
(angles) on the boundary plus a noise term, giving the generalised CAR equation
ri = α +
m−1  
j=0
pjri−j + σωi, (3.7)
where α is proportional to the mean radius, p = {p0,...,pj,...,pm−1} is a vector of weights and
m ≤ N is the number of lag terms in the model, also referred to as the order of the model. The
noise term σωi comes from an independent sequence of normally distributed random variables ω =
{ω0,...ωi ...ωN−1} and standard deviation σ. The full parameter vector for the CAR model is Q =
{α,p,β} and is estimated for a given shape using least-squares methods.
In addition to the {r,θ} parametrisation, Kashyap and Chellappa suggest, without demonstration,
thattheCAR techniquesextendto2-dimensionalseriesX = {{x0,y0},...,{xi,yi}...{xN−1,yN−1}}.
This bi-variate representation extends the CAR model to include non star-shaped boundaries.
KashyapandChellappaﬁrst suggestedthat Q canbe usedas featurevectorsforshapeclassiﬁcation.
Several authors have subsequently used and reﬁned the CAR model for shape classiﬁcation in this way
[159, 160, 161, 162]. Eom and Park [159] devise a maximum likelihood decision rule classiﬁer to
classify outlines of eight aeroplane types and eight machine parts, reporting 100 % success rate in six
out of the eight in each case. Das et al. [161] used the 1-dimensional CAR model to classify microbial
shape boundaries in classiﬁcation experiments. The authors report lower success rates between 71.4 %
and 91.4 % for models of order 2-4. However, these experiments were small, using ten training and
ﬁve testing images from each class, and used simple ’feature weighting’ and ’rotated coordinate system’
classiﬁers. Mir et al. [162] use the 1-dimensional CAR model in binary classiﬁcation to discriminate
between liver and kidney boundaries derived from CT images, with 99 % conﬁdence. The authors also
used a bi-variate AR model where points are represented in 2 dimensions as complex numbers, but
found no improvement even though some contours were not star-shaped. Although the classiﬁcation
experiments above generally revealed better performance for higher order models, it is noted in [162]
that this rule does not always hold and the best model order should be identiﬁed empirically for a given
application.
Another key extension to the CAR model is given by Dubois and Glanz[163]. The authors change
the contour parametrisation to represent non star-shaped boundary as a 1-dimensional series by ’un-
wrapping’. First, the boundary points in the {r,θ} case are stored, where more than one ri is possible
for a given θi. The method then steps around the boundary and records the radii ordered by arc-length.
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equal and not used. The angles corresponding to the re-ordered points are from an equi-spaced set but
the axis is no longer monotonic and has repetitions. The authors acknowledge this loss of ’phase in-
formation’ and note that a given un-wrapped series does not represent a single unique boundary. The
success of the unwrapping algorithm is challenged by experimental results in [164] and [159]. Das et
al.[164] used two classiﬁers and two sets of shapes to directly compare the 1-dimensional model with
and without unwrapping. Their experiments revealed that the simple 1-dimensional case out-performed
the un-wrapping case for all of the tested model orders (1 to 4) on a set of shapes that includes non
star-shaped boundaries. Eom and Park’s experiments also show that their maximum likelihood classiﬁer
using the simple 1-dimensioanl model gives higher classiﬁcation accuracy, even with non star-shaped
boundaries, than the classiﬁer used in [163] after unwrapping. One explanation for the inferior classiﬁ-
cation rates using unwrapped time series is the loss of boundary phase information [164].
As well as classiﬁcation Kashyap and Chellappa use the CAR model for encoding shapes to reduce
data storage. This relies on the ability to reconstruct a shape from estimates of the parameters Q, which
includes simultaneously retrieving the exact noise sequence ω = {ω0,...ωi ...ωN} associated with the
shape. The authors also note that, by sampling noise sequences from a Gaussian distribution rather than
approximating the original sequence, perturbations on the original shapes can be generated. However,
this is onlyusedformodelvalidationandto demonstratethe relativeinformationstoredin theparameters
α,p and β. The use of CAR as a generative model is not seen in subsequent literature.
Kartikeyan and Sarkar [165] showed that the linear CAR model struggles to classify shapes with
complexboundariesandintra-classvariability. Theauthorsadaptequation3.7toformanonlinearvariant
of the CAR model. The so called non-causal quadratic Volterra (NCQV) model is given by
ri = α +
m−1  
j=0
pjri−j +
 
(u,v)∈G
gu,v + σωi, (3.8)
where m ≤ N, g are the ’Volterra kernels’ and G is the set {(u,v) : gu,v  = 0}. The procedure to ﬁnd
the volterra kernels and ﬁt the model is complex, eventually giving model parameters Q = {α,p,g}.
The authors use these as feature vectors in a Bayesian schemes for both recognition and classiﬁcation.
Experimentsshow that the NCQV model improveson the linear case when classifying shapes with more
complicated within-class variability.
The NCQV is the only nonlinear radial time series model adapted for shape representation in the
literature. The method is complicated and has not received as much interest as the CAR model in later
literature. The NCQV is designed for recognition and classiﬁcation tasks with no obvious extension to
shape generation. The authors even state that
“in the context of closed contour representation, forecasting is not an objective”.
In summary, the simple, 1-dimensional, linear autoregressive model has proved to be a useful tool
forclassiﬁcation andrecognitionofstar-shapedandnonstar-shapedboundariesthat are nottoo complex.
For the case of non star-shaped objects there is a lack of evidence that classiﬁcation beneﬁts from the
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introducing nonlinearity into the AR model allows more complex boundaries to be characterised [165].
The CAR model breaks down when used to characterise boundaries that are complex [165], noisy [160]
or occluded [166]. There are no examples in the literature, of using CAR models in segmentation, either
by developing generative models or adapting the classiﬁers for shape regularisation.
3.2.2 Markov models
Because the AR approach represents a whole contour by a single set of parameters, He and Kundu
[166] claim that it is unable to model ’unpredictable’ shapes with ’radical variations’. To address this
limitation, and the sensitivity of the CAR modelto occlusion,distortion and local perturbationof shapes,
theauthorscombinetheautoregressivemodelwitha hiddenMarkovmodel(HMM).First, the radialtime
series of a whole contour is divided into M smaller segments and different AR models are ﬁtted to each
segment. The HMM then models the relationship between AR parameter vectors from neighbouring
segments. The authors represent a shape as radii separated by equal intervals of arc length rather than
angles and a single section of L < N radii r′ = {r1,...,rl,...,rL}, given the indices l = {1...L},
has the AR model
rl = α +
m−1  
j=0
pjrl−j + σωl, (3.9)
with parameters Q = {p0,...,pj,...,pm−1, α
σ,µr}, where α
σ is a scale invariant ratio of the whole
shape’s mean radius to the size of ﬂuctuations about the mean and µr is the mean radius of the boundary
section.
The Hidden Markov Model has M ’states’, in this case given by the boundary sections. A state
sequence S of length T ≤ M is a vector {s0,...,st,...,sT−1} with s ∈ {1,...,M}. The relationship
between states is modelled by a M × M transition probability matrix A, with elements
ai,j = Pr(st+1 = j|st = i), i,j = {1...M}
=
No of occurrences of{ot ∈ i}and{ot+1 ∈ j}
No of occurrences of{ot ∈ i}
.
(3.10)
The model requires an initial probability vector Π of length M with elements
πi = Pr(s0 = i)
=
No of occurrences of{o0 ∈ i}
No of training sequences
.
(3.11)
The observation sequence O has elements ot given by the vector Q for the tth segment, and an as-
sociated observation density vector B with elements bj(ot) being the a posteriori density of observation
ot given qt = j, approximated by
bj(ot) ∝ exp[−
1
2
(ot − µj)Σ
−1
j (ot − µj)T], (3.12)
where µj and Σj are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the jth state calculated by clustering the
training vectors. Note that this unsupervised clustering procedure determines the number and length of
the state vectors, i.e. the number M of boundary segments.
The machine learning task is to estimate parameters (A,Π,B), by choosing those that maximise
the state optimised likelihood function p(R,S∗|A,Π,B) = argmax
S
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use the segmental K-means algorithm in [167]. Note that this involves training the model on ground
truth shape data to populate the initial probability vector Π and transition probability matrix A by equa-
tions 3.11 and 3.11. Classiﬁcation then assigns the label p∗, which maximises the likelihood function
p( | ), i.e. argmax
p
p(O,S∗|Ap,Πp,Bp). The authors use the Viterbi algorithm in [168].
The model is translation and scale invariant by virtue of the radial time series representation. How-
ever the need for all shapes in a class to be divided into small sections removes the rotational invariance
of the model. To account for this the authors attempt to rotate all shapes to a common orientation. This
alignment is based on global features of ’elongation axis’ and ’minimum radius point’ which in turn
assumes a certain level of within-class similarity, in conﬂict with the aims set out in the paper and shared
by the present research.
Friedland and Rosenfeld presented another example of using high-level shape information in a 1D-
CMRF [73]. The method uses an energy function in the Gibbs formulation that combines low-level
and high-level processing. The low-level smoothness term described in section 2.1.4 is complemented
with high-level information based on a similarity measure between the contour and the most similar
conﬁguration r in a library. The so-called ’adaptive multi-level energy function’ comprises a weighted
sum of the low- and high-level energies, where the function is ’adaptive’ by varying the relative weights
during the optimisation. Arguably, the use of a library in the high-level process means that this shape
model is not statistical. A statistical model of the population should give a compact representation of
the information in the training data rather than explicitly storing that data. The authors demonstrated
acceptable results in segmenting objects such as vehicles from infrared remote sensing images, and
experiments showed the beneﬁts of the high-level energy over segmentations ran with this term set to
zero. However,the librarymatchingprocess assumes a highlevel of similarity within the class of shapes,
making this approach unsuitable for the goals of this research.
3.3 Other Shape Models
This section reviews Fourier and other shape descriptors that have a role in medical image analysis.
3.3.1 Fourier descriptors
One type of shape model treats a closed contour as a linear combination of sinusoidal func-
tions [169]. A model of order K uniquely deﬁnes a given shape with the parameter vector
{{a0,c0},...,{ak,ck},{aM,cM}} used in the equation

x(t)
y(t)

 =

a0
c0

 +
K−1  
k=0

ak ak
ck ck



cos(kt)
sin(kt)

, (3.13)
where x and y are pixel dimensions and t is an independent parameter related to arc-length.
The Fourier representation has the advantages of controlling the frequencyof a shape by the choice
of model order, and naturally modelling a closed contour due to the model’s periodicity. The model was
ﬁrst used for object classiﬁcation [170, 171] but also built into a segmentation framework to provide
shape priors by Staib and Duncan in [116]. Their framework allowed for machine learning by decom-
posingtrainingshapes froma givenclass into theparametrisationaboveandﬁtting multivariateGaussian3.3. Other Shape Models 54
statistics to the parameters. The segmentation itself uses a Bayesian approach to ﬁnd the parametrised
shape Q, which maximises the objective function
Pr(D|Q)Pr(Q)
Pr(D)
(3.14)
where D is the observation model. In this case D is a 2-dimensional map of a boundary measure (based
on image gradients)so the parametrisedcontourQ is ﬁrst made to conformby turningthe 1-dimensional
boundary into a 2-dimensional binary image.
Staib and Duncan used the Fourier shape models to segment the Left Ventricle in echocardiogram
images andthe corpuscolossumin MR images. Results seem reasonableandthe shape modelis intuitive
but there were no quantitative conclusions drawn from these demonstrations.
A limitation of the model is the assumption of independence between the model parameters
{ak,ck}∀k. Staib and Duncan suggested extending the method by modelling the covariance of the
model parameters . This was later realised by Szekely et al. [172], who in turn used the shape priors as
regularisers in ACMs to segment the corpus callosum in brain images.
3.3.2 Low-level shape descriptors
Dating back to Hu’s ’moment invariants’ [173], global geometrical properties such as diameter, aspect
ratio or area have been used as low-level shape descriptors. If ROIs in a training set are normalised
in terms of scale and orientation, these descriptors can be used as features in shape recognition and
classiﬁcation. Shape descriptors can be region-based or contour-based whereby, as demonstrated in
[174], two shapes can be similar according to one and not the other type.
In a recent medical example, Wang et al. use shape descriptors to model the shape of ventricles in
MRI volumes [10]. Ventricular volume (area) is a well-known indicator of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
AfterchoosingthesameaxialslicefrommultipleMRIvolumes,theseareco-registeredandtheventricles
segmented to produce a binary image. The authors derive two types of novel shape descriptors from
a ventricular region and its boundary. The ﬁrst set of novel shape descriptors are region-based, and
designed speciﬁcally for ventricle shapes. The ’minimum thickness’ is the shortest distance between a
point on the left handside of the regionand a point on the right. This always occurs nearthe centre of the
region. Next, the ’axis shape descriptors’ rely on landmark points at the four ’corners’ of the ventricles.
Having identiﬁed these points, the authors form descriptorsfrom the two diagonal lengths along with the
four distances from the centroid to each corner. The second set of novel shape descriptors are contour-
based and are not speciﬁc to ventricle shapes. These are derived from the shape’s ’signature’, which is
equivalent to a radial time series. The authors use the mean, variance and higher order moments of the
signature as low-level shape descriptors.
The authors also extract standard region-based descriptors of area, circularity, eccentricity, elonga-
tionand rectangularity,andthe contour-basedperimeter. Experimentscomparethe discriminatorypower
of the novel descriptors with the standard ones, to recognise AD symptoms. Performance is evaluated
by the correlation of a shape descriptor with cognitive test scores (a continuous indicator of AD) as well
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iments the minimum thickness gave the best performance whereas the mean signature value proved the
best discriminator in binary classiﬁcation.
Shape descriptors are generally fast to compute. This makes them suitable for use in real-time
applications such as database querying, browsing or recognition tasks applied to video frames [174].
However, shape descriptors are compact and lose a lot of information about global and local shape
makingthemunsuitableforcapturingsubtledifferencesbetweenshapes andunabletoreconstructshapes
similar to a training set. Also, shape descriptors are not generative because, while values could in
principle be sampled at random from learned distributions, a sample would not map to a unique shape.
3.4 Notes on Performance Evaluation
The performance of a shape model is evaluated in two main ways. Where a shape model is used to
constrain segmentation, authors can quantify its beneﬁts by comparing the results of segmentation with
and without the shape prior (eg. [53]). Irrespective of its use in a segmentation framework, the discrimi-
natory power of a shape model can be evaluated by techniques from the ﬁelds of object recognition and
classiﬁcation literature. Recognition aims to determine whether a shape belongs to a given class while
binary classiﬁcation aims to assign a shape to one of two classes. In terms of performance evaluation
these aims are closely related as in the recognition case, rejecting a test shape from the single, positive
class is equivalent to assigning that shape to an arbitrary negative class in binary classiﬁcation.
The literature contains different approaches to the choice of a negative class. Where a shape model
is used for detection or retrieval, authors often use a database of many shape classes, wherein all but
the positive class make up a pooled negative class (eg. [174, 175]). In Wang et al. [10], a negative
class of shapes is inherent in the chosen application, as the diseased ventricle shapes being modelled
are naturally paired with the negative class of healthy ventricles. The binary classiﬁcation experiments
of Mir et al. [162] sought to distinguish liver from kidney contours in CT slices. This is not a realistic
task as, while these contours might be of similar shape and size in certain axial slices of a tomographic
image, they are identiﬁedby their anatomical location. However,the liver andkidneyclasses are a useful
complementarypair as the contours possess certain similarities. First, both classes represent deformable
organs with similar surface properties. Second, the same image contrast/noise properties govern the
quality of ground-truth in both cases.
In the object recognition literature, performance is evaluated by measures such as ’precision’ and
’recall’. Adopting the convention that binary classiﬁcation assigns a ’positive’ or a ’negative’ label,
precision is deﬁned by the true-positive fraction TP = NTP
NTP+NFN, where the number of ’true-positives’
NTP is the number of test cases correctly assigned to the positive class, and so on. Similarly, ’recall’ is
given by the fraction of true positives relative to the size of the whole test set.
The work of Wang et al. [10] also demonstrates the use of application-speciﬁc performance mea-
sures. Cognitive test scores provide a secondary measure of the presence or severity of Alzheimer’s
disease, known to correlate with the change in ventricular appearance captured by the shape models.
The test scores are used as a ’ground truth’ on a continuous scale and correlation with the variation of
shape descriptors provides a quantitative performance measure.3.5. Discussion and Conclusions 56
3.5 Discussion and Conclusions
This review suggests that the linearity of the classical PDM may not handle pathological variations,
which are the essence of variability in the classes of shape such as lesions and tumours. Also, the
assumptionofcorrespondencemakesPDMsinappropriatefortheseapplications. However,byexploiting
its generative nature, the PDM forms the basis of a popular segmentation framework (ASM) and recent
improvements make ASMs more suitable for other medical applications.
Time series models have been used for shape modelling. The key methods can be divided into
autoregressive and Markov random ﬁeld models. The main difference is that autoregressive models
characterise the whole of a shape boundaryby a set of global parameters whereas the Markovianmodels
model the variation of local shape properties around the boundary. The rest of this discussion highlights
the applicability of the radial time series representation to this project (section 3.5.1) and section points
outwherecurrentshapemodelsthat usetheradialtimeseries arelackingforourpurposes(section3.5.2).
3.5.1 Radial time series representation
The radial time series allows us to represent multiple shapes in the same parameter space without the
need for correspondence between those shapes. The example of polar parametrisation {r,θ} is limited
to star-shaped regions, but medical imaging involves many regions of interest that are star-shaped such
as those listed in section 2.1.4. Also, there is evidence that classiﬁcation is robust against the presence
of non star-shaped examples in a training or testing set. The data sets available to this project, of MS
lesions and liver tumour cross sections, are both around 80% star-shaped.
We propose that two of the problems associated with boundary following segmentation would be
alleviated by the use of radial time series. First, the polarparametrisationcan be used to aid loop closing,
as a boundary should be completely tracked over a 2π range. Second, because the model contains
an estimate of the region’s centre, divergence from the true boundary can be avoided by penalising a
monotonic increase in radial distance from the centre. The representation may also help to balance the
requirements of increased user control (Requirement 1) and reduced user involvement (Requirement 2).
The position of a region’s centre, along with an estimate of the mean radius, provide much information
to the model while these can be estimated by observationsfrom an image model and/oruser interactions.
3.5.2 Radial time series shape models
Autoregressive models are an example of machine learning for shape. These are used for classiﬁcation
but there are no attempts in the literature to develop them for shape regularisation for segmentation. The
CAR can be used to generate random perturbations of the single shape it was trained on, but no schemes
have been presented for training the CAR on multiple shapes and/or generating contours representative
ofa givenclass. TheAutoregressivemethodextendsto a nonlinearmodelas seenin [165]. However,this
model is not generativeand is only used for shape classiﬁcation. Kartikeyan’s model is also complicated
to train, relying on inverse Fourier transforms and nonlinear least squares ﬁtting.
Markov Random Fields in 1-dimension are used for segmentation but do not generally use machine
learning. Theexceptionsarethecombineduse ofa HiddenMarkovModelwiththeAR method[166]and3.5. Discussion and Conclusions 57
the use of ’libraries’ in the potential function for 1D-CMRF [73]. However, these assume a higher level
of similaritywithin a class ofshapes and introducethe same problemsofcorrespondenceassociated with
a PDM. Also, the shape prior based on a library of training series is not strictly a SSM. The Markovian
approachextends to open-contourmodelling, seen mainly for left ventricularregions, which do not have
closed boundaries as the region adjoins the aorta.
In conclusion, global, high-level shape priors beneﬁt segmentation frameworks but existing models
are over-constraining for the case of unpredictable, pathologically variable ROIs without spatial cor-
respondence. We are motivated to develop novel shape priors, where the radial time series contour
parametrisation offers a promising starting point. Cootes et al’s use of the PDM in active shape models
also shows that exploitingthe generative nature of a SSM in this way can have a huge impact on the ﬁeld
of segmentation. This project will explore the time series approach to develop SSMs that
• capture global shape information without correspondence points,
• are generative,
• model Markovian dynamics in common with boundary tracking frameworks,
• model periodic dynamics associated with closed boundaries,
• are nonlinear,
• use machine learning for global shape information,
• offer discriminative models for shape regularisation,
• are probabilistic, whereby samples drawn from a distribution of likely shapes may form the basis
of probabilistic segmentation, and
• allow shape generation to be constrained by observations.Chapter 4
Machine Learning Classiﬁcation
’Machine learning’ is a general term applied to tasks ranging from parameter estimation to modelling
cognitive processes [176]. In the context of a segmentation framework, machine learning is used to
provide prior knowledge about the expected shape (C3) or observation model (C2). The previous chapter
stated that SSMs are examples of machine learning, as the various models estimate parameters from
training data. This chapter looks at machine learning techniques appropriate for an image model, which
fall into the category of ’supervised classiﬁcation’. The supervised approach is in line with the intention
to make efﬁcient use of information provided by the user. This information comprises ground truth
image data that are labelled by human observers. For example, previously labelled data can train the
classiﬁer off-line and the results used to provide an improved observation model by pre-processing.
Alternatively, an observation model could be trained or reﬁned interactively, using data located in the
image during initialisation or run-time. In both cases the data is in the form of feature vectors x, each
with an associated class label y ∈ Y. In the case of binary classiﬁcation, two labels Y = {1,−1}
correspond to positive and negative classes such as ’region’ and ’background’.
Machine learning classiﬁers can be divided into generativeand discriminative methods, also known
respectively as ’statistical’ and ’distribution-free’ [177]. In generative methods, feature vectors are re-
lated by an underlying joint probability. If we compute the conditional probabilities Pr(x|y),y ∈ Y and
the class probabilities Pr(y), then we can obtain the probability that unseen data x′ belongs to class y′
using Bayes rule
Pr(y′|x′) =
Pr(x|y′)Pr(y′)
Pr(x)
, (4.1)
where Pr(x) =
 
y∈Y Pr(x|y)Pr(y). It is then straightforward to classify unseen data using the Bayes
classiﬁer. In the binary case we assign label y = 1 if Pr(1|x′) > 0.5 and y = −1 otherwise.
Generativemethodsare well principledand requirerelativelylittle computation,but are only appro-
priate for classiﬁcation problems where we have some prior knowledgeabout the underlyingprobability
models Pr(x|y),y ∈ Y. Conversely, discriminative methods are favoured when we cannot assume the
formofthe probabilitydistributions,butcanbe computationallyexpensive. Inthis project,imagemodels
will be based on regional texture, for which we have no prior knowledge of underlying processes giving
rise to the observed data. Also, we seek classiﬁcation methods that generalise between applications, and
in the presence of high within-class variability for a given application. For these purposes we choose4.1. Discriminant Analysis 59
discriminative methods. These methods, also called ’discriminant analysis’, separate data by discrimi-
nant functions gy(x) in the space of the feature vectors. Section 4.1 summarises discriminant analysis
and introduces the principle behind nonlinear methods. Section 4.2 gives a more in-depth review of
the ’support vector machine’, an example of nonlinear discriminant analysis favoured for its ability to
generalise. For example, SMVs can discriminate between two classes that might each give rise to mul-
tiple clusters in feature space. In the context of segmentation this applies to the classes of ’region’ and
’background’ textures whereby each class can possess more than one distinct sub-class due to complex
textures or within-class variability. The review highlights other beneﬁts of SVMs for use in textured
images.
4.1 Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analysis is a distribution-free approach to classiﬁcation, which separates data into N-
classes by deﬁning (N − 1) discriminant functions. In the binary case where Y = {1,−1} we seek
the single function gy(x) whereby
y
′ = argmax
y∈Y
gy(x). (4.2)
Equation 4.2 gives rise to regions in feature space R1 = {x : g1(x) > g−1(x)} and R−1 = {x :
g−1(x) > g1(x)} and these regions are separated by a decision boundary x : g1(x) = g−1(x).
Discriminant analysis can be divided into linear and nonlinear methods. Linear discriminant anal-
ysis (LDA) calculates a discriminant function g(x) from a weighted sum of the components of the
d-dimensional feature vector x = {x0...xd−1}T, i.e.
g(x) =
d−1  
i=0
wixi. (4.3)
where w = {w0...wd−1} is a vector of weights. A hyperplane is deﬁned by constant g(x) in the d-
dimensional feature space. The task of classiﬁcation is to ﬁnd the hyperplane that optimally separates
two classes. After training, unseen data are classiﬁed by which side of this decision boundary they
lie and the perpendicular distance to the boundary gives a measure of the posterior probability of class
afﬁliation.
Nonlinear discriminant analysis is a family of techniques used when classes are not linearly sep-
arable. The general approach is to perform a nonlinear mapping of the data, so that linear techniques
can be performed in the new feature space. Hastie et al [178] introduced ’ﬂexible discriminant analy-
sis’ (FDA), which uses an explicit mapping to a higher dimensional feature space and then uses linear
regression to ﬁt a discriminant function in the new space. More recent nonlinear discriminant analysis
[179, 180, 181]is based on implicit mappingsachievedby the kernel method. In these cases x is replaced
by a kernel function K(u,v) where u and v are any two vectors in the original space. Kernel methods
are further extended by the kernel perceptron [182] and the support vector machines described next.4.2. Support Vector Machines 60
4.2 Support Vector Machines
A Support vector machine (SVM) [183, 184] is a universal classiﬁer that can handle input patterns of
high dimensions, and from classes that are not linearly separable. SVMs are characterised by the ’kernel
trick’ introduced above and the assignment of margins to the decision boundary. A SVM seeks a linear
discriminant function in a feature space deﬁned by K(u,v) =< φ(u),φ(v) >, where u and v are
any two vectors in the original space and φ is a nonlinear kernel function. The kernel maps the data
into a higher dimensional feature space H. Popular choices for the kernel function are polynomial and
radial basis functions (RBF). The second characteristic of SVMs is the assignment of margins to the
hyperplane. The optimisation maximises the separation of parallel margins that lie either side of the
hyperplane.
Support vector machines are trained by casting the problem as a Lagrangian optimisation. A stan-
dard result is the ’dual form’ of the SVM problem where, for a training set of N examples, optimisation
is equivalent to maximising
argmax
α


N−1  
i=0
αi −
1
2
N−1  
i=o
N−1  
j=0
αiαjyiyjK(ui,uj)

, (4.4)
subject to the constraints
N−1  
i=0
αiyi = 0 and 0 ≤ αi ≤ c ∀i, (4.5)
where u are the training vectors, N is the number of training vectors, y ∈ {−1,1} are the class labels,
αi ≥ 0 are Lagrange multipliers and c is a constant revisited later. Solution of equation 4.4 is costly,
as the size of K is equal to the square of the number of training examples. Formally, this is a Quadratic
Programming (QP) problem to optimise a convex quadratic objective. There are different algorithms
available for solving this type of problem [185, 186, 187, 188], which all involve breaking them into
smaller QP problems.
After optimisation, any input vector ui for which the corresponding Lagrange multiplier αi is
greater than zero, is a support vector and will be denoted Si. These vectors lie on the maximal mar-
gins, parallel to the hyperplane. The margin maximisation may allow some vectors to lie between the
margins, having a closer distance to the hyperplane than the support vectors. These so called ’slack vari-
ables’ are assigned a cost governed by their distance from the hyperplane and weighted by the constant
c. This constant therefore controls a trade-off between separating the margins and keeping all training
data outside them.
A trained SVM is deﬁned by the support vectors S, a vector of signed Lagrange multipliers αy and
a ’bias’ b which gives the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin of H. This offset
enables hyperplane margins to reside in positive and negative subspaces. A new observation has an
associated feature vector u, and is classiﬁed by evaluating
dsvm =
Ns−1  
i=0
αyiK(u,Si) + b, (4.6)4.2. Support Vector Machines 61
where Ns is the number of support vectors and dsvm is the distance to the hyperplane, or ’decision
value’. The sign of dsvm gives the label of the predicted class and magnitude of dsvm is a relative
measure of the certainty of class membership.
One intuition behind SVMs is that by maximising the hyperplane margins we obtain good gener-
alisation. It may be the case, however, that the dimensionality of the input feature space is high enough
to compromise generality. Yao et al [189] address this problem by splitting the feature vectors into sub
vectors, each the subject of a separate SVM. A ’voting committee’ of SVMs is then deﬁned and can be
optimised for the particular conﬁguration of how the features are split up.
Due to the construction of a single decision plane in feature space, SVMs are naturally a binary
classiﬁer. However, their generality and computational efﬁciency has motivated the developmentof new
SVMs for classifying arbitrary numbers of mutually exclusive classes (see e.g. [190, 191, 192, 193, 194,
195]).
One limitation of SVMs is that the output is an un-calibrated, unbounded value dSVM ∈ (−∞,∞).
This limits the generality of the distance measure. Ideally we would like to calibrate decision values to
give estimates of the posterior probability of belonging to each class. Calibrating SVM outputs is non-
trivial because typical distributions of decision values d+ and d− are badly behaved. Platt [196] showed
that bounded probabilities can be approximated by ﬁtting a parametric sigmoid function Psig between
the limits dmin and dmax. After obtaining a decision function f(ui), the probability that a new feature
vector ui has label yi = 1 is approximated by
Pr(yi = 1|(u)i) ≈ Psig((u)i) ≡
1
1 + exp[Af((u)i) + B]
(4.7)
where A and B are the parameters sought in ﬁtting. To obtain A and B the training data must be
partitioned and used in an iterative training and testing algorithm, which is computationally demanding.
Another drawbackof SVMs is that parameters must often be optimised for the kernel function. Hsu
and Lin [197] point out that in particular, the inﬂuence of RBF parameters γ and c are inter-dependent
so we seek an optimal pair of these parameters. The authors use a grid-search where parameters are
varied exponentiallyand the ’ﬁtness’ observed at discrete intervals. The ﬁtness is related to the accuracy
of the correspondingSVM, which must be estimated. We discuss methods of performance evaluation in
section 4.3.
4.2.1 Featureless classiﬁcation for texture
ThissectionreviewstheuseofSVMsforfeaturelesstextureclassiﬁcation. Thesemethodsexploitthefact
that a single texture in an image is completely described by the relative intensity and relative positions
of pixels. These two pieces of information are encoded in any vector of two or more pixel values taken
from known relative locations. The methods described here use such vectors as inputs in a SVM. The
kernel trick then implicitly extracts the features that best discriminate the classes.
The earliest example is found in the work by Kim et al for the classiﬁcation of text regions in
video frames [198, 199]. The authors use vectors of image intensity taken from a sampling window, to
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conﬁguration of pixel locations. This window shape was introduced by Mao and Jain [200] in their
’simultaneous auto-regressive’ (SAR) texture model, where multi-scale texture features are captured by
associating different model parameters with different neighbourhood sets at increasing radial distances
from the central pixel. The resulting SVM is compared with a Neural Network (NN) classiﬁer in [201].
With the same input patterns, the SVM out-performs the NN method, having a 91.2% success rate
comparedwith86.3%. Thissuggests that the combinationofan autoregressivesamplingwindowandthe
SVM’s kerneltrickprovidesa powerfultextureclassiﬁerwithoutexplicitfeatureclassiﬁcation. However,
the SVM required twice as much processing time as the NN classiﬁer in this experiment.
The featureless SVM texture classiﬁer is virtually invariant to rotation, if the training set is large
enough to involve a given texture at all practical (discrete) orientations. Scale invariance cannot be
expected with a ﬁnite window size. However, larger scale textures are captured in part by any given
window, so by the same reasoning as for rotation invariance, a large enough training sample could lead
to virtual scale invariance. Campanini et al [202] have developed a scale invariant method for SVM
texture classiﬁcation without features by using multiple sampling windows of different dimensions. In
order to keep the dimensions of the input patterns constant, the larger scale windows are sub-sampled.
Campanini’s method is used to classify the whole of a mammogramimage as ’suspect’ or ’not’ based on
the likelihood of lesions at any of the feasible scales.
Our research group have previously used raw pixel values as input dimensions for 2-dimensional
texture classiﬁcation in medical images [203, 204] and an extension to 3-dimensions was investigated
during the early stages of this project [205].
The technique is further extended to classify 4D functional MRI data by Mourao-Miranda et. al
[206]. The authors are concerned with the task of classifying 4D datasets, comprising time sequences
of 3-dimensional brain volumes. Patients perform tasks during image acquisition, so that functional
information can be derived from the correlation between ﬂuctuations in a blood-oxygenlevel dependent
signal (BOLD response) and the temporal windows in the task’s design. Datasets can then be divided
accordingtowhichtaskis performedor,inthecaseofAlzheimersstudies, whethertheparticipanthasthe
disease or not. At the time of their study, Mourao-Miranda et. al note that machine learning techniques
had only been applied to such tasks by two previous studies in 2003. In both cases, fMRI sequences
were characterised using feature selection methods. The novelty in [206] comes from their use of voxel
indices as input dimensions in a hyperspace classiﬁer, in much the same way as described for texture
above. The whole of a 3-dimensional volume deﬁnes an input feature space of hundreds of thousands of
dimensions, (in practice the authors reduce this to hundreds of dimensions by PCA).
4.2.2 On-line algorithms and incremental learning
The classical SVM algorithms mentioned above are examples of off-line or ’batch’ algorithms, requir-
ing all of the training data upon initialisation. On-line algorithms on the other hand inspect the training
examples sequentially. Consider the general on-line case of a discriminant algorithm that iteratively up-
dates a decision boundary at time t upon inspection of training data ut ∪ ut−1. This could be at one
iteration during the inspection of a ﬁxed set of training data, or upon revision of a pre-trained classi-4.3. Performance evaluation 63
ﬁer using new training data. The second case refers to hyperplane ’tracking’ or ’incremental learning’
necessary in cases where training data varies over time.
Recently, on-line algorithms have been proposed for training hyperplane classiﬁers of the SVM
type,havingmaximal-marginsandkernelspacemapping. Inthesecases, supportvectorsaresequentially
added to the set deﬁning the hyperplanemargins. When new support vectors are added it is desirable for
some ’old’ ones to be removed for three main reasons. First, some of the existing support vectors may
have been erroneously included due to the lack of training data previously available. Second, in some
scenarios, the newer data may be expected to better represent the set to be classiﬁed, as it is part of the
same local or temporal subset. Finally, the removal of support vectors becomes necessary to avoid an
unbounded increase in memory storage and classiﬁcation time associated with a trained machine.
Crammer et al [207] introduce a ’ﬁxed budget perceptron’ algorithm that seeks to remove the most
redundant support vectors as more are added. The method simulates the removal of each support vector
to identify that which, when removed, remains correctly classiﬁed with the largest margin. Removing
this vector ﬁxes the number of support vectors and leaves the hyperplane wt no more complex than at
time t − 1. The method is shown in [208] to perform well on relatively noiseless problems but degrade
quickly with increasing noise. Weston et al [208] introduce the ’tighter budget perceptron’, which uses
a new method for selecting which vectors to remove. The authors replace Crammer’s simulation with a
directevaluationofthemisclassiﬁcationrate. Thetighterbudgetperceptronisshowntogivesigniﬁcantly
better classiﬁcation rates than Crammer’s algorithm as the budget of support vectors increases, until a
limit is reached above which they appear to perform equally. More recent reﬁnements to ﬁxed budget
on-line learning involve removing the least recently included support vectors, as in the ’Forgetron’ of
Dekel et al. [209] and even removing support vectors at random [210].
There is strong motivation for on-line algorithms, as batch training will fail in the case where
training data are either non-stationary [211, 212] or large [213, 214]. However, while there are well
acceptedimplementationsof batchlearning([215, 216, 187]), implementationsof on-linealgorithmsare
scarce and hardly used in the machine learning community. This reﬂects practical difﬁculties regarding
memory allocation and data types [217].
4.3 Performance evaluation
Methods of performance evaluation are affected by the type of classiﬁcation task and in some cases the
classiﬁer itself. In an example of the latter, it was originally thought [184] that the number of support
vectors Ns, as a proportion of the number of training data, is an upper bound on the classiﬁcation accu-
racy that a trained SVM can achieve. However, Barzilay and Brailovsky [218] show that a performance
measure based on Ns is not always applicable. Instead, an empirical performance measure can be used
to assess classiﬁcation accuracy. These use labelled testing data and return a measure based on the
proportion of correct classiﬁcations and/or misclassiﬁcation.4.3. Performance evaluation 64
4.3.1 Receiver Operating Characteristics
A method of classiﬁer evaluation popular in the medical image analysis communityis receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis (see eg. [219] and Appendix C in [220] for an overview). ROC analysis
extendsthemeasureof’precision’describedinsection3.4,forcaseswherea classiﬁergivesacontinuous
measure of class membership, such as the probability returned by LDA or the decision value returned by
a SVM. After assigning values to all test data, a unique binary classiﬁcation is deﬁned by thresholding
this value. Each classiﬁcation (threshold) has associated true positive fraction TP and false positive
fraction FP given by
TP =
NTP
NTP + NFN
and FP =
NFP
NFP + NTN
, (4.8)
where NTP is the number of true positives etc. as introduced in section 3.4. Varying the threshold from
the minimum (negative)decision value to the maximum (positive) yields pairs of TP and FP. The ﬁnal
stage is to construct a ROC curve by plotting, FP against TP.
The area under a ROC curve (AUC) has a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates perfect classiﬁ-
cation, 0 wouldmean that all data are wronglyclassiﬁed and0.5 correspondsto discriminationcapability
no better than random label assignment. Swets [221] showed that, if the distance value assigned to each
class a and b follows a normal distributions with means µa,µb and standard deviations σa,σb respec-
tively, then the AUC is related to the separation of these distributions by the inverse cumulative normal
distribution function.
4.3.2 Cross-validation
Cross-validation is a general term for methods that evaluate classiﬁer performance, which are different
for ’one-class’ and binary classiﬁcation.
In the case of one-class classiﬁcation, a trained classiﬁer is tested by assigning scores or labels to
datain the test set. As thetest set is knownto belongto the class, highscores, oran abundanceof positive
labels, indicates a successful classiﬁer. However, a single pair of training and testing data sets can give
biased results. Cross-validation partitions the data into multiple training and testing sets, and repeats the
train/test procedure, then the mean of the chosen performance measure (eg. AUC) is less prone to bias.
However,the choice of data partition is not always obvious. The size of the test set introducesa trade-off
between bias and the variance in performance measures. One option is to omit each feature vector in
turn from the training set. This leave-one-out procedure must be repeated N times where N is the size
of the ground truth set. Another option is to use k-fold cross-validation, which is ﬂexible in terms of the
number k of training/testing sets and how they are combined in a single classiﬁcation. Medical imaging
studies may present natural sub-sets, which give meaningfulpartitions. For example,data can be divided
by patient or time point in a longitudinal study. This applies to both one-class classiﬁcation and the
binary case, where a classiﬁer trained on positive and negative data from one or more patients is used to
classify data from another.4.4. Discussion and Conclusions 65
4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
SVM classiﬁers are relevant to the present research for three main reasons. First, SVMs are able to
handle input feature spaces of high dimensions, which might be necessary when classes such as textures
can not be discriminated by low-dimensional information. Second, the maximal margin method leads to
good generalisation capacity ([202, 222]), which is important for applications suffering inter-class vari-
ability. Third, the kernel trick allows a simple method of texture classiﬁcation discussed in section 4.2.1,
which extracts features implicitly from the relative location and intensity of neighbourhoodpixels. This
approach is attractive to the present research for its generality.
Support vector machines offer a powerful classiﬁcation tool which, when tuned for a certain ap-
plication, should generalise well in the presence of within-class variability. There is evidence that the
kernel trick, along with a well chosen sampling window, enables image texture to be classiﬁed well
without explicit feature classiﬁcation. This kind of universal texture classiﬁer is attractive to a medical
image analysis package because (i) texture is a key visual cue in low contrast monochromatic data, (ii)
regions of interest such as those associated with disease often vary in appearance for different patients,
time points or image acquisitions, and (iii) the same method should generalise well across different ap-
plications in a common package, since the kernel trick implicitly extracts texture features from raw data
without application-speciﬁc pre-processing.
A commoncriticism of SVMs is that they are limited to binary classiﬁcation. This is not considered
a limitation for the present research, where a single (positive) class represents the region of interest.
There is motivation for the implementation of incremental learning algorithms, both to overcome
largedemandson processingandmemorystorage, andto enable classiﬁers to evolveaccordingto chang-
ing or growing sets of training data. The idea of improving or localising a classiﬁer in the light of new
groundtruth is attractive to a supervised image analysis package where many regions belongingto a cer-
tain class might be segmented in turn. In the case of medical image segmentation, this extends to cases
where (i) ROIs (or their cross section) are segmented on successive slices in a 3-dimensional dataset,
and (ii) many examples of ground truth from numerous imaging centres may become available, given
the increasing acceptance of medical image databases and standardisation of image archiving.
In conclusion, this project will draw from the machine learning classiﬁcation literature in order to
• create image models based on supervised binary classiﬁcation of regional texture,
• use featureless texture classiﬁcation, in order to generalise for applications with large within-class
variation and for different applications,
• use these image models to disambiguate region boundaries for interactive deformable contour
models, with the aim of reducing demand on the user, and
• design the classiﬁers so that they can exploit new training information providedinteractively, with
the aim of making efﬁcient use of interactions.Chapter 5
Nonlinear Time Series Models
In chapter 2 we saw deformable contour models that use a 1-dimensional radial time series as a contour
parametrisation (C1). Section 3.2 further described the ways in which time series methods have been
used along with the 1-dimensional paramerisation to create statistical shape models for use in object
recognition and classiﬁcation, and where these are in turn used as shape regularisers for segmentation
(C3). This motivates us to look further into the ﬁeld of nonlinear dynamics, in order to extend the idea
of time series modelling for shape. Dynamical models can describe any data that is represented as an
ordered series. Examples include physiological time series [223], spatial data including surface models
in microscopy [224] and texture features derived from ultrasound time series [225]. We review time
series analysis in the proposed context of shape modelling for segmentation frameworks.
Section 5.1 describes Langevin models, which are used to model Markovian dynamics. We view
Langevinmodelsasanextensiontothe1D-CMRFmodelandlaterdevelopthemforshapemodellingand
segmentation in chapters 7 and 8. Section 5.2 describes Gaussian processes, of which the 1-dimensional
caseis anexampleofnon-Markoviantime seriesmodelling. We viewGaussianprocessesasanextension
to the CAR model and also develop them in chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 7 will introduce key elements of
new shape models and devise methods of training a model and ’scoring’ unseen shapes, while chapter 8
builds the models into segmentation frameworks, including novel use of generative models. Throughout
this chapter we are looking for where Langevin and Gaussian process models might enable us to
• learn from a set of contours, prior shape information at a higher ’level’ than local energies,
• work without the assumption of spatial correspondence between shapes in a class,
• derive a ’score’ for use in shape regularisation, which estimates the probability that an unseen
shape belongs to the same class of shapes as the training set,
• exploit generative models in a probabilistic segmentation framework, and
• adapt generative models to incorporate observations, from information available in the image
and/or from user interactions.5.1. Langevin Models 67
5.1 Langevin Models
A Langevin model describes the dynamics of a time dependent state vector χ(t) as a stochastic process.
Langevin models are characterised by a deterministic term a(χ(t)) and a stochastic term b(χ(t)) in the
generalised Langevin equation
dχ
dt
= a(χ(t)) + b(χ(t))ω(t), (5.1)
where ω(t) is uncorrelated, time dependent noise with zero expectation value.
Langevin models assume a Markov property deﬁned by
χ(t) = f(χ(t − ∆t)) (5.2)
wheref denotesanyfunctionand∆t is a constantdelayparameterfor whichthe Markovpropertyholds.
The transition density Pr(χ(t)|χ(t − ∆t)) evolves according to the Kolmogorov forward equation (an
example of a Fokker-Planck equation) of the form
∂
∂t
Pr(χ(t)|χ(t−∆t)) =
 
−
 
i
∂
∂χi
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(1)
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∂χi∂χj
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i,j (χ(t),t)
 
Pr(χ(t)|χ(t−∆t)),
(5.3)
where the drift function D(1) corresponds to the deterministic term and the diffusion matrix D(2) cor-
responds to the stochastic term. These are equivalent to the time-stationary conditional moments at
position χ in state space given by
D(k)(χ) = lim
∆t→0
1
∆t
 
[χ(t + ∆t) − χ(t)]k|χ(t) = χ
 
. (5.4)
Let us treat a series x = {x0,...,xi,...,xN−1} as the time evolution of a 1-dimensional state
variable x(t). Let us also deﬁne corresponding time intervals t = {t0,...,ti,...,tN−1} and assume
that the delayparametercan be quantizedas ∆t = n×dt, wheren is a positiveintegeranddt is constant.
In the following derivations x(t) corresponds to xi and x(t ± ∆t) correspond to xi±n and xi±1 is the
special case where ∆t is chosen so that the Markov property holds between successive time points in t.
Langevin models approximate the evolution of x(t) as a difference equation by adopting Itˆ o’s in-
terpretation [226, 227] of a stochastic differential equation (SDE). The time evolution, derived from the
Kolmogorov forward equation 5.3, has the form
dx(t) = a(x(t))dt + b(x(t))ω(t). (5.5)
Assuming stationary dynamics, the deterministic and stochastic terms are not explicitly time dependent,
and are given by functions of the state variable a(x) and b(x). These are related to the drift function
D(1)(x) and diffusion function D(2)(x) in the underlying Fokker-Planck equation by [228]
a(x(t)) =
D(1)(x)
∆t
b(x(t)) =
D(2)(x)
√
∆t
.
(5.6)
In the context of radial time series modelling for shape, we wish to ’score’ unseen shapes according
to their agreement with a model. We also stated that probabilistic scores are preferable, for use in5.1. Langevin Models 68
probabilistic optimisation schemes. In section 7.2.3 we will see that shape scoring can take advantage
of the conditional probabilities (transition densities) central to Langevin models. For this we notice that
the joint probability of a series of N points under a Langevin model is given by
Pr(x) = Pr(x0)
N−1  
i=0
Pr(x(t + ∆t)|xi−1 = x(t)) (5.7)
and use equation 5.7 in an objective function (C4).
5.1.1 Parameter estimation
Given a (1-dimensional) time series, ﬁtting a Langevin model involves estimating the form and param-
eters of the functions a(x) and b(x). This means learning D(1)(x) and D(2)(x) in equation 5.4, for a
chosen delay parameter ∆t, from observed data.
Friedrich and Peinke [229] introduced the ’direct estimation’ method to extract drift and diffu-
sion functions from observed series. The method assumes Gaussian statistics for the transition density
Pr(x(t + ∆t)|x(t)). The authors approximate Pr(x(t + ∆t)|x(t)) as a function of the state variable in
the following steps.
Step 1. Divide the state space into bins of equal width ∆x, centred on discrete values xn.
Step 2. For a given bin, note all observations x(t) that fall in the range x(t) ∈ xn ± ∆x
2 .
Step 3. Starting from these observations, follow the time series along a trajectory of length ∆t
and form a histogram of the future position of the state variable.
Step 4. Use this histogram to approximate the transition density as Prn(x(t + ∆t)|x(t) ∈
xn ± ∆x
2 )
Step 5. Estimate the Gaussian mean µn and standard deviation σn from the distribution Pr(x(t +
∆t)|x(t) ∈ xn ± ∆x
2 ) = N(µn,σn).
Finally, the drift function and diffusion function at xn, for a given delay parameter ∆t, are related to the
ﬁrst and second order statistics of the transition density by
D
(1)
n (xn,∆t) = (µn − xn)∆t and
D(2)
n (xn,∆t) = σn
√
∆t xn ∈ {xmin,...,xn,...,xmax}. (5.8)
Repeating for all xn within the state space occupied by the series, and evaluating 5.6, yields discrete
approximationsof a(x(t)) and b(x(t)) in equation 5.5. The remaining task is to ﬁt functions to these ap-
proximations. It is common to assume a simple parametric function and use a standard ﬁtting procedure
to estimate the parameters. Function types are chosen by inspection and might call upon some intuition
regarding the physical process underlying the series data.
The choice of ∆t depends on the nature of the continuous time process and how the data are dis-
cretised. The Markov property is implicit in the two-step conditional probability Pr(x(t + ∆t)|x(t)),5.1. Langevin Models 69
but for this property to hold, the delay parameter ∆t must correspond to that in equation 5.2. This is the
characteristic time scale of the Markov process, which does not necessarily correspond to a single time
interval separating observations and must be estimated. Over-Sampled data may necessitate a trajectory
length ∆t of multiple data points to satisfy the model. Conversely, too sparse data might never capture
the Markovianpropertyof the underlyingstochastic process. It is common to ﬁnd a delay parameterem-
pirically at the same time as extracting a(x) and b(x) [230, 231, 232, 223]. Other methods for choosing
the best delay parameter are given in [233, 224]. Friedrich et al. [233] deﬁne the optimal ∆t as that for
which the multiple conditional probability density Pr(x(t + ∆t)|x(t),x(t − ∆t),x(t − 2∆t)...) and
the one-step density Pr(x(t+∆t)|x(t)) agrees for all x(t+∆t) . However,the authors do not elaborate
on how these should be evaluated or their agreement deﬁned.
The direct estimation method is a generalised and intuitive way of training Langevin models from
seriesdata. Moreover,themethodcanbeextendedtolearnfrommultipletimeseriescomprisingdifferent
realisations of the same underlying dynamical system. In the case of radial time series we show in
section 7.2.2 that this is equivalent to training a statistical shape model on multiple shapes of the same
class.
Alternative methods of training Langevin models from series data combine maximum likelihood
estimation with simulation techniques [234, 235, 236]. The general idea uses the joint log likelihood
derived from equation 5.7, given by
L({x0,...,xi,...xN−1}|a) ∼
N−1  
i=0
Pr(x(t + ∆t)|xi = x(t),a)
∼
N−1  
i=0
logPr(x(t + ∆t)|xi = x(t),a),
(5.9)
where a is the vector of parameters of the Langevin equation. The estimation uses an iterative opti-
misation strategy to ﬁnd the parameters a that maximize L({x0,...,xi,...xN−1}|a). The conditional
probabilities Pr(xi+1|xi,a) in equation 5.7 must be estimated for each interval [i,i + 1]. All examples
in [234, 235, 236] extract these estimates from simulated data, generated using the current estimate of a
and simulation techniques described in the next section. A histogrammingproceduresimilar to steps 2-5
above then yields estimates of the conditional probability density. However, these estimates are likely to
be biased and as such the beneﬁts of these maximum likelihood methods is not clear [235, 237]. One
variant uses an auxiliary model to approximate the true likelihood [238]. However, the algorithm is
complex and a suitable auxiliary model may not be available in all cases.
5.1.2 Simulation
Simulationplaysseveral rolesin time series modelling. Forexample,section 5.1.1notedthat a simulated
series can be re-analysed to evaluate Pr(xi+1|xi,a) during maximum likelihood parameter estimation.
Also, all the examples of using Langevin models given later in section 5.1.4 simulated the dynamics
learned from data for validation purposes. Similarly, in our case, simulation allows us to overcome
problems associated with the dynamic degradation of radial time series sampled on a pixel grid (sec-
tion 8.4.1.2). Moreover in section 8.4, we realise novel segmentation frameworks by simulating radial5.1. Langevin Models 70
time series. This follows the intuition that simulation is equivalent to generating hypotheses in shape
space, which forms the basis of a stochastic optimisation scheme (C6).
Following Itˆ o’s interpretation [226], a Langevin series considers a stochastic differential to be the
limit of a discrete time process. It follows that an instance of a Langevin time series can be gener-
ated by the solution of the SDE in equation 5.5. Examples throughout the literature perform numerical
integration using the Euler-Maruyama representation
x(t + dt) = x(t) + dt × a(x(t)) +
√
dt × b(x(t))ω(t), (5.10)
where dt is an integration time step.
There are three points to note from equation 5.10. First, the diffusion term scales as the square
root of dt. This is necessary to obtain the limit of the diffusion process in the underlying Fokker-Planck
equation [239]. Second, for any choice of integration time step dt, the Markovian property 5.2 holds,
where dt is equivalent to the delay parameter ∆t. Third, the integration time step dt has arbitrary units.
When simulated data represents a real time series the intervals can be re-scaled to the characteristic time
scale. In practice, large values of dt used in equation 5.10 cause the simulated series to diverge. In
general dt should be just small enough that the conditional density estimates do not change for smaller
values [234]. However, there is no single optimal choice that applies to all drift and diffusion functions.
5.1.3 Incorporating observations
We wish to constrainthe simulation scheme so that an instance (time series) agrees with both the dynam-
ics encoded in the SDE and observations in state space. For the purpose of this project, ’observation’
refers to information from an image model and/or information provided by the user of an interactive
segmentation algorithm. In particular, in chapter 8, we will see how Langevin simulations can be con-
strained so that shapes generated as radial time series agree with both the global dynamical model and
evidence of region boundaries in an image.
The goal of constraining generativeLangevinmodels in this way is the subject of ongoingresearch,
particularly in the meteorological literature, where it is known as data assimilation [240, 241]. The state
of the art generallyemploysthe SDE as a sampling mechanismcombinedwith anotherinferencescheme
such as Bayesian MCMC [240, 241] or Gaussian process [242]. We proposethat, in the context of radial
time series modelling for shape, techniques based on data assimilation can constrain the SDE simulation
method above by observations in the form of an image model (C2) or interactions (C7).
5.1.4 Applications
Langevin models are particularly suited to systems with an underlying physical model, as these relate to
the deterministic function. Examples are coupled oscillators, analogue electrical circuits and potential
wells. Langevin models are also suited to describing a stochastic process on a macroscopic scale, where
thisresultsfrommanymicroscopicsubsystemsthatareself-organising[243,244,236]. Langevinmodels
have gained recent popularity for their ability to describe data in a wide range of applications. Examples
include meteorological systems [231], physiological systems [232, 223], ﬁnancial markets [245], trafﬁc
ﬂow [230] and measurement of rough surfaces [224].5.2. Gaussian Process Models 71
In one example of physiological data analysis, Kuusela et al. [232] found that the Langevin model
describes heart rate ﬂuctuations over characteristic time scales of tens of minutes. Since this discovery
the Langevinmodel for heart rate ﬂuctuationshas been used for data classiﬁcation and provedsuccessful
at distinguishing between healthy and diseased patients [223]. In an example of spatial data analysis,
Jafari et al. [224] demonstrated that the undulations on metallic surfaces within microscopic data are
well described by a Langevin process. The authors demonstrated the simulation of realistic surfaces
using the Euler-Mayarama scheme with a trained model.
5.2 Gaussian Process Models
Gaussian processes (GPs) are a general method for modelling the prior distribution and estimating the
posterior distribution over discrete functions. Gaussian processes are naturally suited to tasks involving
observations in state space. As a result the models are often seen as a regression tool [246]. Gaussian
processes are also gaining popularity in the ﬁeld of time series analysis. In chapter 7 we extend this idea
for the case of radial time series, to create a global shape model (C3). In the context of a segmentation
framework the ’regression’ view also extends to incorporating observations from the image model (C2)
and interactions (C7) in chapter 8.
The model treats a time series as a random vector of outputs x = {x0,...,xi,...,xN−1} cor-
responding to inputs at discrete time points t = {t0,...,ti,...,tN−1}. The output at each ti has an
associated probabilityPr(xi|ti), which we assume to follow a normal distribution. As a result the vector
of outputs has a multivariate normal distribution
x ∼ NN(µ,Σ(x,x)) (5.11)
where µ is the discretised mean function given by the vector of expectation values E(xi) and Σ(x,x) is
the N × N matrix of covariances between pairs of outputs {xi,xj}∀i,j ∈ {0,...,N − 1}, written as
Σ(x,x) =

 





ε0,0(x0,x0) ε0,1(x0,x1) ... ε0,N−1(x0,xN−1)
ε1,0(x1,x0) ε1,1(x1,x1) ... ε1,N−1(x1,xN−1)
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
εN−1,0(xN−1,x0) εN−1,1(xN−1,x1) ... εN−1,N−1(xN−1,xN−1)

 





. (5.12)
The covariance between each pair of outputs is taken as a function of the corresponding inputs
ε(xi,xj) = f(ti,tj) where f is also known as a kernel function. The mean function µ and the co-
variance function ε(xi,xj) completely deﬁne the prior model of a GP.
As in the Langevin case, we wish to ’score’ unseen radial time series according to the probability
that they belong to a shape model. In section 7.3.3 we will see that a probabilistic shape score can take
advantage of the fact that GPs are based on multivariate normal distributions.
5.2.1 Parameter estimation
Williams and Rasmussen [247] view GP regression as a machine learning tool where the task is to
ﬁt a discrete function µ and a parametric kernel function ε(xi,xj,a) to training data, where a =5.2. Gaussian Process Models 72
{a0 ...ap,...aP−1} is a vector of p parameters. In the context of shape modelling, estimating model
parameters from multiple radial time series amounts to learning their common dynamical properties.
A full analysis requires that the functions and parameters are estimated simultaneously, with an
optimisationschemesuchas byBayesianmodelselection[246]. Forourpurposeswe assumeknowledge
of the functionalformsof µ and ε(xi,xj,a), and considerthe task of estimating parametersa used in the
covariance matrix Σ(x,a) that best describes an observed series. This is the approach taken by several
authors [247, 248, 249]. Recall that ε(xi,xj,a) is actually evaluated in terms of input sites ti and tj,
which are known. This means that the only unknowns, when building the covariance matrix, are the
parameters a, so we write Σ(a) for convenience.
The most commonmethod of parameter estimation follows the approachusually accredited to Mar-
diaandMarshall[250],butpresentedearlierbyKitanidis[251]. Theapproachistoexpressthelikelihood
of observed data in terms of the parametric covariance function, and ﬁnd the parameters that maximise
this likelihood. The probability of an observed series x = {x0,...,xi,...,xN−1} follows the multi-
variate normal distribution
Pr(x|a) =
1
2π
N
2 |Σ(a)|
N
2
exp[−
1
2
(x − µ)
TΣ
−1(a)(x − µ)] (5.13)
wherevectorµ is the knowndiscrete meanfunctionandΣ(a) is the covariancematrixas in equation5.2.
Taking the negative log of equation 5.13 yields the cost function
L = −log(Pr(x|a))
=
N
2
log(2π) +
1
2
log(|Σ(a)|) +
1
2
 
(x − µ)TΣ−1(a)(x − µ)
  (5.14)
which is to be minimised to ﬁnd the most likely parameters a. The authors in [250] and [251] use
iterative gradient descent methods of the general form
ak+1 = ak − δRk
∂L
∂ak
, (5.15)
where k is the iteration number, δ is a step length which, in the case of the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm, is made adaptive (δk) to ensure a decrease in the cost function at each iteration, and the matrices
Rk and ∂L
∂ak are discussed next.
The matrix Rk governs the type of gradient descent algorithm. If Rk is the unit matrix, then 5.15
is the method of ’steepest descent’. If Rk is (an approximation of) the inverse of the second derivative
∂
2L
∂a2
k
, then 5.15 is the (quasi-)Newton method. More commonly, authors use the Gauss-Newton method
wherebyRk is the inverseof the P ×P Fisher informationmatrix F evaluatedfor the currentparameters
a = ak, having elements
Fm,n =
1
2
Tr
 
Σ−1(a)
∂Σ(a)
∂am
Σ−1(a)
∂Σ
∂an
 
, (5.16)
where
∂Σ(a)
∂am is the matrix of element-wise partial derivatives of the covariance matrix with respect to
the mth parameter.5.2. Gaussian Process Models 73
The matrix ∂L
∂ak is the P ×1 vector of partial derivativesof the likelihood with respect to the current
parameters a = ak. It follows from the product rule and properties of the trace of a matrix, that
 
∂L
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∂L
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=
∂L
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∂Σ(a)
∂am
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1
2
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−
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xTΣ−1(a)
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∂am
Σ−1(a)x
 
(5.17)
Mardia and Marshall’s gradient descent method is prone to converging on local minima [252].
Also, the calculation of Rk and the matrices of partial derivatives limits the suitability of the gradient
descent method in the context of learning from radial time series for shape modelling. This is because
equation 5.17 assumes that all training data belongs to a single series. While data from multiple training
shapes could be concatenated, this would lead to impractically large matrices.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods offer an alternative approach as used in [247].
MCMC is a general machine learning technique, already discussed in chapter 2 for optimising de-
formable contours. In the context of parameter estimation the algorithm uses Monte Carlo sampling
to draw parameters from the stable distribution that maximises the log likelihood log(Pr(x|a)), i.e. the
negative of equation 5.14. Neal [248] states that MCMC methods are the only feasible approach to
parameter estimation, especially for larger numbers of parameters.
The MCMC method is particularly suited to our purposes, of learning common dynamical proper-
ties from multiple shapes (radial time series) in a class. This type of machine learning is referred to as
’multitasking’ [253, 246]. In section 7.3.2 we exploit the joint probability Pr(xm=0,...,M|a) of observ-
ing the set of M series denoted xm=0,...,M−1. The joint log probability L′, i.e. the thing to maximize,
becomes a summation
Pr(xm=0,...,M−1|a) =
M−1  
m=0
Pr(xm|a)
=
M−1  
m=0
1
2π
N
2 |Σ(a)|
N
2
exp[−
1
2
(xm − µ)TΣ−1(a)(xm − µ)]
L′ = logPr(xm=0,...,M−1|a)
= −
MN
2
log(2π) −
M
2
log(|Σ(a)|) −
1
2
M−1  
m=0
 
(xm − µ)TΣ−1(a)(xm − µ)
 
,
(5.18)
and an MCMC algorithm is set up to draw samples from the stable distribution π(a) having expectation
value equal to the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) estimate of a.
5.2.2 Generative model
This section deﬁnes standard procedures for generating GPs [246]. Generating a series from the model
is equivalent to drawing a random vector of outputs x = {x0,...,xi,...,xN−1} from the prior distri-
bution. After developing GPs for shape modelling the generative models form the basis of probabilistic5.2. Gaussian Process Models 74
segmentation frameworks in section 8.5.
If z is a N-dimensional vector of independent variables, each drawn from N(0,1) then we can
write
z ∼ NN(0,I) (5.19)
where 0 is a vector of zeros and I is the N × N identity matrix. If the covariance matrix Σ(x,x) is
positive semideﬁnite, it follows that
x = µ + Az ∼ µ + NN(µ,AAT), (5.20)
where A is the Cholesky decomposition of Σ(x,x). Calculating x from equation 5.20 requires the
following steps:
Step 1. Form a vector of N discrete inputs t = {t0,...,ti,...,tN−1}.
Step 2. Construct the covariance matrix Σ(x,x) by evaluating elements in equation 5.2 using the
kernel function ε(xi,xj) = f(ti,tj).
Step 3. Take the Cholesky decomposition of Σ to give A.
Step 4. Construct z by generating N random variables zi from the normal distribution N(0,1).
Step 5. Calculate x = µ + Az.
This proceduregenerates a whole series simultaneously, according to the prior dynamical model deﬁned
by the mean functionand covariancekernel. The next section describes extensions to draw samples from
the posterior model in the light of observed data.
5.2.3 Incorporating observations
As proposed above, in the context of radial time series modelling in segmentation, the image model (C2)
and interactions (C7) can play the role of observations. It is desirable for a generated series to combine
these observations with the dynamics deﬁned by the mean and covariance functions. In the GP model
this type of constraint amounts to conditioning the prior over function space. Generating series in turn
amounts to drawing samples from the posterior. Here we describe the procedures for conditioning the
priorinthelightofobservationswithandwithoutassociatednoise. Thenoisyandnoisefreeobservations
are represented by image models in section 8.5.1 and interactions in section 8.5.2.1.
5.2.3.1 Noise free observations
GP regression is based on conditioning the prior model on observations xi at corresponding inputs ti.
We re-write the vector of inputs above as t∗ = {t∗
0,...,t∗
i,...,t∗
N∗−1}, where ∗ denotes that the cor-
responding outputs are unknown. These outputs are denoted x∗ = {x∗
0,...,x∗
i,...,x∗
N∗−1} and could
be predicted by the GP using the generative model above. For N observations we have the vector of
known outputs x = {x0,...,xi,...,xN−1} at inputs t = {t0,...,ti,...,tN−1}. Consider a new vec-
tor v = {t,t∗}T, which is constructed by concatenating input vectors for the N observations and N∗5.2. Gaussian Process Models 75
unknown outputs. This vector has length N′ = N + N∗ and covariance matrix
Σ(v,v) =





ε0,0(x0,x0) ... ε0,N(x0,x∗
N′−1)
. . .
...
. . .
εN,0(x∗
N′−1,x0) ... εN,N(x∗
N′−1,x∗
N′−1)





=

 Σx,x Σx,x∗
Σx∗,x Σx∗,x∗

,
(5.21)
where Σx,x denotes a N ×N sub matrix, Σx,x∗ is a N ×N∗ sub matrix and so on. These sub-matrices
are used to draw samples from the posterior as follows.
The posterior has a multivariate normal distribution of dimension N∗, written as
Pr(x
∗|t
∗,t,x) = NN∗(µpost,Σpost), (5.22)
where µpost is the N∗ × 1 posterior mean function and Σpost is the N∗ × N∗ posterior covariance
matrix.
Calculation of the posterior mean function µpost involves accounting for known observations x by
µpost = µ + Σx∗,xΣ−1
x,x(x − µx). (5.23)
where µx is the prior mean function evaluated at the same input sites as the observations x.
Calculation of the posterior covariance matrix Σpost involves all pairs of inputs with both known
and unknown outputs, by
Σpost = Σx∗,x∗ − Σx∗,xΣ−1
x,xΣ(x,x∗). (5.24)
Finally, equation 5.20 is replaced by
x∗ = µpost + Apostz ∼ µpost + NN∗(µpost,ApostAT
post), (5.25)
where z ∼ N(0,I∗) with I∗ being a (N∗ × N∗) identity matrix, and Apost is the Cholesky decompo-
sition of Σpost. Samples drawn from the posterior in equation 5.25 are conditioned to pass through the
observed points. When working with radial time series models for segmentation in chapter 8, we will
adapt the constraint of noise-free observations in order to condition shape models in response to user
interactions (C7).
5.2.3.2 Noisy observations
In many practical cases, an observation at a given time ti is represented by a mean ˆ xi and variance
σ2
i . GP models have also been developed to condition the prior on these ’noisy’ observations. The
method stores observation means and variances in a vector ˆ x and a matrix σ2I respectively, where I
is a N × N identity matrix and σ2 = {σ0,...,σN−1} are the independent variances of each of N
noisy observations. Because of the independence assumption we can add the variance matrix σ2I to the
covariance matrix of the joint distribution given in equation 5.21 to give
Σ(v,v) =

Σx,x + σ2I Σx,x∗
Σx∗,x Σx∗,x∗,

, (5.26)5.3. Discussion and Conclusions 76
where, as in section 5.2.3.1, the covariance matrix Σ(v,v) divided into four sub-matrices used in the
predictive equation
Pr(x∗|t∗,t,ˆ x,σ2) = NN∗(µpost,Σpost), (5.27)
where
µpost = µ + Σx∗,x[Σx,x + σ2I]−1(ˆ x − µ). (5.28)
and
Σpost = Σx∗,x∗ − Σx∗,x[Σx,x + σ2I]−1Σx,x∗. (5.29)
Samples drawn from the posterior in equation 5.27 are attracted the the observation means, more so for
those having smaller variance. In the context of radial time series models in segmentation, chapter 8
adapts these ideas to derive noisy observations from boundary-basedimage models (C2).
5.2.4 Applications
GP models are mainly used for regression and classiﬁcation tasks. The role of GPs as a regression
tool, ﬁtting functions to sparse and noisy data, makes this modelling technique suited to the contouring
problem where the observation series (boundary measure) is noisy and may contain gaps. The role of
GPs as a classiﬁcation tool extends to the use of a GP prior in segmentation by regularisation.
The use of GP models for time series modelling is well established. Recent examples in computer
vision use the dynamical priors to improve object tracking [254, 255]. In these cases the approach is
viewed as a nonlinear extension to methods using linear autoregressive models, such as that in [256].
Wang et al. [254] introduced a GP framework to model higher dimensional time series for tracking
human motion over video sequences. Urtasun et al. [255] later showed that this framework can learn
complex dynamics with modest amounts of training data, whilst handling occlusion in the observation
series and low image quality.
5.3 Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter reviewed two time series models, chosen as extensions to those used for shape modelling
and segmentation in the vision literature. Langevin models share the Markov property with the 1D-
CMRF used in shape classiﬁcation and segmentation. We view a 1-dimensional GP as a nonlinear
extension of the autoregressive time series model [254, 255].
The wider ﬁeld of time series analysis involves other types of dynamical model, including chaotic
and purely statistical models, which are also used biomedical data analysis. Our choice of model is
governed by two main questions. The ﬁrst is what we can assume about the data. For example, we
make no a priori assumptions as to whether boundary ﬂuctuations for tumorous regions of interest are
Markovian. As such we have chosen two models, Langevin and GP, which respectively do and do not
assume this property. We make no a priori assumptions as to whether radial time series exhibit chaotic
behaviour. We learn from the example of heart rate ﬂuctuations, that the same physiological time series
can be described by both chaotic [257, 258] and stochastic [232] models. The second question is what
we want the model to do. As we have already justiﬁed, we desire a model that provides hypotheses, in5.3. Discussion and Conclusions 77
other words generate shapes with model dynamics for use in segmentation algorithms. Purely statistical
models such as those based on fractal analysis [259] or symbolic complexity [260] or other entropy
measures [261, 262, 263] do not readily offer this functionality.
In discussing the relevance of Langevin and GP models for shape modelling we note the key sim-
ilarities and differences between the two approaches. The models are similar in that they both offer
discriminative and generative methods that, if combined with the radial time series boundary represen-
tation, lend themselves to statistical shape modelling. Both models represent a series by a deterministic
function and an independent stochastic sequence, and so could be used in frameworks with a stochastic
deformation mechanism and optimisation scheme. In the case of Langevin models, the delay parameter
∆t is the characteristic timescale at which ﬂuctuations can be considered Markovian. This is analo-
gous to the width parameter of a GP kernel. These parameters in turn play the role of the number m
of ’lag terms’ in an autoregressive (AR) model. Finally, Langevin and GP models are both nonlinear
and as such, following the conclusions made in [165], expected to model complex shapes having high
within-class variability. We discuss differences between the models in the next subsection.
5.3.1 Differences between Langevin and GP models
The Langevin approach models Markovian dynamics, based on a stationary function of the local clique
{xi,xi−n}. As a result, the machine learning methods in a Langevin model can make use of incomplete
training contours, or the method adapted for open contour models. Conversely, GPs are based on a
continuous correlation function over all x and must be trained on complete series.
As a result of their Markovian nature, Langevin models do not readily represent cyclic series. GP
models on the other hand can model cyclic series by the choice of a periodic kernel function. This is
relevant to radial time series that exists over a periodic range of 2π radians.
In the case of Langevin models, observations are not easily included by current methods, as so-
called ’data assimilation’ is the subject of ongoingresearch. Conversely, GP models naturally use obser-
vations to condition the prior model, as this constitutes the regression task for which GPs were primarily
developed.
Another difference lies in the generative methods for simulating a series from each case. The SDE
methodof Langevinmodels generatesa series in successivesteps. In the contextof deformablecontours,
this is analogoustothedeformationmechanismsspeciﬁcto boundarytracking. TheGP generativemodel
on the other hand draws the whole of a series from the prior model in one-shot.
Finally, unlikeGaussian processes, Langevin-typeseries assume an underlyingphysicalmodel. Ex-
amples in the literature suggest that these assumptions hold in many real world applications, including
physiological processes and one example of a series of points in the spatial domain. Kleinhans et al.
highlights the suitability of Langevin methods for modelling complex systems of physics, chemistry and
biology[236], where macroscopicseries are theresult of complexinteractionsbetweenmicroscopicsub-
systems. This applies to the complexphysiologicalmechanisms that give rise to regions such as tumours
and lesions in medical images, as backed up by simulations based on physical models of constrained
diffusion in biomechanical literature (eg. [264]).5.3. Discussion and Conclusions 78
This is also in line with other ways in which physical models have been used to constrain segmen-
tation and the related ﬁeld of image registration. In the case of segmentation, biomechanical knowledge
allows tailored deﬁnitions of internal energy. In [265] for example, the authors segment cellular re-
gions in single plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) images using a smoothness constraint based on
analytical expressions for the ’lipid bilayer bending energy’ in cell membranes. In the case of registra-
tion, biomechanical models have been used to constrain the deformation ﬁeld that aligns two images,
by incorporating knowledge of the physical processes underlying regional differences in the two images
[75, 266].
In conclusion, the ﬁeld of time series analysis outside the segmentation literature is vast and has
seen rapid developmentsince the use of CAR and 1D-CMRF for shape classiﬁcation. We have chosen to
review GP and Langevin models, both of which are nonlinear, ﬂexible and capable of modelling natural
phenomena in an intuitive way. Both models also introduce robust schemes for machine learning, series
simulation/generation and, in the GP case, the incorporation of an observation model. We are there-
fore motivated to develop these approaches for statistical shape modelling and supervised segmentation.
With a radial time series representation, the Langevin and GP approaches can be seen as extensions
to the linear CAR and 1D-CMRF models respectively. The extensions also introduce nonlinearity and
higher-level information known to beneﬁt a segmentation framework and reduce the amount of on-line
information needed (Requirement 2). We identify the following requirements to enable novel shape
priors based on Langevin and GP models:
• Developing ’shape scoring’ methods for use in (classiﬁcation and) an objective function.
• Adapting GP data assimilation procedures to incorporate observations from an image model and
interactions.
• Devising Langevin data assimilation procedures to incorporate observations from an image model
and interactions.
• Choosing deterministic functions and machine learning procedures appropriate for the training
data available.
• Devising methods of generating periodic series in the Langevin case.
• Building generalisedDCM frameworksdrivenbygenerativeSSMs, capableof incorporatingthese
or other models.Chapter 6
Tracking Ambiguous Boundaries
This chapter seeks to improve supervised segmentation, by introducing prior knowledge driven by efﬁ-
cient run-timeinteractions(C7) andnovelimagemodels (C2). Chapter 2 concludedthat the most efﬁcient
modes of interaction work closely with other components of the segmentation framework, and proposed
that boundary tracking approaches offer the optimal balance between a user’s control and involvement.
Chapter 4 concluded that the SVM ’kernel trick’ leads to image classiﬁcation methods that generalise
across applications and maximise the information gained from monospectral data. This chapter devel-
ops these two key ideas by combining interactive boundary trackers and texture classiﬁcation in novel
segmentation frameworks.
Section 6.1 develops algorithms for boundary tracking and introduces an interactive framework.
Experiments in section 6.1.5 evaluate the useability of the interactive framework in user trials. Sec-
tion 6.2 investigates the use of SVMs for texture classiﬁcation and boundary extraction in low contrast
images. Experiments in section 6.2.5 test the efﬁcacy of the SVMs for the boundary ambiguity prob-
lem in synthetic and medical images. Section 6.3 shows how the boundary trackers can be driven by
the output of SVM classiﬁers to reduce problems associated with boundary ambiguity. Experiments in
section 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 evaluate the beneﬁts of the SVM in supervised segmentationof synthetic and MS
lesion images respectively.
6.1 Interactive Boundary Tracking
This section develops an interactive boundary tracking tool based on the jetstream algorithm of Perez et
al [43], with novel modes of interaction (C7) designed to increase the amount of user control (Require-
ment 1). Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 present adaptions made to the original jetstream algorithm and other
interactive methods built into the framework. Section 6.1.3 introduces two new algorithms, constrained
to terminate the open contour at a ﬁxed point provided interactively. These algorithms are intended as
methods for completing a closed contour during segmentation and we choose from the two on the basis
of qualitative evaluations. Sections 6.1.4and 6.1.5describe how we evaluatethe interactivesoftware and
present experiments that test the novel interactions and loop closing.6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 80
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of boundary tracking by particle ﬁltering. Grey-levels represent any
image model I, such as gradient magnitude, or SVM decision value, rescaled to the range {0,...,1}.
(a) The current ’step’ comprising boundary points (blue) interpolated with a straight line (green). (b)
The prediction stage, making M = 6 proposals for the point xi+1 by drawing from the prior distribution
of angles ϕ. (c) The weighting stage, forming a discrete estimation of the posterior by weights w. (d)
The importance sampling stage causes some predictions to be duplicated and some to be discarded. In
this example two predictions have survived and are each duplicated three times. (e) Several steps create
several tracking paths that share many points. Arrows show where particles have different xi. (f) The
path with highest overall weight gives the desired estimate of the contour section.
6.1.1 A particle ﬁltering algorithm
Recall from section 2.2.1, the ’jetstream’ algorithm works with a set of M contours (xm
0,...,i)m=0,...,M−1
where xi = {x,y} is a position vector in the image frame. The algorithm tracks a boundary section
x0,...,i by making iterative estimates of the posterior densities
pi+1(x0,...,i+1|D) ∝ pi(x0,...,i|D) × q(xi+1|xi−1,...,i) × l(D(xi+1)), (6.1)
where D denotes information in the image and q and l are the smoothness prior and data likelihood
respectively, given as functions of the angle made by a given ’step’ from xi to xi+1 and the local image
properties. Section 2.2.1 gave a full description of these functions and the particle ﬁltering algorithm,
comprising stages of prediction, weighting and importance sampling. Figure 6.1 illustrates these stages.
We make three technical adaptations to the jetstream algorithm based on intuition. First, we re-
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q = V(ϕ,0,κϕ) ∝ exp(κϕcos(ϕ − 0)), which is periodic with period 2π and spread controlled by κϕ.
This distribution is better suited to model the prior over a periodic variable like ϕ. Second, we constrain
boundary tracking to avoid self-intersection. This is done by keeping a map of the contour sections ac-
cepted from previous runs. For any proposal step that lands on or traverses the pixels in this map, we
repeat the prediction stage of drawing samples from V(ϕ,0,κϕ), with increasing variance σϕ, until M
proposals do not intersect the contour. The algorithm then proceeds by weighting these proposals and
resampling from them as usual. Third, we deﬁne a jetstream as the particle set that, after importance
sampling, has the maximum total weight, i.e. the highest value of
 N−1
i=0 w. The authors in [43] ar-
gue that the mean path, rather than the path of maximum weight, is a ’more stable’ solution. However,
the averaging process can smooth out desired boundary detail and could create false paths where the
posterior is multi-modal such as at forks in the true boundary. The arrows in ﬁgure 6.1 (e) show parts
of a boundary where taking the mean over particles would cause unnecessary deviation from the true
boundary, caused by nearby clutter giving high weights.
6.1.2 An interactive framework
We extend the initialisation and run-time interactions suggested in [43] to make more efﬁcient use of
the information provided. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the framework, used for the application of MS lesion
contouring. Rather than a single anchor, we initialise with a small straight-line (2 or more pixels). This
provides both x0 and the initial direction ϕ0 in ﬁgure 6.2 (b) without placing much additional demand
on the user. This mode of initialisation can also increase speed and user-control if the jetstream can
be initialised at a long, straight section of a boundary. Upon initialisation, the software displays the
contoursection resultingfrom a single runx0,...,N−1, with points xi interpolatedusing Bresenham’s line
algorithm [268]. Contouring continues by making efﬁcient use of anchors placed around the boundary.
In [43], as with live wires in [90], the anchor simply ﬁxes the contour model at the last accepted point
on the boundary. The methods described next, (section 6.1.2.1) provide a fully user steered framework
with increased control. This type of steering is shown to work in a real-world segmentationin ﬁgure 6.2,
and replaces extra measures used in [43] for handling sharp corners in a boundary. The ﬁnal run of the
jetstream is constrained to terminate at the starting point as in ﬁgure 6.2(d). Loop closing methods are
revisited in section 6.1.3.
6.1.2.1 User guided contours
Figure 6.3 illustrates the modes of interaction that a user can use to guide a jetstream contour along a
boundary. At any time the contour is made up of accepted sections from successive runs. Between runs,
the user selects an anchor point, from where the next run begins. An anchor placed at the tip of the
jetstream causes the tracking to continue as normal (ﬁgure 6.3, top row). If an anchor is placed beyond
the tip, the Bresenham algorithm interpolates a straight line from the tip to the anchor and the next run
begins from the anchor, with initial direction given by the interpolation (ﬁgure 6.3, second row).
If the user wishes to discard some of a jetstream, i.e. to correct for a divergence from the true
boundary, an anchor is placed at the last accepted pixel along the contour (ﬁgure 6.3, third row). This
anchor becomes part of the contour model and all points from there on-wards are removed. A new run6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 82
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.2: Annotated screenshots from a jetstream during segmentation. (a) A white matter lesion in a
mid-axial MR image of the brain. (b) The ﬁrst jetstream run comprising a straight user-deﬁned section
from x0 to x1 and N subsequent steps. Pixels selected by the user are shown in red, points x that make
up the parametric contour in blue and their interpolation in green. (c) Second user interaction to steer
the contour followed by N steps. (d) Final interaction that both steers the contour and enforces loop
closure. Each arrow in (c) and (d) points to a pair of anchor points. Contour sections discarded by each
interaction are shown as black lines in (c) and (d).
begins from the anchor, with initial direction given by the preceding step of the contour.
If an anchor is placed anywhere along, but slightly to one side of the current contour (ﬁgure 6.3,
bottom row), subsequent points are removed as before but the last accepted point on the contour is not
immediately obvious. To identify the last accepted point xlast we step through the points x and ﬁnd the
point that is closest to, but not beyond the anchor. We then interpolate from here to the anchor, which
becomes the point xlast+1 and the next run continues from there. The subsequent run has an initial
direction governed by the interpolation from xlast to the anchor. This in turn is ultimately governed by
the user upon placing the anchor. When a user is familiar with the tool, and aided by the visualisation
of points x in their own colour (blue), this method of steering a contour between runs provides the main
form of run-time supervision.6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 83
(a) (b) (c)
Figure6.3: Schematic diagramillustratingfourdifferentroles ofinteractive’anchoring’in a user-steered
framework. Contour points xi are shown in blue and their straight-line interpolation in light green.
Dashed, dark green lines show where an interpolation joins separate runs rather than steps within a
run. Columns show (a) the ’current’ jetstream, (b) an anchor (red square) placed by the user and (c)
subsequent steps of the jetstream in response to the anchor placement. Top row: the anchor is placed at
the tip of the current jetstream. Second row: the anchor is placed beyond the tip. Third row: the anchor
is placed at the last accepted point, along the contour that deviates from the desired path. Bottom row:
the anchor is placed to one side of the contour, around the point of divergence.
6.1.2.2 Extra interactions
The software includes a panel of ’slidebars’ for changing parameters of the contour model during run-
time. The user can adjust the smoothness (κθ), detail (step length) and length (N) of subsequent runs
using slide-bars. We also provide two extra methods of online supervision. The ﬁrst is based on the
’damming’ method in the original jetstream paper [43]. The authors allow false paths, such as at a fork
in the boundary,to be blocked by drawing a small line on the image. We allow the user to draw a whole
area, that the jetstream will subsequently avoid. We call these areas ’no-go’ areas. By choosing an area
rather than a line, nearby clutter (erroneous edges or false positive classiﬁcations) can be eliminated in
the same interaction with little extra effort. A map of current nogo-areas is recorded in the same binary
map as that used to avoid self-intersection. Figure 6.4 shows an example of the no-go area in use, during6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 84
a delineation of the cerebellum in a sagittal MRI slice of the brain. The user-deﬁned area is dimmed in
the image so that the user remembers where it is (and can reject it if need be). The false path taken by
the jetstream in (a), without the no-go area, is avoided when the interaction is repeated with the no-go
area (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Segmenting the cerebellum in a sagittal MR image of the author’s brain. (a) A jetstream
run is ﬁrst performed without a ’no-go’ area. (b) Repeating with a ’no-go’ area, indicated by darkened
pixels, excludes nearby clutter and avoids a false path.
We also introduce a novel interactive procedure that exploits the probabilistic nature of the under-
lying algorithm. At any one time the jetstream algorithm retains a set of M particles x
m=1,...,M−1
i=0,...,N−1 , of
which only one gives the contour. The chosen path is that with the highest cumulative weighting along
the N steps, but one of the unseen paths might better represent the desired boundary. This is likely when
a boundary is close to false edges, causing the posterior distribution of proposal steps to be bimodal. We
allow the user to manually select particles after each jetstream run, from the set x
m=1,...,M−1
i=0,...,N−1 . To do this
we must display some of the unseen particles. In practise the particles are very similar for most of the
run, but might differ for the last few steps. The method, invoked by the user, displays a small number
of particles chosen for their distinction from the current contour. The particles are shown in different
coloursandthe user simplyselects one with the mouse. Figure6.5shows two examplesof this procedure
in use. In (a) the jetstream reaches a fork in the boundary of a large region (brain hemisphere) and the
displayed particles follow left- and right-handpaths. In (b), some particles are attracted to a strong, false
edge (skull). The red particle, however, successfully tracks the brain boundary.
6.1.3 Loop closing
Section 2.2 revealed that one of the problems facing boundary tracking algorithms is the lack of con-
straint to terminate at a ﬁxed point. Such a constraint would allow easy closing of an open contour in
the framework above, where the termination point is given by the ﬁrst contour point x0. This method
presents two methods and chooses one based on empirical investigations.6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 85
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Segmenting the brain making use of manual particle selection to correct for ambiguity in (a)
path direction at a fork in the boundary, and (b) the true edge when a nearby erroneous edge is strong.
6.1.3.1 A method from tractography
Tractographyaims to track white matter ﬁbers in diffusiontensor imaging (DTI).Each voxel in DTI data
gives informationregardingthe likelihoodthat a voxelis part of a ﬁber and the local direction of the ﬁber
at that point. Knowledge of brain anatomy and function mean that we know approximatelywhere a tract
should originate and terminate. This knowledge can be built into a tractography algorithm to constrain
ﬁber tracking. We propose that similar methods can constrain boundarytracking algorithms to terminate
at a pre-deﬁned point, hence close a contour.
Friman and Westin [269] use a tractographyalgorithmsimilar to particle ﬁltering. The origin A of a
ﬁber can be marked manually or automated using anatomical knowledge. During the process of growing
a ﬁber tract, the dynamics of the model are not affected by the position of the target B. However, if there
is a true path from A to B then tracts are likely to reach the target. The algorithm relies on this fact
and repeats the tracking, from the same origin, until many tracts have terminated at B by chance. Those
particles that do not reach the target within a sensible length are discarded. Finally a single path (or
a population with associated probability) is extracted by importance sampling from the remaining set.
This Monte Carlo approachis intuitive but computationallydemanding,dependingon the consistency of
the path from A to B. Recently, Jbabdi et al. [270] take a similar approach wherein the likelihood of a
growingtract terminatingat a given point is drivenby a map of effective connectivitybetween all points,
measured separately by functional MRI. The constraints in both [269] and [270] can be referred to as
’soft’ constraints, as the start and end points can be anywhere within small regions rather than asserting
unique voxels A and B. This is where the tractography analogy to open contour segmentation breaks
down.
We introduce an adaptation to the jetstream algorithm that causes the ﬁnal run to terminate at the
start of the contourto close the loop. The software assumes that the user anticipates when a runcan close
the loop and invokes the loop closing algorithm by pressing a key on the keyboard (similar to [42]). The
method borrows from the tractographyliterature above. The underlyingassumption is that a run is likely
to reach the target point by chance. The loop closing run no longer has a ﬁxed number of steps, but
proceeds until enough particles are within one step-length of the ﬁrst point x0. When this is true, it is
likely that nearly all of the proposal steps x0,...,i+1 arrive near the target pixel at the same time, as all6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 86
particles x0,...,i share similar histories x0,...,i−1. The algorithm then uses importance sampling to select
from these particles only.
With no ﬁxed number of steps N, it is possible that particles diverge from the desired boundary,
visiting clutter in the image beforehitting the target point by chance. To avoid this we direct the particles
towardx0 bytheadditionofanextrapriortermintheweightingstage. Thenewweightswatt incorporate
an attraction force by the deﬁnition
watt =
q × l
(i + 1)
+ (i + 1)exp
 
−
D
2
 
i ∈ {0,1,...,ihit}, (6.2)
where D is the straight line distance from xi to x0. The attraction force is given a relative weighting
that increases with the step index i to help ’pull’ a diverging contour model toward x0. Finally, note that
after this run the selected particle is that with the highest weighting according to the image and shape
priors only, ie. calculated without the attraction force.
In practise, evenwith the attraction force, the loop closing run may giveundesiredresults if invoked
too early, or if the contour was initialised near to a corner in the true boundary. We test the algorithm
on extreme cases using a synthetic image (ﬁgure 6.6). The image, referred to as the ’heart’ image, is an
8-bit greyscale image created by placinga symmetrical heart shape of greylevel 128on a backgroundof
grey level 192. The image is then given Gaussian noise with standard deviation 10 and ﬁnally smoothed
using a 3 × 3 pixel averaging window.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: A loop closing algorithm used on a synthetic image to demonstrate two failing scenarios. (a)
The loop is successfully closed by tracking from A to B = x0. (b) The algorithm is invoked too early
and the loop closing run diverges (inset) before re-joining the true boundary. (c) A is close to a sharp
corner (inset), which is overshot by the loop closing run.
In ﬁgure 6.6 (a) the loop closing algorithm successfully tracks a large boundary section from A
to B. In (b) the contour diverges from the true boundary shortly after the start of the loop closing run
(inset). The contour eventually heads toward the target due to the attractive force and re-joins the true
boundary. In (c) there is a relatively short boundary section between points A and B. However, the
section to be tracked is not straight, involving a sharp corner and the contour overshoots the boundary
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In summary, the loop closing algorithm must be invoked when the subsequent run can realistically
hit the target x0, by tracking a relatively short and straight section of the true boundary. This assumes
some common sense on the part of the user, as well as the ability to initialise the contour in a sensible
place. In our experience a user gains these intuitions after a modest amount of practice.
6.1.3.2 A method from molecular dynamics
The loop closing algorithm above demonstrates one approach to ﬁxing the end point of a boundary
tracker. We now introduce an alternative method inspired by molecular dynamics simulations.
Molecules can be modelled as a chain of atoms (nodes), with rigid bonds (links) of known but
variable length. To simulate the dynamics of polymers in a continuum it is often required to generate a
large set of random perturbations of a molecular chain. Escobedo and Pablo [271] perturb a molecular
chain by removing and ’re-growing’ a section of the chain between 2 sites that are the origin and target
of a random walk. The random walk is constrained so that the ﬁnal step is bound to reach the target.
The number, order, and separation of points between ﬁxed sites are conserved but a new conﬁguration
achieved by sequential positioning of nodes after random orientation of the adjoining link (see ﬁgures
2-4 in [271]). Angles are selected from a prior distribution that is adapted after each step. Limits are
placed on the possible angles to ensure that the distance from the proposed position to the target site
does not exceed that of the extreme case given by aligning the remaining nodes in a straight line. The
algorithm continues with new limits placed on the prior angular distribution each time. It results that the
ﬁnal step can only take one angle (in fact any angle from a circle on the sphere of 3D angles) so that
a step in that direction places the penultimate node exactly one step length away from the target site.
The constrained random walk achieves a new conﬁguration inside a homogeneous continuum, i.e. no
external energy to inﬂuence the ﬁnal shape. For the purpose of boundary tracking we need to introduce
this external energy from image priors.
We have realised boundary tracking with targets, based on the molecular dynamics simulation in
[271]. The method is made possible by an inherent ﬂexibility of particle ﬁltering, being that the predic-
tionandweightingstages are independent,so treat internaldynamicsandboundaryalignmentseparately.
We have designed an adaptive prior angular distribution that constrain 2D random walks, originating at
a point A, to reach a known point B. The adaptive prior angular distribution replaces q in the prediction
stage of the classical jetstream algorithm. This creates a tracker that is bound to traverse user-deﬁned
start and end points whilst still capable of adhering to a region boundary.
At any step of a growing contour, the adaptive angular distribution is constrained to have limits
θmin and θmax where θ is the ’global’ angle made with respect to the positive x axis. Figure 6.7 shows
a schematic diagram of the algorithm at an intermediate point denoted {x1,y1} between points A and
B, to help deﬁne variables α, β, D, d and n. The algorithm selects angle ϕ, equivalent to the change in
global angle ∆θ, which must be between the limits θmin and θmax given by.
θmin = 2π − (β − α) and θmax = θmin + 2β (6.3)6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 88
Figure 6.7: Schematic diagram introducingthe variables of the tracking algorithm inspired by molecular
dynamics. Solid blue dots show previous steps while hollowblue dots represent the steps yet to be taken.
There are a ﬁxed number n of steps available after the current step. The dashed line shows the straight
line between the current point and the target
where
α = tan−1 x2 − x1
y2 − y1
 
(6.4)
by Pythagoras and
β = cos−1 D2 + d2 − (min(D + d,nd))2
2Dd
 
(6.5)
by the cosine rule, where
D =
 
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 (6.6)
is the straight line distance from A to B. In this formulation, the prior angular distributions are centred
on the direction to the target, not the previous step direction. This means that κθ no longer constrains the
smoothness of the contour. However, the angle ∆θ is known for any given proposal step, so we retrieve
smoothness by weighting the proposal steps by q × l in the familiar way, but have separate angular
distributions for prediction qp(θ) = V(0,κθ) and weighting qw(∆θ) = V(0,κ∆θ), where κθ and κ∆θ
are separate parameters relating to prediction and weighting.
One problem with this model is that we need to know the future number of steps n between the
current proposal step and the target. To overcome this, we allow for an excess of available steps, giving
rise to the term min(D + d,nd) in equation 6.5, which returns the smaller of two lengths, either n × d,
or D + d.
To initialise the algorithm we set the maximumlength of the run to be s×D, where s is a slackness
term, controllinghowmuchlongerthecontourcanbe, thanthestraight linefromA toB. Todemonstrate
the dependence on s we test the algorithm on extreme cases using a synthetic image (ﬁgure 6.8). The
image, is an 8-bit grey scale image where the greylevels of the trianglular region are graded to remove
any discernible edge along the bottom. The image is then given Gaussian noise with standard deviation
10 and ﬁnally smoothed using a 3 × 3 pixel averaging window. The path over the top two sides (dashed
green line in 6.8 (a)) has length
√
5
2 × D where D is the shortest distance from A to B.
When s = 1 so that the only possible contour covers the straight line distance to the target, the
algorithm produces a straight line from A to B, even though there is no evidence of an edge there in6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 89
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.8: (a) Graded greyscale triangle image with lengths shown (units of 100 pixels). The remaining
panels show in red the results of three jetstreams tracking from pixel A to B, with (b) s = 1, (c) s =
√
5
2
and (d) s = 3.
the image (ﬁgure 6.8 (b)). When s =
√
5
2 , being the ratio of the true boundary length to the straight
line distance from A to B, the whole of the top edge can be extracted in theory. However, afetr the
slightest deviation from the true boundary there are not enough remaining steps to return to the true
boundary (ﬁgure 6.8 (c)). If s is greater than the ratio between the true boundary length and the straight
line distance from A to B, the algorithm assumes more steps than are necessary to accurately track the
boundary (ﬁgure 6.8 (c)). This regime successfully tracks the boundary, and surplus steps are simply
discarded when the tracket reaches B.
The balance between κθ and κ∆θ leads to a directional asymmetry of the tracker, for a given pair of
parametersκθ andκ∆θ. Figure6.9showstheresults oftworunsofthealgorithmfromlabelledpixelA to
B on the heart image. In both cases the parameters were s = 5, κθ = 1.0 and κ∆θ = 5.0. In case (a), the
angle between the boundarydirection and the straight line from the boundaryto B is nearly constant and
always acute (inset). In case (b) however, these angles are too large for early steps of the tracker (inset).
Despite the asymmetry problem, the algorithm can extract large boundarysections between ﬁxed points,
as demonstrated in ﬁgures 6.8 (d) and 6.9 (a). It is not clear whether the previous algorithm, designed
for loop closing, would track such large sections as in the heart example, or handle the corner as in the
triangle example.
In summary, the second constrained boundary tracking algorithm, inspired by molecular dynamics
simulations, works well in some situations. However, the algorithm uses extra parameters (slackness s
and two smoothness parameters κθ and κ∆θ), which must be optimised. The tracker also has an inherent
asymmetrywhichleads tothe artefactdemonstratedinﬁgure6.9. Forsubsequentexperimentswe choose
the ﬁrst loop closing method, and allow a user to repeat the loop closing run if necessary.6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 90
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: The ’heart’ image showing two jetstream runs from pixel A to B, oriented (a) from bottom
to top and (b) from top to bottom. Inset: diagrams showing how the angle, between boundary direction
and a straight line to the target, changes as a tracker progresses from A to B.
6.1.4 Data and performance evaluation
We test the interactive framework to evaluate the main adaptations made to the original jetstream algo-
rithm, ie. the novelinteractions of section 6.1.2and the chosen loop closing algorithmof section 6.1.3.1.
We evaluate these adaptations by recording user behaviour during multiple use of the tool to delineate
different regions in medical images. This section does not evaluate segmentation quality, which we
revisit to compare jetstreams driven by different image models in section 6.1.5.
We test the interactiveframeworkfor the chosenapplication of multiple sclerosis lesion contouring.
We choose3 slices fromMR imagesofdifferentMS patients,andchoose2lesions ineachoftheseslices.
Figure 6.10 shows the 6 regions of interest along with their ’true’ boundaries delineated manually by an
expert.
6.1.5 Experiments
We asked four experts in MS radiographyat London’s Institute of Neurology(IoN) to use our interactive
jetstream framework for MS lesion segmentation. Each expert rater followed a randomised sequence of
6 lesions, repeated three times for each PD image in ﬁgure 6.10, and again for T2 images of the same
lesions. In this way, raters completed a total of 36 contours, and repeated this sequence on two separate
occasions, making a total of 72 contours.
First, we hypothesise that:
H6.1.5.1: The loop closing algorithm is
(a) successful, and
(b) favoured over a simple, more manual method of completing a contour.
Totest thishypothesiswe recordtheacceptanceratesandmethodofcompletionofall jetstreamcontours,6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 91
Figure 6.10: Top row: PD images of the three chosen axial slices. Bottom row: expert delineation of two
chosen lesions in each slice.
created by the four raters. We incorporate an ’accept/reject’ option such that a user can repeat the ﬁnal
run of the contour if results are undesirable. This reveals whether a loop closing run is considered
successful by the expert user. In addition, the user can override the jetstream algorithm and simply close
the loop with a straight line. A user might prefer this method of closing the contour, but must already
have an almost complete contour so that a short, straight section will lie on the true boundary.
Table 6.1 shows the percentages of loop closing methods/acceptance over all jetstream contours.
Percentage ... User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4
... ﬁnished using loop closer 9.7 95.8 41.7 18.1
... of these that only took one attempt 100.0 82.6 46.7 61.5
... closed after one attempt using loop closer 9.7 79.2 19.5 11.1
Table 6.1: Level of preference for the loop closing algorithm over a manual method.
When users chose to use the loop closing algorithm, one attempt was usually sufﬁcient (between
46.7 % and 100 % of the time). As a result we accept hypothesis H6.1.5.1 (a). However, table 6.1
reveals large variability in user behaviour. Rater 2 seems to prefer the loop closing algorithm and uses it
with a high success rate, while rater 1 usually closed the contours with straight interpolation. We accept
hypothesisH6.1.5.1(b) for rater 2 only. The idiosyncrasyof user behaviourhighlightsthe importanceof
maximaising user control, not only in terms of steering but in choosing alternative modes of interaction.
Next, we hypothesise that:
H6.1.5.2: The extra interactions of no-goareas, manual particle selection and parameter
adjustment are useful in MS lesion contouring.6.1. Interactive Boundary Tracking 92
To test this hypothesis we record the use of extra interactions during segmentation of the 72 lesions. All
users had been shown the use of these extra interactions, and had used them at least once before during
a practise session.
Apart from a single contour, (drawn on one occasion by a one user), all lesions were segmented
without use of the no-go area or manually choosing from alternative paths. In the exceptional case, rater
2 made use of the no-go area and three uses of the manual particle selection on the same lesion. We
reject H6.1.5.2 in the case of no-go areas and manual particle selection. The rejection of H6.1.5.2 could
be due to relative unfamiliarity with the extra image-based interactions. Also, given that any contouring
error can be corrected by the anchoring method (ﬁgure 6.2) a rater could consider the extra modes of
interaction not ’worth’ the extra requirement of invoking them.
Parameter adjustment proved to be more useful. Raters generally found a desirable combination of
smoothness, detail and length of a jetstream run, by trial and error at the start of a contouring session.
Havingsettledonthese parameters,users madeadjustmentsoccasionally,suchas whentheyencountered
particularly sharp corners. We accept H6.1.5.2 in the case of parameter adjustment.
Next, we hypothesise that:
H6.1.5.3: Operator time for jetstreams
(a) is less than freehand drawing, and
(b) reduces with user experience.
To test these hypotheseswe recordthe numberof runs and the absolute time taken to completea contour.
Note that a single run of the jetstream algorithm is completed and displayed in real-time, but segmen-
tation involves successive runs, so the absolute time taken to complete a contour is governed by the
number of runs and the length of any pauses between runs. In fact, absolute times are generally longer
for jetstreams, so we can not accept H6.1.5.3(a). There are three likely causes of this limitation. First,
the raters are still relatively unfamiliar with the tool, as freehand delineation is in common use. Second,
raters can, and are known to pause contouring between runs of a jetstream, whereas the freehand tool
demands a continuous interaction from start to ﬁnish. Third, the application of MS lesion segmentation
involves ROIs that are small and jagged, so long boundarysections are unlikely to be tracked by a single
run. We suspect that another application, where ROIs are larger and with longer smooth sections of the
boundary, would beneﬁt more from the boundary tracker in terms of operator time.
For hypothesis H6.1.5.3(b) we compare operator times on two occasions, contouring the same
lesions. We consider that a rater’s level of experience is greater during the second contouring session,
and perform paired-samples t-tests on the duration of two segmentations of each region, on the ﬁrst and
second occasion. We measure the duration in terms of both absolute time, and the number of jetstream
runsNruns, equivalentto the numberof anchorsplacedarounda single lesion. Table6.2 shows themean
durations and p-values indicating signiﬁcant reductions in user time. We accept hypothesis H6.1.5.3(b)
due to the high levels of signiﬁcance of the reduction in operator time and Nruns.6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 93
Occasion Mean time (sec) Mean Nruns
User 1
ﬁrst 27.60 18.17
second 19.07 (p<0.001) 14.89 (p=0.01)
User 2
ﬁrst 40.17 41.28
second 28.91 (p=0.025) 34.53 (p=0.1)
User 3
ﬁrst 44.54 36.75
second 23.14 (p=0.01) 23.34 (p=0.025)
User 4
ﬁrst 30.76 31.67
second 30.76 (p=0.05) 22.39 (p=0.05)
Table 6.2: Mean time and number of runs necessary to complete a given contour on two occasions.
P-values indicate the signiﬁcance of the reduction in user demand.
6.1.6 Conclusions
We have realised an interactive framework for supervised contouring based on jetstreams. User experi-
ments lead to the following conclusions:
• The chosen loop closing algorithm, inspired by probabilistic tractography,is a successful solution
to the problem of producing closed contours in a boundary tracking framework.
• Modes of interaction are a matter of user preference, so that in ’giving as complete control as
possibleto theuser’(Requirement1), oneformof’control’is theabilitytochoosebetweenmanual
and automated methods.
• Slidebarscontrollingcertainalgorithmparametersaregenerallypopular,andallowanalgorithmto
generalise across user-styles as well as applications, regions within an application and boundary-
sections for a given region.
• The methods of on-line supervision between successive jetstream runs leads to a slower tool than
simple freehand drawing, but more user experience may make jetstreams faster than the freehand
tool.
• The extra interactions and the time-saving potential of the current framework may beneﬁt another
application than MS lesions. In particular larger ROIs may better exploit the tracking algorithm.
6.2 SVM Texture Classiﬁcation
The previoussection was concernedwith improvingboundarytrackingby efﬁcient modes of interaction.
As well as interactivity we seek an appropriate model of the image data (C2) to alleviate problems as-
sociated with boundary ambiguity. This section develops featureless texture classiﬁers for the problem
of boundaryambiguity and investigates their properties and limitations in synthetic and medical images.
We introducetwo differentclassiﬁers for boundaryextraction. The region-trained approachseeks to dis-
tinguish between textures inside and outside a ROI, which locates the boundary after gradient ﬁltering a6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 94
classiﬁed image. The boundary-trained approach distinguishes boundaries from all other data directly,
by treating boundary data as a class of its own.
Section 6.2.1 introduces the data sets used and section 6.2.3 describes how SVMs are evaluated
in terms of classiﬁcation success. Section 6.2.4 uses these data and performance evaluation methods
to validate the SVMs and optimise certain model parameters. Experiments in section 6.2.5 address
hypotheses regarding the success and generality of the classiﬁers.
6.2.1 Data and texture sampling
We noted in chapter 2, that the validation and evaluation of new methodologies beneﬁts from the use of
synthetic data. Synthetic textures and composite texture images have the advantage over medical data,
that the ground truth is known exactly and image properties can be controlled.
6.2.1.1 Synthetic texture images
We use data sets derived from images in the Vision Texture database [44]. These 512×512 images each
contain a single ’texture’, meaning a continuous scene taken from one semantic class. We choose the
textures of ’stone’ (ﬁgure 6.11 (a)) and ’fabric’ (ﬁgure 6.11 (d)) as these have ﬁner scale pixel variation
compared to the others in the database and in each case, the database provides two different instances
allowing us to use different data for training and testing a given classiﬁer. We pre-process the VisTex
images in order to emulate properties of medical images and control image contrast using ’histogram
speciﬁcation’. This general technique computes a transform function or ’look-up table’ that transforms
the image histogram to a speciﬁed distribution. We set pixel intensities i to have Gaussian distributions
deﬁned by exp(
(i−µ)
2
σ2 ) and control the ﬁrst- (µ) and second-order (σ) statistics. We specify the means
{µfg,µbg} and standard deviations {σfg,σbg}, where subscripts ’fg’ and ’bg’ denote foreground and
background respectively. We choose these statistics to match those of MS lesions and the white matter
immediately adjacent to them, for all ground truth in a reference MRI dataset. The reference data is a
single MRI volume, and is that having the most representative contrast between region and background.
We deﬁne this most representative volume as that having the median ’Z-score’, which is a standard
measure of histogram overlap, given by Z = (µfg − µbg)/
 
(σ2
fg/N) + (σ2
bg/N), where N is the
number of ground truth pixels common to both classes. Figure 6.11 (b)/(c) and (e)/(f) shows example
histogram transformations and resulting images.
6.2.1.2 Synthetic texture boundaries
We createsyntheticdatafortheboundary-trainedSVM byformingcompositeimagesfromtwo synthetic
textures. We choose two texture images to represent ’foreground’ and ’background’, and copy their
contents inside and outside a synthetic shape. We generate a set of shapes in polar coordinates (r,θ)
with origin at the centre of an image, by varying the radius sinusoidally over the range of orientations
{0...,2π}, along with a random perturbation. We also choose the orientation (θ = 0) and the number
of sinusoidal periods at random in the equation
r = 120 + 15sin(M(θ + ∆θ)) + ∆r, θ ∈ {0,
2π
70
,
4π
70
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Figure 6.11: Synthetic images derived from the Vision Texture database. (a) Greyscale version of the
’stone’ texture. (b) Cumulative histograms of the original intensity distribution and that speciﬁed to
match MS lesion statistics, shown along with the transform function. (c) Transformed image of ’stone’
texture. (d)-(f) the same for ’fabric’ texture speciﬁed to match background white matter statistics. The
overlapping stone and fabric histograms are shown before (g) and after (h) the transformation.
where ∆θ is the orientation of the shape selected at random from a uniform distribution in the range
{0...,2π}, ∆r is the radial perturbationselected from a normal distribution N(0,2.5) and M is double
the number of sinusoidal periods, selected from a uniform distribution over the range {2,...,6}. The
shapeshaveoneboundarypointper 2π
70 radians. The70pointsthatdeﬁneeachshapearetheninterpolated
by the Bresenham line algorithm.
Figure6.12shows compositetextureimages createdusing ﬁveexampleshapes. Intotal we generate
40 shapes, which have a mean of 757 boundary pixels.
6.2.1.3 Medical regions and boundaries
We have MR images of 40 brains containing MS lesions. The datasets are previously labelled by an
unknown expert using the tool in [22] along with manual post editing. For each brain there are two 3D6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 96
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Figure 6.12: Composite texture images made from synthetic shapes having (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5
and (f) 6 sinusoidal periods
data sets, imaging Proton Density (PD) and spin-spin relaxation time (T2) respectively. It is likely that
ground truth labelling was performedmainly on the PD slices, with correspondingT2 slices viewed as a
reference [19]. MR slices and lesions in ﬁgure 6.10 are examples from this dataset.
6.2.2 Sampling for feature vectors
We use the two types of ground truth described above to obtain feature vectors for boundary-trainedand
region-trained SVMs. In each case, we sample pixels from a neighbourhood centred on each ground
truth pixel, and turn the intensities directly into ’feature’ vectors.
First, following the region-based classiﬁers in [203], we use square pixel windows of width w, to
sample vectors of dimensionality w2. Second, for use in the boundary-trained SVM, we use a star-
shaped sampling window that spans a width of 7 pixels but gives 25-dimensional feature vectors (inset
in ﬁgure 6.14). The star-shape creates a 25 dimensional feature vector that spans an area of 7×7 pixels.
This sampling window is expected to capture both the smaller scale textures at either side of a boundary
and the larger scale texture that a boundary itself comprises [200]. Upon sampling, we re-scale the raw
intensity to the range {0...1} by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the range of all values in the
corresponding volume. Such rescaling to a small range improves the performance of SVMs [197].
6.2.2.1 Positive and negative ground truth
SVMs require labelled training data from both positive and negativeclasses. The two classes are deﬁned
differently for the boundary- and region-trained SVMs and for MRI and synthetic images. Figure 6.13
shows labelling schemes for both classiﬁers in MS lesion data. Positive labels are deﬁned (a) on and (b)
inside the ground truth boundaries. For the negative class we label off-boundary and non-lesion pixels
respectively. We select these pixels at random, with probability weighted by p ∝ e− r
2, where r is the
distance to the closest positive class pixel, but reject locations immediately adjacent to positive ground
truth to allow for imperfections in the original labelling. Note that in the boundary-trained case, the
negative examples include locations inside the lesions.
We deﬁne the negative classes in this way so that the SVM discriminates between boundaries and
the nearby tissue that a supervised contour model is most likely to encounter. The idea of assigning an
exclusive class to data immediately adjacent to a boundary is similar in principle to one of the schemes6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 97
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: Example ground truth pixels (white) for the negative classes of (a) ’off-boundary’ and (b)
’non-lesion’. Corresponding positive class pixels are shown in black.
used by de Bruijne et al. [119] in their active appearance models. However, our labelling is automatic
and the spatial constraint encodes the probabilistic nature of the contour models that we intend to use
with the SVMs. The random negative-class pixel labelling terminates when, in a given slice, the same
number of negative labels have been assigned as there are positive. This avoids problems that can arise
from unbalanced training sets [272].
6.2.3 Performance evaluation
Each SVM assigns distance values dSVM to the feature vectors in a test set. We seek to evaluate classiﬁer
performance based on these outputs. Performance evaluation has two roles in this section. First, param-
eter optimisation in section 6.2.4 is based on maximising classiﬁcation success. Second, we compare
the success of different classiﬁers in the experiments of section 6.2.5. For both purposes we use the area
under an ROC curve (AUC) as a success measure.
The general method of producing ROC curves was described in 4.3 and is explained here more
speciﬁcally for the SVMs above. We calculate true positive fractions TP and false positive fractions
FP by comparing the true labels of test data with the labels assigned by thresholding decision val-
ues dSVM. At any threshold, all measurements above the threshold are classiﬁed as positives and those
below it negatives. Counts of true positives NTP, true negatives NTN, false positives NFP and false neg-
atives NFN give the true-positive fraction TP and false-positive fraction FP by equation 4.8. For all
train/test scenarios we keep the number of positive and negative class data the same, and the number of
training/testing data the same. In all cases we vary the threshold in 500 increments from the minimum
(negative)decision value to the maximum (positive) decision value, and form the ROC curve by plotting
FP against TP.
As described in section 4.3, cross-validationsuch as a ’leave-one-out’scheme removesbias in ROC
analysis. For N individual datasets containing ground truth, we train a SVM on data from (N − 1)
datasets and test it on that data ’left out’ of training. By repeating N times with a different set omitted
from training each time, we get N values of AUC use the mean AUC as a single performance measure.
For this leave-one-outscheme we must ﬁrst partition the data into distinct sets. In the case of MR images
we have40separatescan volumeswhichservesas a meaningfulpartition. Inthe case ofsyntheticimages
we take random subsets of the available data.6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 98
6.2.4 SVM design
We use binary SVM classiﬁers of the software library ’libsvm’ [216], with a radial basis function (RBF)
kernel chosen for its ability to generalise across different texture types. In the absence of explicit texture
features, the design of a SVM involves choosing texture windows, and investigating the sensitivity to
sample sizes and SVM parameters. This section uses ROC analysis to see how SVM performance is
affected by changing texture windows, sample sizes and model parameters. We perform these prelimi-
nary investigations on both MS lesion data and synthetic textures, which lead to the same conclusions.
Only the results for MS lesion data sets are presented here. Unlike later experiments, these preliminary
investigations only use a subset of the available MRI volumes in order to satisfy time constraints. We
select ﬁve volumes at random for use as test data.
6.2.4.1 Texture neighbourhoods
The size of the sampling windowused to extract feature vectors should match the scale of discriminating
textures present in the ground truth. To observe the value of different sampling windows in MS lesion
classiﬁcation we repeat ROC analyses for SVMs using square sampling windows of 3×3, 5×5 and
7×7 pixels. These result in 9, 25 and 49-dimensional feature vectors respectively. We also construct
25-dimensional feature vectors using the star shaped sampling window described above.
We repeatROCanalysisontheﬁvetestdatasets andpresentthemeanAUC,witherrorbarsat ±one
standarddeviation, for the variousclassiﬁers. Figure 6.14 shows the results for the variouswindow types
andtheinsetdiagramsshowthewindows. Figure6.14suggeststhatclassiﬁerperformanceincreaseswith
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Figure 6.14: Plots of classiﬁer performance for different sampling windows. Results for PD and T2
lesions are shown for (a) the boundary-trainedSVM and (b) the region-trainedSVM. Inset: diagrams of
the sampling windows.
the dimensionality of input feature vectors. This is intuitive, as larger texture patches capture texture at
larger scales in addition to the smaller scale textures closer to the centre of the patch. Although the
49-dimensional (7 × 7 window) SVM may perform slightly better, we choose to use 25-dimensional
feature vectors for the following experiments to satisfy time constraints. The 5 × 5 square window and
the star-shaped sampling window both form 25-dimensional feature spaces for the respective SVMs,6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 99
but the star-shape window spans a larger area in the image. Although there is no signiﬁcant difference
in performance between these two classiﬁers, we choose the star-shaped window for boundary-trained
SVMs by intuition, as these SVMs need to capture texture at either side of a boundary and would be
more affected by the inaccuracy of ground truth.
6.2.4.2 Training sample size
The size of a training set affects the ability of a SVM to capture discriminating textures and generalise
well across all unseen examples. To observe the affect of training set size we ﬁrst choose an image that
will be used in testing, which is removed from the training set. Next, we group together all available
ground truth in the remaining 39 images and a subset of the pooled ground truth selected at random.
The subsets are deﬁned as 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 50% and 100% of the pooled ground truth. We
repeatROC analysis fora pre-selectedset of ﬁve test images andcalculate the meanAUC, for eachof the
training sizes. Results suggests that there is little to be gained from using more than 50% of the available
ground truth as training examples, for both image types and both SVM types. We use this subset (50%)
in the followingtwo experimentsto allow the desired amountof trainingand testing in a reasonabletime.
6.2.4.3 SVM parameters
We investigate the effect of varying RBF kernel width γ and the cost of ’slack variables’ c using a
grid search to determine which (γ,c) pair gives optimal SVM performance. Preliminary investigations
suggest that our SVMs are not very sensitive to c while γ values should be set around unity. Based on
the scheme given in [197] and used in [195], we vary each parameter exponentially. Figure 6.15 shows
the topologyof AUC vs γ and c for the various classiﬁers. Based on these preliminaryresults we choose
to use γ = 1.0 and c = 10 in the following experiments. A more exhaustiveparameter search is desirable,
but was impossible prior to the following experiments due to time constraints.
6.2.5 Experiments
This section evaluates the performance of various texture SVMs using ROC analysis.
6.2.5.1 Comparing texture and intensity
First, we hypothesise that:
H6.2.5.1: Texture SVMs are an improvement over intensity thresholding for discrimi-
nating regions and boundaries.
To test this hypothesis, we repeat ROC analysis by thresholding both the output of SVM classiﬁers
dSVM and image intensities. We repeat for synthetic and MS lesion textures.
In the case of MS lesions we use all available ground truth data. This means that the leave-one-out
scheme is repeated for 40 testing brains, and in each case all of the ground truth from the 39 remaining
brains are used in training. This leads to a mean and standard deviation calculated over 40 AUC values.
We repeat for region- and boundary-trained SVMs and for T2 and PD images. In the case of
synthetic textures, we use 7500 training/testing vectors, chosen at random from each image. We use
one pair of stone and fabric images for training and a second pair for testing. We ﬁnally partition the6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 100
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Figure 6.15: Surface plots of classiﬁer performance for varying γ and c. The top row shows results for
the boundary-trained SVM classifying (a) PD and (b) T2 images. The bottom row shows results for the
region-trained SVM classifying (c) PD and (d) T2 images.
training and testing sets into 10 subsets, by sampling random locations from the images, to perform
cross-validation.
For intensity thresholding in MRI data sets we perform two different ROC analyses, with different
interpretations. In one case, we construct ROC curves per brain. This means that we threshold the
ground truth in each brain to produce 40 separate curves, then take the mean and standard deviation of
the AUC values. The per brain analysis tells us how well the ROIs in a given image contrast against the
surrounding tissue. In another case, we group all the ground truth together from the 40 brains and vary
the intensity threshold to produce a single global ROC curve.
For all intensity ROC analyses, the negativeclass ground truth is represented by the same, localised
random selections as used for SVM training. Table 6.3 shows the mean AUC (± one standard deviation)
for the two SVMs, along with results for intensity thresholding. In the case of synthetic images we do
not perform intensity thresholding on ’boundary’groundtruth, because the boundaryis deﬁned between
adjacent pixels, so all single pixels are either inside or outside a region. These results suggest that SVM
textureisanimprovementoverPDorT2intensityfordiscriminatingMSlesionROIsandboundaries. We
performindependentt-tests for the MS lesion results to quantifythe signiﬁcance of this improvement. In
thecase ofper brainintensity analysis, tests revealthat, forT2 data, theimprovementofbothregion-and
boundary-trained SVMs is signiﬁcant with a conﬁdence of > 99.95%. For PD data, boundary-trained
SVMs classify signiﬁcantly better with a conﬁdence between 90% and 95%, whereas the improvement
of the region-trained SVMs is not signiﬁcant (conﬁdence < 90%). Comparing with global intensity6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 101
Region ground truth Boundary ground truth
Image SVM Intensity Intensity SVM Intensity Intensity
type texture (per brain) (global) texture (per brain) (global)
PD 0.928±0.055 0.924±0.020 0.836 0.875±0.043 0.705±0.062 0.610
T2 0.927±0.021 0.881±0.032 0.854 0.858±0.039 0.687±0.071 0.624
Synth. 1.00± <0.001 N/A 0.93±0.003 0.95±0.003 N/A N/A
Table 6.3: Comparison of mean AUC (± one standard deviation) for SVM texture classiﬁcation and
intensity thresholding at regions and boundaries.
analysis, SVMs are a signiﬁcant improvement in all cases.
We accept hypothesis H6.2.5.1, but note that the improvement of the region-trained SVM over the
per-brain intensity thresholding is not signiﬁcant, and may be negligible for a given MR image.
6.2.5.2 Locally trained SVMs
In the case of MS lesion textures we also investigate the use of Locally trained SVMs. These classi-
ﬁers are trained using ground truth from one slice only, and used to classify data in an adjacent slice.
Such a classiﬁcation scheme has two possible uses in a segmentation framework, which draw from the
incremental learning literature reviewed in chapter 4. First, training data could be accumulated during
run-time, as the user identiﬁes more ground truth interactively. Second, 3-dimensional segmentation
tasks involving contouring of successive slices could use the segmentation accepted in one slice to train
a classiﬁer for the next.
A locally trained SVM is confounded by having a small training set, but at the same time beneﬁts
from the coherence of training and testing data. We hypothesise that:
H6.2.5.2: Locally-trained SVMs perform at least as well as globally trained SVMs.
To test this hypothesis, we train a one-slice-SVM on ground truth from all lesions in one slice, and
test it on all lesions in an adjacent slice. We repeat by swappingthe training/testing sources, and for slice
pairs from three different brains shown in ﬁgure 6.16. We then take the mean and standard deviation
of AUC values over the six training/testing cases for region- and boundary-trained SVMs and for both
image types. This allows independent t-tests to look for signiﬁcant differences between the performance
of locally-trained SVMs and those using all available ground truth as in table 6.3. For each slice pair the
two AUC values and their mean are given in table 6.4, where ’trained on A’ implies tested on B and vice
versa,andtheimagenames’p#s2’correspondtotheaxialslices showninﬁgure6.16. Table6.4suggests
that, compared with the global case in table 6.3, locally-trained SVMs perform at least as well on region
data but less well on boundaries. An independent t-test reveals that the boundary-trained classiﬁers in
table 6.3 perform signiﬁcantly better than the locally-trained counterpart.
We accept hypothesis H6.2.5.2 for region-trained SVMs but reject it for boundary-trained SVMs.
The rejection of H6.2.5.2 for local boundary-trained SVMs could be due to the fact that there are gen-
erally less ground truth pixels making up a boundary than are contained inside the region. At the same6.2. SVM Texture Classiﬁcation 102
Figure 6.16: PD images of the three chosen pairs of adjacent axial slices. The images in each pair are
labelled A and B, and their slice numbers given.
Boundary-trained SVMs Region-trained SVMs
Image/type trained on A trained on B mean trained on A trained on B mean
p1s2 PD 0.815 0.789 0.802 0.963 0.951 0.957
p10s2 PD 0.713 0.744 0.723 0.912 0.894 0.903
p17s2 PD 0.785 0.797 0.791 0.950 0.953 0.952
PD Overall mean 0.774±0.038 Overall mean 0.937±0.028
p1s2 T2 0.834 0.807 0.821 0.958 0.909 0.934
p10s2 T2 0.812 0.740 0.776 0.951 0.911 0.931
p17s2 T2 0.788 0.719 0.754 0.972 0.920 0.946
T2 Overall mean 0.783±0.045 Overall mean 0.937±0.027
Table 6.4: Classiﬁer performance of small, locally trained SVMs. Image names correspond to the axial
slices shown in ﬁgure 6.16.
time, it is likely that boundaries require more ground truth than regions, to achieve the virtual rotational
invariance described in section 4.2.1 and to overcome the inaccuracy of ground truth.
The acceptance of H6.2.5.2for local region-trainedSVMs motivates the use of region-datain slice-
by-slice incremental learning. For an idea of whether such classiﬁers could be exploited in real time,
we observe training and testing times for the locally-trained SVMs. Mean training times were 0.24s
and 0.22s for boundary- and region-trained SVMs respectively. The respective mean testing times were
0.059s and 0.075s. Such short timescales suggest that some form of training and testing could be used6.3. SVM Jetstreams 103
duringrun-timewithoutcausingnoticeabledelay to the segmentationprocess. However,onlythe ground
truth pixels are classiﬁed in the testing stages above, whereas in practice all of the (masked) brain tissue
in a slice would be classiﬁed.
6.2.6 Conclusions
ThissectionhasdevelopedSVM classiﬁersfordiscriminatingregionsandboundariesintexturedimages.
After optimising the classiﬁer design we arrive at the following conclusions:
• For synthetic textures and MS lesions, the featureless SVMs give good classiﬁer performance.
• The approach is capable of locating both regions and boundaries.
• ROC analysis supports the use of both region- and boundary-trainedSVMs in segmentation algo-
rithms.
• The method extends to other applications, as it does not rely on multispectral data or application-
speciﬁc pre-processing.
• Locally-trained SVMs classify regions at least as well as those trained across multiple datasets.
• Locally trained SVMs lend themselves to incremental learning schemes, that can beneﬁt a seg-
mentation tool either by responding to interactions or propagating learned image priors through
image slices.
6.3 SVM Jetstreams
Experiments above motivate the use of region- and boundary-trained SVMs as image models (C2) to
alleviate the problem of boundary ambiguity in supervised segmentation. The exception, revealed by
the test of hypothesis H6.2.5.1, is that the beneﬁts of region-trained SVM over intensity thresholding in
a single image is not signiﬁcant. However, we did see some improvement and this may still beneﬁt a
segmentation tool, given that the results of the classiﬁer are ﬁrst high-pass ﬁltered and it is the gradient
magnitude of the decision value that drives the contour model. As such, we are motivated to test the
beneﬁt of both SVMs in segmentation.
This section introduces a framework for supervised ROI contouring that combines the boundary
tracking algorithm in section 6.1 with image models based on the SVMs in section 6.2. We use both
boundary- and region-trained SVMs to drive the adapted jetstreams. In the ﬁrst case, the distance to the
hyperplane output by the boundary-trainedSVM gives a measure of boundariness. This decision value,
denoted db, replaces the intensity gradient magnitude. We separately infer local boundary direction by
convolving the image of db with two orthogonal ’ridge’ templates to give the components of a direction
vector Rx and Ry, and approximate the local boundary direction by tan−1(
Ry
Rx).
Inthe secondcase, classiﬁcation bythe region-trainedSVM yieldsthe distance valuedr. We use di-
rectional Sobel ﬁlters to calculate the gradient vector gdr of the classiﬁed image, which has components
gdrx and gdrx in the x and y directions. The magnitude of this vector gives a measure of boundariness
and we calculate local boundary direction by tan−1(
gdry
gdrx).6.3. SVM Jetstreams 104
We classify the whole of a slice in an off-line step. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show synthetic and MS
lesion images along with the magnitudes of (a) intensity gradient, (b) gradient of the images classiﬁed
by the region-trained SVMs and (c) the output from boundary-trainedSVMs.
stone/fabric image (a)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.17: (Top left): synthetic image of stone (foreground) and fabric (background) textures. (a)
Magnitude of intensity gradient. (b) Magnitude of the gradient of dr, (c) Raw db values.
6.3.1 Performance evaluation
To evaluate a segmentation framework, we must make choices regarding both a performance measure
and a comparison method. These two choices should be made to suit the application and the speciﬁc
component of the segmentation framework that is under investigation (the variable). In this case the
application is supervised region contouring and the variable is the image model (C2).
We evaluate the performance of a tool by measuring accuracy and inter/intra-operator variability.
Accuracyreferstotheagreementofanycontourwiththe’true’regionboundary. Forsyntheticimageswe
knowthegroundtruthexactly,whereasin medicalimages, a truesegmentationis notavailable. To assess
any semiautomatic segmentation we choose to use the freehanddelineation of the correspondingROI, as
drawnbythecorrespondingoperator,as thegroundtruth. Giventhata userhasultimatecontroloverboth
jetstreams and manual delineation, we assume that the two results would be the same if jetstreams were
perfectly ’accurate’. However, by the same assumption, two manual segmentations of the same region,
drawn by the same user, would be identical, which is never the case. As such we assess jetstreams in6.3. SVM Jetstreams 105
PD T2 (a)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.18: (Top left): axial MRI slice showing PD (left hemisphere) and T2 (right hemisphere) inten-
sity. White contours show the ground-truthsegmentation of lesions. (a) Magnitude of intensity gradient.
(b) Magnitude of the gradient of dr, (c) Raw db values.
terms of the relative accuracy compared with the agreement of two manual contours.
Inter-operator variability, or ’repeatability’, refers to the agreement between contours produced
by different users for the same ROI. Any disagreement might reﬂect an intrinsic difference in opinion
between two raters. However, where two users perceive a region in the same way, this variability is
minimised by a good segmentationtool. Intra-operatorvariability, or ’precision’,refers to the agreement
between contours produced for one ROI by the same user at different times. This can reﬂect inevitable
human error, but again can be reduced by good software.
We measure the ’agreement’ between any two contours using one boundary-basedand one region-
based similarity measure. A boundary-based measure is arguably more relevant to a boundary-based
segmentation tool such as boundary tracking. On the other hand, a region-based measure is relevant
to the practical purpose of a segmentation tool, as in the case of MS lesion contouring where a key
derivative of segmented images is the ’lesion load’, calculated from the area inside lesions.
To measure boundary-based similarity we ﬁnd the distance from each point on one contour to the
closest point on the other and take the average of these distances. This gives the mean minimumdistance
(MMD), equivalent to the modiﬁed Hausdorff distance of [107], where a lower value indicates higher
similarity. To measure region-based similarity we use the Dice Similarity Coefﬁcient [104] (DSC), with
values ranging from 0 (no overlap) to 1 (perfect overlap) given by DSC =
2N(A∩B)
N(A)+N(B), where N(A)
denotes the number of pixels in region A and so on.6.3. SVM Jetstreams 106
Next, we choose which segmentation methods to compare. This choice should isolate the relevant
components of the segmentation framework for evaluation. We are concerned with the beneﬁts of the
texture classiﬁers and the effectiveness of the modes of interaction in guiding a contour round a ROI
boundary. First we compareSVM jetstreams with the same tool drivenby the intensity gradient. We also
compare the variability of jetstreams with that of the freehand tool, as freehand drawing and jetstreams
are used in a similar way, i.e. guiding an open contour around the whole of a closed boundary.
We test for signiﬁcance of the differences in performance between two contouring methods using
paired t-tests, where a pair refers to the two contouring methods. In the case of accuracy and intra-
operator variability and there are six pairs arising from the six lesions involved, and we performseparate
t-test for each user. In the case of inter-operator variability, for P users there are
 P−1
i=1 i unique pairs
of users and we perform separate t-test for each region.
6.3.2 Experiments with synthetic texture regions
We ask 5 volunteersto segmentthe 6 syntheticROIs in ﬁgure6.12. In all cases a user segmentseach ROI
on 2 separate occasions, and on each occasion using 4 methods. The methods are jetstreams driven by
region-/boundary-trained SVMs and intensity gradient, and a free-hand tool. We evaluate the segmen-
tation accuracy and intra-/inter-operator variability of all methods using boundary- and region-based
similarity measures.
6.3.2.1 Accuracy
First, we hypothesise that:
H6.3.2.1: SVM jetstreams used to segment synthetic texture regions are
(a) more accurate than the intensity-driven jetstreams, and
(b) more accurate than freehand delineation
To test hypothesis H6.3.2.1 we measure the accuracy of each method, by the similarity between
jetstream contours and the exact ground truth, and take the mean over all ROIs. Figure 6.19 shows
the results separately for each user. T-tests reveal that there is no signiﬁcant difference between the
accuracy of the three jetstreams. However, all three jetstreams are signiﬁcantly more accurate than
freehand segmentation for three out of ﬁve users (user 2, 4 and 5). One user (3) uses the freehand tool
with signiﬁcantly higher accuracy than the jetstream driven by the region-trained SVM in terms of DSC
alone. We reject hypothesis H6.3.2.1 (a) and accept H6.3.2.1 (b) for the majority of users.
6.3.2.2 Intra-operator variability
Next, we hypothesise that:
H6.3.2.2: in terms of intra-operator variability, SVM jetstreams used to segment syn-
thetic texture regions are
(a) better than the intensity-driven jetstreams, and
(b) better than freehand delineation6.3. SVM Jetstreams 107
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Figure 6.19: Accuracy of jetstreams used in synthetic images, measured by (a) mean minimum distance
and (b) Dice similarity coefﬁcient. Error bars are given at ± 1 standard deviation.
To test hypothesis H6.3.2.2 we measure the intra-operator variability of each method, by the sim-
ilarity between contours created to segment the same region on two occasions, and take the mean over
all ROIs. Figure 6.20 shows the results separately for each user. Independent t-tests reveal that the only
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Figure 6.20: Intra-operator variability of jetstreams used for synthetic images, measured by (a) mean
minimum distance and (b) Dice similarity coefﬁcient.
signiﬁcant differencebetween the three jetstream types is between the two SVM jetstreams, whereby the
variability in terms of DSC was signiﬁcantly lower for the region-trained SVM than for the boundary-
trained SVM in the case of user 1. As such we reject hypothesis H6.3.2.2 (a).
The trends in ﬁgure 6.20 suggest that the SVM jetstreams give generally better and less varied
results than freehand segmentation. For 3 out of 5 users, at least one jetstream gave signiﬁcantly lower
variabilitythan the freehandtool in terms of one or both of DSC andMMD. This is true for all jetstreams
in the case of users 2 and 5, and the tool drivenby region-trainedSVM in the case of user 1. However,all
jetstreams showed no signiﬁcant beneﬁts over freehand segmentation for user 4 and signiﬁcantly higher
variability for user 3. As such we can not accept hypothesis H6.3.2.2 (b), but suggest evidence for it6.3. SVM Jetstreams 108
based on ﬁgure 6.20, and assume that the improvementwould become more apparentafter more practice
on the part of the user.
6.3.2.3 Inter-operator variability
Next, we hypothesise that:
H6.3.2.3: in terms of inter-operator variability, SVM jetstreams used to segment syn-
thetic texture regions are
(a) better than the intensity-driven jetstreams, and
(b) better than freehand delineation
To test hypothesis H6.3.2.3 we measure the inter-operator variability of each method, by the simi-
larity between contours created to segment the same region by four users, and take the mean over all 10
unique pairs of users. Figure 6.21 shows the results separately for each region.
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Figure 6.21: Inter-operator variability of jetstreams used for synthetic images, measured by (a) mean
minimum distance and (b) Dice similarity coefﬁcient.
T-tests reveal no signiﬁcant differencebetween SVM jetstreams and the intensity-driventool, so we
can not accept hypothesis H6.3.2.3 (a). However, the trend in ﬁgure 6.21 suggests lower variability for
at least the region-trained SVM. Indeed, the region-trained SVM shows some signiﬁcant improvement
over the boundary-trained SVM. This is true for region (iii) in terms of MMD and (iv) in terms of both
measures. In terms of DSC, the region-trained SVM signiﬁcantly out-performs freehand segmentation
in all cases, with the boundary-trained SVM also showing signiﬁcant improvement for regions (i) and
(ii). The region-trained SVM also gives signiﬁcant improvement in terms of MMD for regions (i) and
(iii). We accept hypothesis H6.3.2.3 (b).
6.3.2.4 Useability
The ﬁnal hypothesis concerns the usability of SVM jetstreams. We hypothesise that:
H6.3.2.4: SVM jetstreams used to segment synthetic texture regions place less demand
on the user than jetstreams driven by intensity gradient.6.3. SVM Jetstreams 109
To test hypothesis H6.3.2.4 we count the number of anchors used to complete a closed contour
using jetstreams driven by each of the three image models. We take the mean over 6 regions and look
for signiﬁcant differences between the SVM driven by intensity gradient and each of the SVM types.
Table 6.5 shows the results for each user. Bold numberswith superscripts ’+’ and ’-’ respectively,denote
tools that were signiﬁcantly more and less user friendly, in terms of demand, than the jetstream driven
by intensity gradient. In all cases, use of the region-trained SVM leads to less user demand than using
Image model User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5
intensity grad. 55.67±10.13 64.33±10.46 71.17±6.43 54.50±9.59 37.83±7.60
region SVM 31.67±3.33+ 55.33±6.98 65.00±9.84 29.67±4.84+ 18.17±4.22+
boundary SVM 54.83±15.89 82.67±25.85 83.83±9.77− 70.17±13.06− 38.67±6.95
Table 6.5: Mean number of anchors required to segment synthetic texture regions. Bold numbers denote
a signiﬁcant difference between jetstreams driven by SVM and intensity gradient (p ≤ 0.05).
intensity gradient and this improvement is signiﬁcant for the majority of users. However, use of the
boundary-trained SVM leads to a reduction in useability for the majority of users, which is signiﬁcant
in two cases. We accept hypothesis H6.3.2.4 for the region-trained SVM but reject it for the boundary-
trained SVM.
6.3.3 Experiments in MS lesion contouring
The following experiments test the efﬁcacy of the SVM jetstreams for the application of MS lesion
contouring. In order to test the tool in a realistic setting we ask expert raters to perform segmentations.
These are 4 trained raters with experience of MS lesion contouring who, at the time of the experiments,
workat theInstituteofNeurology(IoN),London. TheexpertssegmentMSlesionsusingthreejetstreams
as above, and the freehand drawing in the experimental protocol described in section 6.1.5, where three
repeated segmentations of the same lesion refer to the use of jetstreams driven by the three different
image models. All raters also segmented each of the 6 lesions using a freehand tool. In summary, on a
singleoccasion,eachraterfollowedarandomisedsequenceof24tasks from6lesionsand4methods. We
use the results to compare the texture-driven jetstreams with intensity-driven jetstream and the freehand
tool.
6.3.3.1 Accuracy
First, we hypothesise that:
H6.3.3.1: SVM jetstreams used to segment MS lesions are
(a) more accurate than the intensity-driven jetstreams and
(b) at least as accurate as freehand delineation
To test hypothesis H6.3.3.1 we must measure the accuracy of contours with respect to some deﬁ-
nition of ’ground truth’. Unlike the synthetic images above, true boundaries are not deﬁned for the MS
lesions. To measure the accuracy of each jetstream, we take the similarity between contours created by6.3. SVM Jetstreams 110
a rater using that jetstream and the same rater’s freehand contour. To quantify freehand accuracy we
measure the similarity between a freehand contour and a second one created by the same rater, for the
same ROI, days earlier. Figure6.22comparesthe meansimilarity overall 6 lesions, of each methodused
on PD and T2 images. T-tests reveal no signiﬁcant difference between the three SVMs for either PD or
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Figure 6.22: Accuracy of jetstreams used for MS lesion images. Top row: for PD images by (a) mean
minimum distance and (b) Dice similarity coefﬁcient. Bottom row: for T2 images by (c) mean minimum
distance and (d) Dice similarity coefﬁcient.
T2 images. The only signiﬁcant difference between jetstreams and freehand tool is for the case of user
1, who achieved higher accuracy with the freehand tool in PD images. We can not accept hypothesis
H6.3.3.1.
6.3.3.2 Intra-operator variability
Next, we hypothesise that:
H6.3.3.2: in terms of intra-operator variability, SVM jetstreams used to segment MS
lesions are
(a) better than the intensity-driven jetstreams, and
(b) better than freehand delineation6.3. SVM Jetstreams 111
To test hypothesis H6.3.3.2 we measure the intra-operator variability of each method, by the similarity
between contourscreated to segmentthe same regionon two occasions, and take the mean overall ROIs.
Figure 6.23 shows the results separately for each user. For PD regions, T-tests reveal no signiﬁcant
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Figure 6.23: Intra-operatorvariability of jetstreams used for MS lesion images. Top row: for PD images
by (a) mean minimum distance and (b) Dice similarity coefﬁcient. Bottom row: for T2 images by (c)
mean minimum distance and (d) Dice similarity coefﬁcient.
differences between jetstreams or with respect to freehand segmentation, in terms of either similarity
measure. Similarly for T2 regions there was no signiﬁcant difference in terms of DSC, while in terms of
MMD, SVM jetstreams performed signiﬁcantly worse in some cases. This is seen for the region-trained
SVM (users 1 and 2) and boundary-trainedSVM (user 3). We can not accept hypothesis H6.3.3.2 based
on the current data, but expect that the level of intra-operator variabilityw ould be reduced if the expert
raters had more practice with the tools.
6.3.3.3 Inter-operator variability
The next experiment concerns inter-rater variability. First, we discuss an issue raised by the contouring
results, regarding the difference between users, in their perception of lesion boundaries (ﬁgure 6.24).
The freehand contours overlaid in ﬁgure 6.24 reveal that, while some lesions such as (i) and (ii) are
unambiguous, others such as (iii) and (iv) are perceived differently by at least one rater, who groups
nearby lesions inside the same contour. This ambiguity is distinct from the inter-rater variability used6.3. SVM Jetstreams 112
Figure 6.24: Ambiguity of MS lesion boundaries as perceived by different experts.
to assess contouring methods. We are interested in the case where lesions are perceived the same by
two raters, but limitations of the method leads to discrepancies in their segmentation. We choose two
unambiguous lesions (i) and (ii) to compare the inter-rater variability of each method and hypothesise
that:
H6.3.3.3: in terms of inter-operator variability, SVM jetstreams used to segment unam-
biguous MS lesions are
(a) better than the intensity-driven jetstreams, and
(b) better than freehand delineation
To test hypothesis H6.3.3.3 we measure the dissimilarity between segmentations by two users, and
take the mean dissimilarity over all 6 unique pairs. Figure 6.25 compares the similarity measures for
the 4 methods, shown separately for regions (i) and (ii). T-tests reveal that the region-trained SVM
gives signiﬁcant improvement in terms of both MMD and DSC, for ROI (i) in T2 images only. There is
no signiﬁcant improvement over freehand segmentation. On the whole we must not accept hypothesis
H6.3.3.3.
6.3.4 Conclusions
We have presented a generalised contouring tool that combines boundary tracking with image models
based on SVM texture classiﬁcation and on-line supervision. User experiments with synthetic texture
images and MS lesions reveal that
• for synthetic regions with known ground-truth, jetstreams driven by texture models or intensity
gradient are generally more accurate than freehand drawing,
• for MS lesions, jetstreams do not seem as accurate as freehand drawing, but the deﬁnition of
accuracy is ﬂawed in the absence of ground-truth,
• in terms of accuracy, the beneﬁts of texture-based over intensity-based image models, as revealed
by classiﬁcation experiments, are largely lost when using SVMs to drive jetstreams,6.3. SVM Jetstreams 113
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Figure 6.25: Inter-operator variability of jetstreams used for MS lesions (i) and (ii). Top row: for PD
images by (a) mean minimum distance and (b) Dice similarity coefﬁcient. Bottom row: for T2 images
by (c) mean minimum distance and (d) Dice similarity coefﬁcient.
• in terms of user demand, the beneﬁts of texture-based over intensity-based image models, are
revealed by experiments on synthetic images,
• in terms of inter- and intra-rater variability, SVM jetstreams show some improvement over free-
hand segmentation in synthetic images, but statistical tests reveal no signiﬁcance and the same
apparent improvement is not seen for MS lesion contouring,
• the lack of improvementsin segmentationvariability could reﬂect the level of user control enabled
by the jetstream framework, and the general lack of practice that users had, and
• in terms of user demand, we see signiﬁcant beneﬁts of the region-trained SVM over gradient
intensity in driving boundary trackers.6.4. Discussion and Future work 114
6.4 Discussion and Future work
This chapter arrives at the following key conclusions:
• The strength of the SVM texture models is more apparent in classiﬁcation experiments than when
the models are used in supervised contouring.
• The strengths of the interactive jetstream frameworkare more apparentin synthetic images, where
regions are larger and ground truth is known.
• The combination of texture models and jetstream interactions beneﬁts segmentation in terms of
accuracy and user demand more than variability, due to the level of user control.
The boundary tracking framework developed here enables maximal control over segmentation results,
and in turn the steering mechanisms allow for idiosyncratic ’styles’ of contouring. We learn from this,
that while we may simultaneously maximise user control without compromising accuracy (requirement
1), variability may never be eradicated in a fully user-steered framework. However, this and other limi-
tations of the tool are likely to be alleviated if users have more practice with the tool.
The methods we have developed contribute to the wider ﬁeld of semiautomatic segmentation. The
loopclosingalgorithmextendsto thetask of interactivepostediting, wheretrackingbetweenﬁxedpoints
would offer a fast, accurate and repeatable method of replacing erroneous sections of a contour resulting
from artefacts such as ’bleeding’ in region-growingor level set frameworks.
The methods of ’no-go areas’ and the ability to choose from unseen particles were deemed redun-
dant for MS lesion segmentation, but both could be exploited differently to improve supervised segmen-
tation. In the case of no-go areas, the method could be used to automatically exclude nearby regions
that have already been segmented, in applications like MS lesion contouring, where several ROIs may
exist in a given image but only one is delineated at a given time. The ability to interactively choose from
multiple hypotheses in the jetstream framework may be better exploited if the choices were visible at all
times rather than requiring a user to invoke their display.
The use of SVM classiﬁers as an image model works in the case of jetstreams, but the beneﬁts
over intensity gradient are limited due to the high levels of on-line supervision. We are motivated to
extend the SVMs for use in other segmentation frameworks. The use of the region-trained SVM is
particularly appealing for two reasons. First, there is evidence that this SVM improves on intensity
gradient in terms of useability. Second, this SVM works well in classifying local data based on small
training sets. This last observation makes the SVM suited to constraining 3-dimensional segmentation
by contour propagation or making efﬁcient use of interactions in the form of training data labelled upon
initialisation.Chapter 7
Time Series Shape Models
This chapterintroducesnew statistical shape models (SSMs) for variableshapes withoutcorrespondence
points, which draw from the nonlinear dynamics literature and work with radial time series representa-
tions. We base the SSMs on two time series models, namely Langevin and Gaussian processes (GP)
discussed in chapter 5. Both are stochastic models with deterministic components that can be exploited
to characterise global dynamics. The deterministic components are the drift function in a Langevin
model and a kernel function in a Gaussian process. Chapter 5 also showed that Langevin models are
Markovian whereas Gaussian processes dynamics are based on continuous correlation functions over all
length scales. For this reason, the Langevin models could be thought of as an extension of the Cyclic
MRF in section 3.2.2 and the GP models an extension of the CAR model in section 3.2.1.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1 describes the shape representa-
tions, introducing deﬁnitions and notations used throughout the rest of the thesis. Section 7.2 presents
Langevinmodelsforregionshapes in bothgeneralisedandstar-shapedcases. Section7.3presentsgener-
alised and star-shaped GP models. For each model, we developmachine learningproceduresfor training
on multiple instances of a 2-dimensional shape. We also present methods of shape scoring, which eval-
uates the agreement of test shapes with a trained model. Shape scoring methods lie primarily in the
ﬁeld of classiﬁcation and recognition,but are intended here for use in shape regularisationfor segmenta-
tion. Section 7.5 tests the afﬁnity of the models for describing MS and liver tumour ROIs and evaluates
the discriminative models by using the machine learning and shape scoring procedures in classiﬁcation
experiments.
7.1 Shape Models and Time Series
Before introducingnew shape models we must deﬁne what we mean by ’shape’, as a universal deﬁnition
is not available. In general, two objects have the same shape if they share certain spatial properties. In
one popular deﬁnition, Kendall [273] deﬁnes these properties as
“all the geometrical information that remains when location, scale and rotational effects
are removed from an object“.
According to Kendall’s deﬁnition, two regions of interest in the same semantic class may not have the
same ’shape’. Regions such as MS lesions or tumours can be very different because of the pathological7.1. Shape Models and Time Series 116
processes that form them. This is in contrast with anatomical regions such as vertebrae or hearts which,
mutations notwithstanding,bare global similarities by genetic design. For this project we require a more
general deﬁnition if we maintain that two MS lesions, for example, have the same ’shape’. We hereby
deﬁne shape as
“all the information about a region’s form that is shared by all regions belonging to the
same semantic class“,
where the ’information about a region’s form’ is independent of that region’s location. Note that this
deﬁnition leads to a non-Euclidean description of shape, where the different ’sizes’ of shapes in a class
form part of the model for that class. This is applicable for pathological applications where regions of
different scale are expected due to their growth. For the statistical shape models developed here, the
’information’ is embedded in the choice of deterministic function and its parameters. The remainder
of this section deﬁnes various components of the parametric contours and shape models central to the
remainder of the thesis.
7.1.1 Radial time series
A family of parametric contours uses the radius of N successive points around a region boundary
r = {r0,...,rN−1}, measured from a ﬁxed location xc = {xc,yc} inside the region [163, 73, 78].
Section 3.5.1 concluded that this representation beneﬁts from knowledge of the ROI centre, and also
removes the assumption of correspondence. We refer to r generally as a radial time series, where spe-
ciﬁc types differ by what ’time’ represents. Two examples are boundary arc-length s (eg. [166]) and the
angle θ between radial vectors (eg. [158]). Formally, we deﬁne a shape in each case by a parameter set
Q comprising
Qgen = {r,s,xc} = {{r0,...,rN−1},{s0,...,sN−1},{xc,yc}} (a)
Qstar = {r,θ,xc} = {{r0,...,rN−1},{θ0,...,θN−1},{xc,yc}} (b),
(7.1)
where the generalised case Qgen in 7.1(a) can represent any two-dimensional shape, while the polar
representation 7.1(b) is limited to the ’star-shaped’ set where all boundary points of a shape, denoted
Qstar, are visible from xc. The polar representation has the beneﬁt of naturally representing closed
contours without self-intersection.
In general terms, a time series models the discrete time evolution of a state variable. In our case the
state variable is radius r. For the dynamical models introduced later, it is convenient to work in the state
space of a zero-mean ﬁeld as in [75, 73, 77, 225]. In a zero-mean ﬁeld, the mean of a series of length
N approaches zero as N → ∞, although the mean of any ﬁnite series is arbitrary. We denote as χ(t),
an arbitrary state variable of a zero-mean ﬁeld. Figure 7.1 illustrates the relationship between zero-mean
ﬁeld, radial time series and shape for both star shaped and generalised parametrisations.
7.1.2 Training data
The discriminative shape models in this section can use either the generalised or star-shaped parametri-
sations in equation (7.1). In either case, training data is originally in the form of closed boundaries7.1. Shape Models and Time Series 117
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Figure 7.1: Time series shape model deﬁnitions, showing how a shape (a) relates to the star-shaped
representation of (b) radial time series and (c) time series in a zero-mean ﬁeld, and the generalised
parametrisation of (d) radial time series and (e) time series in a zero-mean ﬁeld. Dashed lines in (a), (b)
and (d) show the centre of the radial state space.
expressed in {x,y} coordinates. We pre-process this data to create radial time series with three required
properties. First, training series should be of zero-mean ﬁeld as described above. Second, the indepen-
dent variable θ or s needs to be discretised at regular intervals. Third, in the case of GP models, the
length of each series N is the same.
We ﬁrst choose an internal point xc to represent a regions centre. This is the only additional in-
formation we need to assign to our training contours, in contrast to the landmarks required in the point
distributionmodel (section 3.1.1)or the skeleton in the M-repsmethod (section3.1.2). Manualestimates
are simple to obtain but time consuming, so we introduce automatic methods for both generalised and
star-shaped training data. In the generalised case, we take the internal point having maximum closest
distance to any of the boundary pixels. In the star-shaped case, we ﬁrst identify the internal points from
where all boundarypoints are visible, known as the ’kernel’ of the shape. If no such points exist we omit
the contour from the star-shaped set, otherwise we compute xc from the centroid of these points. We
refer a centre point deﬁned by the automatic methods above as the true centre, as it is used when training
a model.
After identifying xc we record the series of radial distances ri at each pixel around a training
contour, along with the corresponding increments of the independent variable θ or s. In the star-shaped
case, the angles θi are monotonically increasing but arbitrarily spaced, so we resample the series at
regular ∆θ. For the GP models we also resample all generalised series {r,s} to have common N. Next,
we estimate ¯ r. This radius represents the centre of the state space occupied by the radial time series,7.2. Langevin Models 118
corresponding to zero in a zero-mean ﬁeld. To estimate ¯ r we take the midpoint between the minimum
and maximum radius in a series. Recall that the mean of a given (ﬁnite) series does not relate to the
centre of state space. Finally, we subtract ¯ r from the series, which splits the model into a zero-meanﬁeld
time series and a separate scale parameter ¯ r. This scale parameter ¯ r is analogous to the parameter α in
the CAR model (section 3.2.1). Note that the models could be made scale invariant at this stage, either
by dividing all radii by the scale parameter or by normalising radial time series to a ﬁxed range such as
{−1,...,+1}, for applications where scale invariance is preferred.
7.2 Langevin Models
Section 5.1 reviewed the use of Langevin models to characterise and simulate dynamical systems in-
cluding physiological processes [232] and series in the spatial domain [224]. This section formulates
Langevin-type models for radial time series, with the goal of modelling ﬂuctuating boundaries of ROIs
such as tumours and lesions. The models learn higher-level information about the global statistics of
shapes, which generalises despite high within-class variability.
Langevin shape models treat a radial time series as the discrete time evolution of a 1-dimensional
state variable r(s) or r(θ), which replace the vector χ(t) in section 5.1. For convenience we use the
notation r(t) to refer to both parametrisations. A Langevin model is characterised by the deterministic
(drift) term and a stochastic (diffusion) term in the Langevin equation. We use the drift and diffusion
functions of a Langevin equation to encode higher-levelinformation about the global statistics of shapes
with a small number of model parameters.
We start by writing equation 5.1 in terms of radial time series
dr
dt
= A(r(t)) + B(r(t))ωt, (7.2)
where the continuous variable r occupies a zero-mean ﬁeld after subtracting an estimate of ¯ r and ωt is
time dependent Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance. The drift and diffusion terms model
the ’stability’ of a boundary as a function of its distance from the region centre, where the drift relates to
whether the boundary shifts toward or away from the centre, and the diffusion relates to the strength of
this tendency.
7.2.1 Drift and diffusion functions
The drift term A(r(t)) in equation 7.2 allows the local dynamical behaviour of a boundary to vary
throughout the state space of ’radius’. This gives a rotation-invariant model of the global characteristics
of boundary ﬂuctuations. For the purpose of ROI shape priors, we seek drift functions that are simple,
controlled by few parameters, and allow intuitive interpretation with respect to the shape itself. Where
Langevin models are used for different applications in the literature, drift functions are suggested ac-
cording to a combination of empirical evidence and any knowledge of an underlying physical model
[234, 232, 224, 274, 236, 242]. For a stable series to remain in a zero-mean ﬁeld, we require that the
drift function has a global trend of A(r) → A−∞ ≥ 0 as r → −∞ and A(r) → A+∞ ≤ 0 as r → +∞.
We refer to this as the negative trend requirement.7.2. Langevin Models 119
We present three simple candidates for drift and diffusion functions, chosen after empirical investi-
gations to model tumour and lesion regions. The candidate drift (A1...3) and diffusion functions (B1...3)
are given by
A1(r(t),a) = −a0rexp[−r2/a2
1] − a2r B1(r(t),b) = b0
A2(r(t),a) = a0r + a1r3 − a2r5 B2(r(t),b) = b0 + b1(r − b2)2
A3(r(t),a) = a0 − a1 exp[a2r] B3(r(t),b) = b0 + b1(r − b2)3.
(7.3)
We ensure the drift functions A1...3 fulﬁl the negative trend requirement by asserting a2 is positive in
functions A1 and A2, and a1 is positive in A3.
7.2.2 Parameter estimation
Starting with a set of training shapes, the machine learning task is to estimate the scale parameter ¯ r in
Qgen or Qstar and the form and parameters of the drift and diffusion functions.
For the scale parameter we assume a normal distribution Pr(¯ r) = N(ˆ ¯ r,σ2
¯ r) and calculate the mean
ˆ ¯ r and standard deviation σ¯ r by estimating ¯ r from the radial time series of each training shape.
To estimate the form and parameters of the drift and diffusion function we devise machine learning
procedures adapted from the direct estimation method of Friedrich and Peinke [229]. The adaptations
enable us to learn from multiple instances of periodic series derived from a training set of shapes.
First we transform a set of M training shapes into zero-mean series {r0,...,rm,...,rM−1} as de-
scribed in section 7.1.2. Next we form a discrete estimation of the drift and diffusion functions common
to the population of training shapes in the following steps:
Step 1. Dividethe state space {rmin,...,rmax} of thewholetrainingset, intobins ofequalwidth
∆r, centred on discrete values rn.
Step 2. For the nth bin, inspect the mth series and note all observations rm(ti) that fall in the
range rm(ti) ∈ rn ± ∆r
2 .
Step 3. Starting from these observations, follow the series rm
i along a trajectory of length ∆t.
Where this trajectory overshoots the end of a series, re-start from r0 as the series is periodic.
Step 4. Repeat steps 2-3 for all M series in the training set to form a common histogram from
future positions of the state variable.
Step 5. Use this histogram to approximate the transition density as Pr(r(t + ∆t)|r(t) ∈
rn ± ∆r
2 ) = N(µn,σn) speciﬁc to the nth bin in state space.
Step 6. Estimate the mean µn and standard deviation σn from the normal distribution N(µn,σn).
These steps arrive at discrete approximations of the drift and diffusion functions
A(rn(t)) = µn − rn and
B(rn(t)) = σn rn ∈ {rmin,...,rn,...,rmax},
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speciﬁc to the chosen delay parameter ∆t. Next we simultaneously seek functions A(r(t),a) and
B(r(t),b) along with their parameters a and b, which best ﬁt the observed drift and diffusion functions.
We use a LevenbergMarquardtﬁtting routineand start by ﬁtting each of equations A1...3 to the extracted
drift functions and each of B1...3 to the extracted diffusion functions. Then we take the combination of
functions A and B whose ﬁts give the lowest χ2 error. For both A and B we omit the observations at the
extremes of state space from the ﬁtting procedure, as these regions are under-represented in the training
data.
The procedureaboveinvolvessecondaryparametersthat must be chosen, namelythe delayparame-
ter ∆t and the width of the state-space bins ∆r. We optimise for these parameters for a givenapplication
by using the χ2 error of the ﬁtting procedure as a measure of model afﬁnity. We also beneﬁt from the
ability to generate synthetic data (explained in the next chapter) to gain insight into the sensitivity of
parameter estimation to these values.
7.2.3 Shape scoring
Shapescoringassignsavaluetoatestshape,accordingtoitsagreementwithamodel. Thesameprinciple
underlies shape classiﬁcation and object recognition tasks. We suggest an intuitive, fast approach to
shape scoring, for the purpose of shape regularisation in region segmentation.
Where time series models have been used for classiﬁcation in the literature, the general approach
is to repeat parameter estimation for both training and testing data, and score the test set based on
the similarity of the two estimates. Examples for shape classiﬁcation by the circular autoregressive
model [159, 160] use estimated parameters as feature vectors in generic classiﬁcation schemes. An
example for electrocardiograph (ECG) series classiﬁcation by the Langevin model [223], groups ECG
series into healthy and unhealthy classes by qualitative comparison of the estimated drift functions.
These approaches assume that a single test shape/series contains sufﬁcient information for parameter
estimation. In the case of the circular autoregressive model, parameters are reliably estimated from a
single shape. In the example of ECG, a typical series contains tens of thousands of points, representing
heart rate ﬂuctuations over periods up to 24 hours.
These approaches to shape scoring are not appropriate for our purposes for three reasons. First, for
the purpose of shape regularisation, we need to score the agreement of a single time series with a model.
The parameter estimation procedure above can not reliably estimate parameters from a single radial
time series, which does not contain sufﬁcient data. Second, for shape regularisation in an interactive
segmentation framework the scoring method must be fast, whereas the approaches above are likely to
be slow. Third, we prefer a score that is probabilistic, in order to allow integration into a probabilistic
segmentation framework as motivated in section 2.5.
We introduce a probabilistic shape scoring method based on the transition densities derived from
the Fokker-Planck equation. Formally, for a contour deﬁned by parameters Q = {r,xc, ¯ r}, we seek the
prior probabilityPr(Q|a). This chapter is not concernedwith the position of a contour model relative to
an image, so we omit the dependence on xc and score the shape according to Pr(Q|a) = Pr({r, ¯ r}|a).
For Langevinshapepriors we recall the expressionfor the joint likelihoodwhich, or the case of the shape7.3. Gaussian Process Models 121
models, becomes
Pr(Q|a,b) = Pr(r0)
 N−1  
i=0
Pr(r(ti + ∆t)|r(ti),a,b)
 
Pr(¯ r). (7.5)
We ﬁnally deﬁne the score for a single shape, by dividing the joint likelihood by the number of points
around the contour and taking the logarithm
SLAN =
1
N
× logPr(Q|a,b)
=
1
N
×
 
logPr(r0) +
 N−1  
i=0
logPr(r(ti + ∆t)|r(ti),a,b)
 
+ logPr(¯ r)
 
,
(7.6)
where Pr(¯ r) = N(ˆ ¯ r,σ2
¯ r) is the distribution over scale parameters and we set Pr(r0) = Pr(¯ r) without
loss ofgeneralitybecausethe ﬁrst pointin aradialtime series canbechosenat anypointontheboundary.
The conditional probabilities Pr(ri|ri−1) are normally distributed with means and variances given by
Pr(r(ti)|r(ti−1)) = N(r(ti−1)) − A(r(ti−1),a),B(r(ti−1),b)), (7.7)
where A and B are evaluated using the learned model parameters a and b.
7.3 Gaussian Process Models
A Gaussian process (GP) is characterised by a discrete mean function and a kernel function that deﬁnes
a covariancematrix. Section 5.2 reviewed GP methods, noting that the 1-dimensionalcase is an example
of nonlinear time series analysis. This section formulates GP models for radial time series, with the goal
of learning higher-level information about the global statistics of boundary dynamics. In this section we
introduceGP SSMs with an examplekernel functionand constant mean function,and discuss extensions
to other kernels and non-constant mean function as the basis of future work.
Gaussian process shape models treat a radial time series as a random vector of radii r at discrete
inputs s or θ. As above we use the general notation r(t), which replaces χ(t) in section 5.2. We propose
that, by modelling a radial time series as a Gaussian process, the kernel function encodes higher-level
shape information with a small number of model parameters.
We start by rewriting equation 5.11 to represent a radial time series as a N-dimensional random
vector of outputs r = {r0,r1,...,rN−1} corresponding to inputs t = {t0,t1,...,tN−1}. A given
series r has an associated probability Pr(r|µ,Σ(r,r)), which follows the N-dimensional multivariate
normal distribution
Pr(r|Σ(r,r)) = NN(µ,Σ(r,r))
=
1
2π
N
2 |Σ(r,r)|
N
2
exp[−
1
2
(r − µ)TΣ−1(r,r)(r − µ)]
(7.8)
where µ is a discrete mean function given by the vector of expectation values E(ri) and Σ(r,r) is the
N × N covariance matrix. Elements of Σ model the covariance between pairs of outputs {ri,rj} as
a function of the corresponding inputs {ti,tj}. The covariance matrix is computed using the kernel
function
Σ(ri,rj) = ε(ti,tj,a), i,j ∈ {0,...,N − 1}, (7.9)7.3. Gaussian Process Models 122
where a is a vector of parameters of the kernel function. The covariance matrix becomes
Σ(r,r) =

 





ε0,0(t0,t0,a) ε0,1(t0,t1,a) ... ε0,N−1(t0,tN−1,a)
ε1,0(t1,t0,a) ε1,1(t1,t1,a) ... ε1,N−1(t1,tN−1,a)
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
εN−1,0(tN−1,t0,a) εN−1,1(tN−1,t1,a) ... εN−1,N−1(tN−1,tN−1,a)

 





. (7.10)
7.3.1 Kernel and mean functions
The kernel function (equation7.9) providesthe deterministic part of the GP model, which describes how
the correlation between two boundary points varies with their separation. We choose a stationary kernel
ε(ti,tj) = ε(ti−tj,a). In this way the kernelfunctionsarebothrotationinvariantandeasily interpreted,
modelling correlation as a function of length-scale ti − tj. For the case of radial time series we seek a
kernel function that is simple, and periodic to ensure correlation between the points at the beginningand
end of a series. We use a function based on the periodic kernel in [275], given by
ε(ti − tj,a) = exp
 
−asin
2 tj − ti
2
 
 
, (7.11)
which has a single free parameter a = {a} governing the length-scale of correlation.
For convenience, and to retain rotation invariance, we use a constant mean function. In the zero-
mean ﬁeld this corresponds to the vector of zeros µ = 0. Depending on the application, novel mean
functions could be derived from training data or run-time interactions in a segmentation framework.
7.3.2 Parameter estimation
Starting with a set of training series, the machine learning task is to estimate the discrete mean function
and the form and parameters of the kernel function. In this section we assume constant expectation
values E(ri) = 0∀i such that the mean function µ is a vector of zeros. We also assume that the kernel
function in equation 7.11 is general enough to describe any given training set. The remaining task is to
estimate the mean and variance of N(ˆ ¯ r,σ2
¯ r), and the parameters a of the kernel function. As before we
estimate ¯ r for a single contour as above and take the mean ˆ ¯ r and standard deviation σ¯ r over the training
set. To estimate the kernel parameters we use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods following
the work of [248].
We choose the MCMC method for its ability to avoid local minima and, moreover, to handle mul-
titask learning whereby, as in our case, the training data naturally come as multiple independent series.
Starting with M training shapes rm, where m = 0,...,M − 1, the algorithm seeks the parameters a
that maximise the joint probability density function Pr(r0,...,M−1|a) given by
Pr(r0,...,M−1|a) =
M−1  
m=0
Pr(rm|a)
=
M−1  
m=0
1
2π
N
2 |Σ(a)|
N
2
exp[−
1
2
(rm − µ)TΣ−1(a)(rm − µ)],
(7.12)
where Σ(a) denotes that the free parameters a are the only unknowns in the covariance matrix. For
convenience and to avoid numerical issues arising from near singular covariance matrices [166], we7.4. Data and Performance Evaluation 123
maximise the log of the joint PDF given by
L = logPr(r
0,...,M−1|a)
= −
MN
2
log(2π) −
M
2
log(|Σ(a)|) −
1
2
M−1  
m=0
 
(r
m − µ)
TΣ
−1(a)(r
m − µ)
 
.
(7.13)
The MCMC algorithm seeks the posterior distribution over parameters π(a). We use Gibbs sampling
to repeatedly draw samples from a proposal distribution. For the case of equation 7.11 we use the 1-
dimensional distribution centred on the current estimate ai, i.e. N(ai,σa), where variance σa is chosen
empirically. At the i + 1th iteration, the parameter ai+1 drawn from the proposal distribution replaces
the ’current’ parameter estimate ai with probability given by the likelihood ratio
L(ai+1)
L(ai) until, after a
’burn-in’ period, the Markov Chain iteratively samples from the stable distribution π(a). If we assume
π(a) to be Gaussian then the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) solution is given by the mean
1
k
B+k  
i=B
ai, (7.14)
over a large number k of samples, where B is the number of iterations in the burn-in period.
7.3.3 Shape scoring
Proceeding as for the Langevin model, we seek to score a test shape according to its agreement with the
model. As before, we evaluate Pr(Q) = Pr({r, ¯ r}), i.e. independent of the centre point xc. We start
with the log probability density function for a single series, given the learned parameters a,
log(Pr(r|a)) =
N
2
log(2π) −
1
2
log(|Σ(a)|) −
1
2
 
(r − µ)TΣ−1(a)(r − µ)
 
. (7.15)
The full equation for shape scoring under the GP model includes the scale parameter Pr(¯ r) = N(ˆ ¯ r,σ2
¯ r),
giving
SGP = logPr(Q|a)
= log(Pr(r|a)) + logPr(¯ r)
=
N
2
log(2π) −
1
2
log(|Σ(a)|) −
1
2
 
(r − µ)TΣ−1(a)(r − µ)
 
+ logPr(¯ r).
(7.16)
7.4 Data and Performance Evaluation
We have 276 liver tumour contours from [29], of which 241 are star-shaped. We also have 3086 MS
lesion contours from the datasets in the previous chapter. To reduce this large training set we discard
the smallest MS lesions, made up of 15 pixels or less. The remaining ground truth are 1608 MS lesion
contours, of which 1307 are star-shaped. Figure 7.2 (a) and (b) show examples of liver tumour and MS
lesion contours respectively.
7.4.1 Figures of merit
The performanceof a discriminative model is related to its speciﬁcity and sensitivity. Speciﬁcity tells us
how consistentlya modeldescribes a speciﬁc regiontype. In the case of Langevinmodels, the speciﬁcity
of candidate functions in equation (7.3) predicts their relative discriminator power. For this purpose we
infer Langevin model speciﬁcity using the χ2 error returned by Levenberg-Marquardtﬁtting.7.4. Data and Performance Evaluation 124
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.2: Top row: examples of positive class ground truth shapes from (a) liver tumour and (b)
MS lesion sets. Bottom row: examples of negative class sets deﬁned in section 7.4.2 and used in the
experiment of section 7.5.2, comprising (c) noisy sinusoids with radial range matching the liver tumour
sets and (d) noisy circles with radial range matching the MS lesion set
For both Langevin and GP models, the speciﬁcity and sensitivity tell us how well a model can
distinguish shapes that belong to the model from those that do not. The shape models should score
test shapes with higher values SLAN or SGP, if they belong to the same semantic class as the training
data. We evaluate a model’s ability to distinguish between shapes by thresholding the scores assigned
to positive and negative test shapes, and creating ROC curves. As we saw in section 3.4, the choice of
negative class is somewhat arbitrary when evaluating shape models. We use synthetic shapes created
to satisfy two requirements. First, a negative class must have similar radial statistics to the positive
class, so that remaining differences between positive and negative class are subtle. Second, a shape
must be of the type encountered during the evolution of a stochastic active contour. This last criterion
allows performance evaluation to infer the value of the discriminative models as shape regularisers in a
stochastic segmentation framework.
7.4.2 Negative classes
We create two synthetic negative classes that satisfy the requirements above. We refer to the ﬁrst as
noisy circles, which we generate by drawing random values ri from a normal distribution. Each series
has the same length N and ﬁrst/second order statistics as one in the positive test data. Examples of
noisy circles are shown in ﬁgure 7.2 (c). The second synthetic class are noisy sinusoids deﬁned by
ri = ω × γ sin(p 2π i/N), with noise ω is drawn from N(0,1) and the number of periods p is drawn
from a uniform distribution between 1 and 10. The amplitude γ and length N of each series match
the radial range and length N of one in the positive class. Examples of noisy sinusoids are shown in
ﬁgure 7.2 (d).
7.4.3 Comparison methods
Finally, we choose comparison methods to investigate the discrimination characteristics of the SSMs.
As the models are new, we are view their evaluation as a ’proof of concept’, more so than a direct
comparison of the state of the art. Moreover, the state of the art is not obvious, when considering the
balance between maximising the shape information sought and minimising the level of shape similarity7.5. Experiments 125
assumed. We seek comparison methods that
• gain information about a shape without assuming correspondence, where
• the information is interpretable and
• can be adapted to give a probabilistic score based on a training population
We choose two shape descriptors that satisfy these requirements. The ﬁrst descriptoris based on the sum
of a local smoothness measure ζ = 1/N ×
 N−1
i=0 cos(ϕ) where ϕ is the angle between successive steps
from one boundary point to the next. We calculate the mean ˆ ζ and standard deviation σζ of all training
contours assuming a normal distribution Sζ = N(ˆ ζ,σζ). A test contour with smoothness ζ′ is scored
using the normalised log probability given by
Sζ =
1
N
 1
2
log(2π) −
1
2
log(σζ) − (
ζ′ − ˆ ζ
σζ
)
2 
+ logPr(¯ r). (7.17)
The second descriptor is based on the 1-dimensional Fourier decomposition of a radial time se-
ries. We estimate the ﬁrst K coefﬁcients βs of sine and βc of cosine terms in the approximation
r ≈
 K−1
k=0 βc
k cos(kt) + βs
k sin(kt). For each training contour we form the 2K-dimensional vector
β = {βs
0,...,βs
K−1,βc
0,...,βc
K−1} and calculate the mean vector ˆ β and covariance matrix Σ(β,β)
assuming a multivariate normal distribution N2K(ˆ β,Σ(β,β)). A test contourwith Fourier coefﬁcients β′
is scored using the normalised log probability given by
SF =
1
N
 1
2
log(2π) −
1
2
log(|Σ(β,β)|) −
1
2
 
(β′ − ˆ β)TΣ−1(β,β)(β′ − ˆ β)
  
+ logPr(¯ r). (7.18)
7.5 Experiments
This section tests the discriminativepower of the dynamicalSSMs. We address two hypothesesconcern-
ing the efﬁcacy of the Langevin models for the chosen region types (7.5.1) and the sensitivity of both
Langevin and GP models (7.5.2).
7.5.1 Langevin model selection for medical contours
In the case of Langevin models we have suggested more than one function to describe the observed
dynamics of a training set. The next experiments investigate different drift and diffusion functions for
a given region type, in order to test that a Langevin model adequately describes the region type, and
choose the best functions.
We hypothesise that:
H7.5.1: Langevin models capture global shape information speciﬁc to a population of
region boundaries.
We address hypothesis H7.5.1 in two ways. First, we assess the models qualitatively by looking
for structure in the discrete drift and diffusion functions extracted from training data. We use the steps
in section 7.2.2 to estimate drift and diffusion functions by equation (7.4). Figure 7.3 shows the results.
By visual inspection, drift and diffusion functions have some structure for both region types modelled7.5. Experiments 126
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Figure 7.3: Extracted drift (top row) and diffusion (bottom row) functions for Langevin models trained
on (a)/(b) liver tumours and (c)/(d) MS lesions using the generalised/star-shaped parametrisations re-
spectively.
with both generalised and star-shaped parametrisations. In all cases, however, the structure is degraded
towards the extremes of state space where training data is sparse.
Second, we look for evidence that different region types are best described by different (combina-
tions of) drift and diffusion functions. Table 7.1 shows the χ2 error when each candidatefunctionis used
for each region-type and both generalised (’gen.’) and star-shaperd parametrisations.
Region Drift χ2 error Diffn. χ2 error
type gen. star gen. star
liver tumour
A1 2.55 × 107 1.20 × 108 B1 6.25 × 107 3.49 × 108
A2 2.21 × 107 1.19 × 108 B2 5.82 × 107 2.54 × 108
A3 2.81 × 107 1.21 × 108 B3 6.00 × 107 2.71 × 108
MS lesion
A1 3.63 × 108 4.91 × 108 B1 4.25 × 108 2.89 × 109
A2 3.92 × 108 4.70 × 108 B2 3.68 × 108 1.39 × 109
A3 4.12 × 108 2.29 × 108 B3 3.69 × 108 1.33 × 109
Table 7.1: χ2 errors when ﬁtting functions to discrete estimates of Langevin drift and diffusion.
Solid lines in ﬁgure 7.3 show the results of ﬁtting chosen functions (bold in table 7.1) from the
candidate set 7.3. The chosen functions are those having the lowest χ2 error, in all cases except for the
diffusion functions in the generalised models (bottom row, (a) and (c)). In these cases the constant and
quadratic functions B1 and B2 give similar χ2 error and we favour B1 for its simplicity.
We accepthypothesisH7.5.1because,forbothgeneralisedandstar-shapedmodels,weseestructure
in the estimated functions, and these are different for the two region types, suggesting that the training
contours have distinct global properties that the Langevin models can capture.7.5. Experiments 127
7.5.2 Discrimination capability for medical contours
This section uses the discriminative SSMs in classiﬁcation experiments. First, we hypothesise that:
H7.5.2: Langevin and GP models are sensitive enough to discern tumour and lesion
shapes from synthetic shapes of equivalent radial scale and variance,
We test hypothesis H7.5.2 using ROC analysis. We divide the data into training and testing sets
of approximately the same size, where contours in each set originate from a subset of the MRI or CT
volumes. Next we train Langevin and GP models and use equations (7.6) and (7.16) to score the testing
set along with the same number of negative-class contours, taken from the synthetic sets of noisy circles
and sinusoids. We threshold the scores at 500 increments and calculate the true- and false-positive
fractions that form a ROC curve. The area under the curve (AUC) provides a measure of classiﬁcation
accuracy between 0 and 1. The central columns of table 7.2 show the results for Langevin and GP
models, used to classify liver tumour and MS lesion shapes with both generalised (r(s)) and star-shaped
(r(θ)) contour parametrisations.
Positive Negative Langevin (SLAN) Gauss. Proc. (SGP) Smooth Fourier (SF)
class class r(s) r(θ) r(s) r(θ) (Sζ) K = 3 K = 10
Liver circular 0.989 0.999 0.861 0.978 0.961 0.644 0.796
tumour sinusoid 0.919 0.930 0.813 0.943 0.621 0.598 0.685
MS circular 0.030 0.532 0.837 0.804 0.810 0.698 0.678
lesion sinusoid 0.799 0.916 0.581 0.813 0.723 0.753 0.692
Table 7.2: Classiﬁcation results for the SSMs and simple shape descriptors, used to distinguish liver
tumour and MS lesion shapes from synthetic negative classes.
In general, the models of liver tumour shapes perform well, with AUC above 0.9 in all cases ex-
cept the GP model with the generalised contour parametrisation. The star-shaped Langevin model also
discriminatesbetween lesions and noisy sinusoids with AUC > 0.9, while all other SSMs struggleto dis-
tinguish MS lesion shapes from either negative class. A striking example is discriminating MS lesions
from noisy circles, which causes the Langevin model to fail and, in the generalised model, consistently
misclassify (AUC<0.5). We revisit this observation in section 7.6. On the whole we accept hypothe-
sis H7.5.2 for the star-shaped models, observing that both Langevin and GP models discriminate liver
tumours better than MS lesions.
Next, we hypothesise that:
H7.5.3: Langevin and GP models capture more information than
(a) a linear combination of local smoothness, or
(b) global information regarding frequency statistics
We repeat ROC analysis using the smoothness and Fourier descriptors described above, creating
ROC curves by thresholding Sζ and SF. In the case of Fourier descriptors we repeat for K = 3 and7.6. Conclusions and Future Work 128
K = 10 in equation 7.18, to truncate the Fourier descriptors at lower and higher frequencies. Results are
given in the right hand side of table 7.2.
In most cases the dynamical SSMs have higher classiﬁcation accuracy than the smoothness and
Fourier descriptors. Langevin models discriminate liver tumours from noisy circles better than from
noisy sinusoids, whereas this ranking is reversed for the case of MS lesions. This conﬁrms that the two
medicalregiontypesdifferin termsofthedynamicscapturedbyLangevinmodels. We accepthypothesis
H7.5.3.
Finally, we investigate the relative efﬁcacy of Langevin and GP models for describing ore regions
of interest, recalling that the former assumes Markovian dynamics and the latter does not. For this we
make the null hypothesis
H7.5.4: Langevin and GP models have the same discriminatory power.
Comparing the Langevin and GP columns in table 7.2 leads to the following observations:
(i) Langevin models out perform GP models in discriminating liver tumours from noisy circles
and MS lesions from noisy sinusoids.
(ii) GP models out perform Langevin models in discriminating MS lesions from noisy circles.
Taken together, observations (i) and (ii) indicate that tumour and lesion boundaries both ﬂuctuate with
Markoviandynamics, but this behaviouralone does not discern MS lesions from noisy circles. However,
we can not make a general conclusion about the efﬁcacy of a Markovian model because the Langevin
models use deterministic functions chosen for the respective lesion types from the set in equation 7.3,
whereas we only try a single kernel function in the GP model.
7.6 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter presented statistical shape models that combine nonlinear time series analysis with radial
time series contour parametrisations. Model selection and classiﬁcation experiments reveal that
• Langevin models capture global information that differs between region types, and
• LangevinandGP modelsdistinguishtumoursandlesionsfromsyntheticshapes withsimilar radial
statistics and range.
These ﬁndings show that the SSMs capture global information about region boundaries, without assum-
ing correspondencepoints or other high-level shape similarity between training examples.
Comparisons with two simple shape descriptors reveal that
• Langevin and GP models capture global information that is separate from the smoothness or fre-
quency of boundary ﬂuctuations
• LangevinandGP modelsgenerallyperformbetterthansimplesmoothnessandFourierdescriptors,
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• star-shaped models generally out-perform those using generalised contour parametrisation.
These ﬁndings show that the SSMs capture more higher-level, global shape information than integrating
local smoothness around a contour or analysing the frequency spectrum of boundary ﬂuctuations, and
that their success is helped by, but not limited to, data belonging to the star-shaped set.
The choice of negative class for use in binary classiﬁcation is somewhat arbitrary and this could
explain a negative result (AUC <0.5) when classifying MS lesions using the Langevin model with gen-
eralised contour parametrisation.
For a noisy circle, the transition density Pr(ri+1|ri) is equivalent to the driving noise used in cre-
ating the synthetic data, i.e. a stationary distribution with zero mean and standard deviation chosen to
match the lesion training set. This corresponds to a linear drift with single stable point (negative zero
crossing)atthecentreofthezero-meanﬁeld. Thecentralregionofﬁgure7.3(c)showssimilarbehaviour,
and it is in this region that training data is most closely aligned with the function A1. Misclassiﬁcation
is caused by the synthetic negative class predominantly occupying this region of state space. In other
words, real MS lesion data with boundary dynamics that are indistinguishable from noisy circles, make
up a large part of the training data and the positive testing data, but all of the synthetic data.
The discriminative models are expected to beneﬁt segmentation frameworks by shape regularisa-
tion, and the investigations above were designed with this in mind. Shape classiﬁcation also beneﬁts
medical applications outside the ﬁeld of segmentation. A recent example is given in [10] where shape
models discriminate healthy from Alzheimers patients based on the shape of brain ventricles. This use
of binary classiﬁcation motivates future work with the new SSMs, starting with a speciﬁc role in MS
lesion imaging. It has been suggested [276, 15] that multiple sclerosis gives rise to four different ’types’
of lesion. So called ’Lassmann patterns’ are thought to correlate with differences in disease prognosis,
with implications for the treatment of the disease. Investigations currently rely on histological studies
but, if training data became available, we are motivated to develop machine learning approaches to non-
invasive classiﬁcation of lesion types. We propose to use the shape models introduced here, perhaps in
combination with the texture models in the previous chapter.
In the case of GP models, future work could incorporate different mean functions. We chose a
constant mean function above for rotation invariance, as this corresponds to a circular ’mean shape’.
The GP model readily extends to a non-circularmean shape by novelmean functionsµ. In an interactive
segmentation framework the mean shape could be given by a ’rough outline’ drawn manually on an
image by the user. This is a similar idea to the use of the ’template’ with the 1D-CMRF in [77].
Finally we reiterate the value of the discriminative models outside classiﬁcation or segmentation
applications, as methods of tomographic reconstruction and image registration can also make use of
shape regularisation. In the example of registration, the presence of tumours in target and source images
poses a particular problemas they are likely to have changedbetween the times of acquiringtwo images.
The new SSMs are expected to beneﬁt this task, requiring only that (i) the centre point of a tumour can
be estimated in the source and target image and (ii) the training data represent the variations in tumour
shape due to changes over time.Chapter 8
Segmentation Frameworks and Generative
Models
This chapter exploits the time series models in the previous chapter for segmentation. First we use the
discriminativemodels as shape regularisersin the optimisation scheme of a simple active contourmodel.
Thenwe developgenerativemodelsto formthe basis ofnovelprobabilisticsegmentationalgorithms. We
constrain the generative models to incorporate observationsfrom image and interactions. We present the
segmentationframeworksfor star-shaped regionsusing the polar parametrisationin equation 7.1 (b) and
discuss extensions for non star-shaped models.
The rest of this chapter is organisedas follows. First, section 8.1 introducesappropriateobservation
models derived from images. Section 8.2 describes a deformable contour model exploiting the SSMs
as shape regularisers. Section 8.3 presents a generalised framework for interactive segmentation using
generative shape models, which combines generative SSMs with probabilistic observations and efﬁcient
interactions. We then present the speciﬁc methods of using generative Langevin and GP models in
such a framework, in sections 8.4 and 8.5 respectively. Section 8.6 describes choices regarding data
and performance metrics, used to evaluate the strength of the shape priors in a segmentation framework.
Experimentsinsection8.7test the valueofshapepriorsinthe varioussegmentationframeworks. Section
8.8 discusses the ﬁndings and draws conclusions.
8.1 Image Models and Time Series
The last chapter dealt with the prior models of shape alone, independent of position in the image, al-
lowing us to remove xc from the shape model Qstar = {r, ¯ r}. For segmentation, we re-introduce the
centre point xc and introduce information from the image data D local to the region centre, giving the
expression for the posterior
Pr(Q|D) = Pr({r, ¯ r,xc}|D). (8.1)
This section describes ways to model the image data D that are consistent with the polar parametrisation
(8.1.1). We also model the uncertainty of centre-point location in section 8.1.2, and introduce the full
Bayesian framework in section 8.1.3.8.1. Image Models and Time Series 131
8.1.1 Data likelihood
For star-shaped regions we deﬁne an image observation model in polar coordinates. A similar method
in [75] models the intensity changes at the region boundary along each radial vector as an ideal step
function with Gaussian noise. For use with the GP and Langevin segmentation algorithms, we require
an observation model that
• estimates the probability that the boundary intersects a radial vector at radius r,
• is independent of the choice of boundary measure, extending to texture classiﬁcation if necessary
• provides observations in a form which the time series models readily incorporate, and
• is readily complemented by information from user interactions.
We introduce a radial proﬁle model where the boundary measure is a function of radius. In this chapter
we base the boundary measure on the gradient, denoted g, but this could be replaced by the results of
tissue classiﬁcation such as the boundary measure gdr or db used in chapter 6.
The model is based on both the magnitude |g| and direction ψ of the image gradient as shown in
ﬁgure 8.1. We deﬁne an estimate x′
c of the region centre by a pixel selected manually by the user of
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Figure 8.1: Observation model from an example synthetic image. (a) Synthetic region with boundary
given by a liver tumour contour, showing an estimate of the centre x′
c, local boundary direction ψ and
radial vector at arbitrary angle θi. (b) Greyscale representations of the magnitude |g| (top) and direction
ψ (bottom) of image gradient sampled along radial vectors, with angle θi marked. (c) Radial proﬁle of
gradient magnitudecorrespondingto angle θi, with Gaussian ﬁt after translating into the zero-meanﬁeld
and re-scaling to the range {0...1}.
an interactive tool. After obtaining x′
c we sample |g| and ψ along the each radial vector θi. In the case
of the gradient magnitude we rescale values along each proﬁle to the range 0...1 and ﬁt a Gaussian
function with mean ˆ gi at the ﬁrst peak of |g| and standard deviation σ
g
i given by the full width at half
maximum. Next we take an estimate ¯ r′ of the scale parameter from the mid-point of all the proﬁle
means ˆ gi,i = 0,...,Nobs − 1 where Nobs is the number of observation angles. Figure 8.1 (c) shows
an example radial proﬁle of |g| after translating into the zero-mean ﬁeld by subtracting the estimate ¯ r′.
Finally, we form the likelihood ratio pon
i /poff
i , where pon and poff represent the probabilities that the8.1. Image Models and Time Series 132
local section of a generated shape correspondingto {ri,θi} is on or off the region boundary, given by
pon
i (r) = exp
 
−(ψi(r) − φi(r))2 
,and
poff
i (r) = 1 − exp
 
−(
r − ˆ gi
σ
g
i
)2 
,
(8.2)
and φi is the angle with respect to the horizontal, made by the contour section from point {ri−1,θi−1} to
{ri,θi}. Thisdeﬁnitionoflikelihoodratiois inspiredbythejointuseofgradientdirectionandmagnitude
in the jetstream algorithm of [43]. Repeating for all i ∈ {1,...,N∗ − 1} where N∗ is the number of
observation angles, results in the observation model D = {ˆ g,σg}.
8.1.2 Modelling centre-point uncertainty
When using the shape models in segmentation, an initial user interaction provides an estimate of the
centre of an unseen ROI, denoted x′
c. This initialisation is not precise, as a region’s ’centre’ does not
correspondto a visual cue. For consistency,the chosencentre x′
c should be the same as that which would
have been used, if the ROI were part of the training data, denoted xc. Recall from section 7.1.2, that
for star a shaped regions, xc is the centroid of the region’s kernel. In practice, we must assume that the
user-initialisation is close to the true centre x′
c ≈ xc, and incorporate uncertainty into the segmentation
algorithm. The task of incorporating centre-point uncertainty is twofold. First, we seek a statistical
model of the discrepancy between x′
c and xc. Second, we need to understand how this discrepancy
affects a time series model in order to incorporate the effect.
For rotation invariance, we model centre-point uncertainty as an anisotropic Gaussian distribution
Pr(xc|x′
c) = N2(x′
c,σ2
cI), (8.3)
where σc is a common variance in x and y and I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. We estimate σc using
interactive experiments. We present medical images, with a region clearly delineated by its ’ground
truth’ contour to a volunteer who selects the pixel that they consider to be the ’centre’ of the ROI. We
denote an estimated centre point by x′
c. The software then calculates the translations ∆x = xc − x′
c
and ∆y = yc − y′
c. We use these to calculate an absolute value ∆c =
√
∆x2+∆y2
¯ r , divided by the
scale of the corresponding region. This gives a normalised measure of the absolute ’error’ the manual
estimate. We repeat for 30 regions, and repeat this sequence so that the volunteer estimates the centre of
each region twice, then calculate the mean value ˆ ∆c over 60 centre-points. The results are ˆ ∆c = 0.154
for liver tumours and ˆ ∆c = 0.0.250 for MS lesions. We translate a centre point estimate according to
equation 8.3 by ﬁrst drawing an angle θ from a uniform distribution and compute ∆x = ˆ ∆c¯ rcos(θ)and
∆y = ˆ ∆c¯ rsinθ. Figure 8.2 shows the effect of translations {xc,yc} → {xc,yc} ± {∆x,∆y}, on a
perfectcircle(a). Eachtranslationadds a sinusoidaltrendtothe centre(¯ r)of a radialseries (b). It follows
that centre point perturbation affects any time series in the space of (b) by a periodic offset ∆r(θ) given
by
∆r(θ) = ∆xcos(θ) + ∆y sin(θ). (8.4)
When modelling centre point uncertainty by translations {∆x,∆y} we add the sinusoidal trend in equa-
tion 8.4 to a generated time series. This scheme reduces computation time, compared to generating a
series, transforming into image space, and then translating by {∆x,∆y}8.2. Shape Regularisation for Segmentation 133
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Figure 8.2: Effect of perturbing the centre-point on a constant radial time series.
8.1.3 Bayesian formulation
The generative segmentation algorithms adopt a Bayesian formulation so that an optimisation scheme
(C5) estimates the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) solution Q
MAP
star. The MAP solution is the
shape that maximises the posterior probability given by
Pr(Q|D) = Pr(D|Q)Pr(Q), (8.5)
where Pr(Q) is the shape prior and Pr(D|Q) is the data likelihood. Recalling Qstar = {r, ¯ r,xc} we
can write
Pr(Q) = Pr(r)Pr(xc)Pr(¯ r) (8.6)
where Pr(r) is a probabilistic ’score’ from equation 7.6 or 7.16, Pr(xc) comes from equation 8.3 and
Pr(¯ r) is estimated for a given image as described later. We construct the data likelihood by repeating
equation 8.2 for all θi ∈ θ, giving
Pr(D|Q) = Pr({pon,poff}|Q), (8.7)
where pon = {pon
0 ,...pon
i ,...pon
N−1} and poff = {poff
0 ...poff
i ,...poff
N−1}. This sets up the general
Bayesian formulation for all time series shape models used in segmentation. Sections 8.4.1 and 8.5
present speciﬁc methods for Bayesian MAP estimation using generative models. First, the next section
uses the discriminative shape models for shape regularisation.
8.2 Shape Regularisation for Segmentation
ThissectionpresentsmethodsofshaperegularisationusingtheLangevinmodelanddiscusses regularisa-
tionwith the GP model. We start with a simple deformablecontourmodelandincorporatediscriminative
shape models into the objective function. Section 8.2.1 develops the theory for a segmentation frame-
work and section 8.2.2demonstratesits performanceon synthetic images to observethe role of the shape
prior.
8.2.1 Radial active contour model (RACM): a simple framework
The deformable contour model is adapted from the classical ’snake’ of Kass et al, [5] for use with the
shape models. We refer to this DCM as the Radial Active Contour Model (RACM), which is charac-8.2. Shape Regularisation for Segmentation 134
terised by the choice of contour parametrisation (C1), objective function (C4) deformation mechanism
(C5) and optimisation scheme (C6).
The contour parametrisation (C1) is the radial time series 7.1(a) or 7.1(b). We demonstrate for the
star-shaped case (7.1(b)) for convenience, as it enables us to work with the radial proﬁle image model
introduced above. The RACM extends to the generalised parametrisation (7.1(a)), by using a consistent
image model derived from the image frame.
The objective function (C4) is an energy functional, combining the shape model with elements of
the observation model D. Upon estimation of the region centre xc, we calculate vectors of N means
ˆ G and N variances σg from the radial proﬁle model above, where for simplicity the observations are
gradient magnitude. We use these to deﬁne an image energy term given by
Eimage(r) =
N−1  
i=0
exp
 
−
(ri − ˆ gi)2
(σ
g
i )2
 
. (8.8)
We also deﬁne a shape energy term, which is simply the normalised log probability used for shape
scoring in the previous chapter
Eshape(r) = SLAN for Langevin, and
Eshape(r) = SGP for GP,
(8.9)
whereSLAN andSGP are givenbyequations7.6and7.16respectively. Finallythecontourenergyis deﬁned
by
E = αEimage + (1 − α)Eshape, (8.10)
where α is a parameter that controls the relative inﬂuence of image and shape model.
The deformation mechanism (C5) and optimisation scheme (C6) combine stochastic sampling with
a greedyalgorithm. Greedyalgorithmssuch as the one describedforsnakes in section 2.1.2are attractive
for their simplicity. By replacing the greedy search with stochastic sampling we introduce the beneﬁts
of a stochastic framework as noted in section 2.5, as well as avoiding the case where a greedy algorithm
enters an oscillatory state rather than converging.
The RACM is initialised with a noisy circle centred on xc, with radius ¯ r estimated by the mean of
ˆ g. The algorithmsproceedby perturbingsuccessive points ri (in the Langevincase) or whole series r (in
the GP case). In the Langevin case we draw each r′
i in turn from N(ri,1), while in the GP case we draw
a series r′ from NN(r,I). In each case the perturbation is ’accepted’ if it causes a reduction in global
energy E. The RACM terminates after a ﬁxed number of iterations or, in the Langevin case, when
all radii in a series are perturbed without acceptance, giving no change in energy between successive
iterations.
8.2.2 Demonstration of the Langevin RACM
Next, we demonstrate the RACM, used with the Langevin model and different weightings α. Figure 8.3
shows the results using the Langevin model for a synthetic images low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR).
The boundary is given by a ground truth liver tumour, which was omitted from the training set. We
repeat segmentation with α decreasing from 1, where the shape prior is ignored, to 0.5, where image8.2. Shape Regularisation for Segmentation 135
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 8.3: (a) Binary image showing ground truth liver tumour shape. (b) Synthetic liver tumour image
with SNR=1.84. (c)- (f)Results of RACM segmentation,(greencontours)usingLangevinregularisation
with (c) α = 1.0, (d) α = 0.85, (e) α = 0.75 and (f) α = 0.5.
and shape priors are equally weighted. Panel (c) shows the affect of image noise in the absence of shape
priors, where points of high gradient resulting from image noise cause jagged boundaries. Panels (d) and
(e) seem to give a good balance between image and shape models while the smoother contour in panel
(f) suggests that the RACM is over-constrained when image and shape energies are equally weighted
(α = 0.5).
We also implemented the RACM with regularisation by the GP model and found the approach to
be impractical for two reasons. First, GP regularisation is very slow, as scoring shapes by equation 7.16
requires inverting a N × N matrix at each iteration of the RACM. In practice the GP RACM barely
converges after 500 iterations, which can take several minutes. Second, it is not clear when the RACM
has converged under GP regularisation. The algorithm iteratively considers proposals in the form of
complete contours, and must be able to reject a complete contour at any iteration. This means that an
energy change of zero is not an appropriate termination criterion.
The use of GP models for shape regularisation may be suited to non-interactivetasks such as image
reconstruction or registration, which can be performed off-line.
In summary, we have presented a general framework for segmenting star-shaped regions with
Langevin regularisation, which naturally extends to the generalised Langevin model and parametrisa-
tion. We also state that GP regularisation is possible but defer this for future work.8.3. A Generalised Framework for Interactive Segmentation using Generative Shape Models 136
8.3 A Generalised Framework for Interactive Segmentation using
Generative Shape Models
We have just seen how image and shape models can be used together in an ACM framework, where
a contour is deformed stochastically (C5), and an optimisation scheme minimises an energy functional
that includes a term for the shape prior. Next we introduce a different approach to segmentation, where
generativeshape models replace the deformationmechanism and an a posteriori probabilityreplaces the
energy functional. This section presents the general framework, which is independent of the choice of
shape model. We state in general terms, and with reference to the following sections 8.4 and 8.5, how
to proceed using the Langevin and GP shape models. This places the subsequent sections in context, as
well as contributing to the wider ﬁeld of segmentation by formalising a general framework
The framework comprises the general components in the left hand column of table 8.1, where the
right hand column introduces the corresponding Langevin and GP method to be detailed in the next 2
sections.
8.4 Generative Langevin Models for Segmentation
Section 5.1.2 described how a Langevin series is simulated by the numerical solution of a stochastic dif-
ferentialequation(SDE).Inthecontextofshapemodellingwedesireasimilarschemetogenerateshapes
from a model. The resulting shapes can serve as proposals or ’hypotheses’ in probabilistic segmentation
frameworks. This section introduces adaptations to the Euler-Maruyama scheme, designed to generate
appropriate series. Subsection 8.4.1 adapts the Euler-Maruyama scheme for solving SDEs, making it
appropriate for shape generation by generating closed contours and addressing issues concerning the
centre point xc and the discrete nature of training data. Subsection 8.4.2 combines particle-ﬁltering
with the generative models as a novel approach to data assimilation and 8.4.3 presents the segmentation
framework.
8.4.1 Euler-Maruyama scheme for shapes
We start by writing the Euler-Maruyama scheme in polar coordinates
r(θ + dθ) = r(θ) + dθ × A(r(θ)) +
√
dθ × B(r(θ))ω(θ), (8.11)
which we initialise with a small value r(0) = 0.01. Next we choose the integration time step dθ via the
followingobservations.Wenotedin section 5.1.2,that nosingle choice of integrationtime step is optimal
for all Langevin models. In practice we ﬁnd that the models are not too sensitive to this parameter for a
range of small values. There is an upper limit, however, as larger values introduce chaotic behaviour to
the stochastic process. To explain this behaviour we note that the well-known ’logistic equation’ [277]
which models chaotic ﬂuctuations of a population x as x(t + 1) = kx(t)(1 − x(t))), is a special case of
equation 8.11. We choose dθ   0.5, which works well in practice.
Next we incorporate the effect of centre point perturbation in equation 8.4. The Euler-Maruyama8.4. Generative Langevin Models for Segmentation 137
General component proposed Examples we present
(1) any SSM that deﬁnes a closed con-
tour Q as an instance of a contour rep-
resentation , and uses machine learning
methods.
Langevin and GP SSMs from chapter 7 above, with
Q = Qstar = {r,xc, ¯ r} .
(2) any model that derives a data likeli-
hood D from information in an image
The ’radial proﬁle’ model introduced in section 8.1.1
above .
(3) an interactive method of initialisa-
tion , which provides as much infor-
mation to the shape model as possible
from as simple an interaction as possi-
ble .
Mouse curser click in the centre of a region. Gives es-
timate x′
c for use with the uncertainty model in sec-
tion 8.1.2. Also used to extract the radial proﬁle model
fromthe imageand in turnestimate the SSM parameter
¯ r.
(4) a generative mechanism, which
is capable of drawing samples from
the prior distribution Pr(Q) after the
model is trained
GenerativeLangevinSSM(section8.4.2)orgenerative
GP SSM (section 8.5.1 ).
(5) a method of constraining the gener-
ative model to draw samples from the
posterior distribution Pr(Q|D) .
Langevinmethod using the generativemodel as a glob-
ally adaptive prior in step-wise particle ﬁltering (sec-
tion 8.4.2 ). GP method using probabilistic regression
techniquewhere the image providesnoisy observations
(section 8.5.1 ).
(6) an optimisation scheme capable of
estimating the maximum a posteriori
probability (MAP) solution Q
MAP, ac-
counting for the inaccuracy of user ini-
tialisation.
Maxim. Pr(D|Q) = Pr(Pr(D|Pr(r)Pr(xc)Pr(¯ r)),
accountingfor uncertaintyonthe user-initialised centre
x′
c. DonebyestimatingtheMAPsolutiondirectlyfrom
(5) and combining with shape-wise particle ﬁltering in
sections 8.4.3 (Langevin) and 8.5.2 (GP) .
(7) an interactive method of post edit-
ing, which works with the shape model
as closely as possible.
Enabling repeated initialisation, and boundary-
based correction procedures for the Langevin (sec-
tion 8.4.3.1) and GP contours (section 8.5.2.1), where
the GP methodreﬁnes the shape prior and re-calculates
the MAP estimate .
Table 8.1: Components of a generalised framework for interactive segmentation using generative SSMs.
The components are listed here along with the examples presented for Langevin and GP frameworks.
scheme becomes
r(θ + dθ) = r(θ) + dθ × A(r(θ)) +
√
dθ × B(r(θ))ω(θ) + ∆xcos(θ) + ∆y sin(θ), (8.12)
where {∆x,∆y} are drawn from N2(x′
c,σxc) during optimisation in the algorithms introduced below.8.4. Generative Langevin Models for Segmentation 138
The next two subsections address certain issues regarding the generation of closed contours
(8.4.1.1), and discrepancies between a prior model and generated series resulting from the discretisa-
tion of training data in {x,y} coordinates (8.4.1.2).
8.4.1.1 Generating Closed Contours
The Langevin models were partly motivated by conclusions made in section 6.4, that boundary track-
ing methods are prone to self intersection and lack satisfactory methods of loop closing. The star-
shaped parametrisation naturally rules out self-intersecting contours by asserting monotonically increas-
ing angle θ. However, Langevin series allow discontinuities at the start/end of a 2π cycle due to the
Markov property. A discontinuity arises from a net displacement |rN−1 − r0| > 0 over a period
of N points. However, due to the natural ﬂuctuations in the time series, discontinuities are only ap-
parent if |rN−1 − r0| > B(rN−1,b) ≈ B(r0,b), i.e. the difference between ﬁrst and last radii is
greater than the magnitude of the noise term local to the radius of the ’join’. As such we can produce
a pseudo-periodic series by allowing the magnitudes of rN−1 and r0 to differ within a ’tolerance’ of
|rN−1 − r0| ≤ B(rN−1,b).
To generate closed contours we run the Euler-Maruyama integration for N′ ≥ N − 1 iterations,
terminating as soon as |rN′ − rN′−N| ≤ B(rN′,b). Two observations reveal the efﬁciency of the
proposed algorithm. First, the algorithm need never store more than N points at a time as, by using
a ’list’-type data structure, we remove the zeroth point from the list each time the Nth point is added.
Second, the existence of stable regions in the radius space (governed by the drift function) increases the
likelihood that two points ri and rj, of arbitrary separation j − i, are at similar radii. However, care
should be taken if a model has stable regions at either side of the zero-centre. In these cases, a series
might satisfy the termination criterion after spending N iterations in the positive (or negative) half of
state space. The resulting series would not occupy a zero-mean ﬁeld, affecting estimates of the scale
parameter ¯ r. To preserve the zero-mean ﬁeld we sum the sign of series values over N points and only
accepta closed loopthat has a total sign withinthe range±0.2, chosenempirically. Thejointtermination
criterion for generating model-consistent closed contours is therefore given by
|rN′ − rN′−N| ≤ B(rN′,b) and
N
′
 
i=N′−N
sign(ri) < 0.2. (8.13)
The use of the joint termination criteria in equation 8.13 raises two issues. First, excepting the
special case where N′ is an integer number of N, the termination criteria result in an angular offset
between the ’start’ of the series and the presumed angle θ = 0 (horizontal in the image frame). While
the prior shape model is rotation invariant, so θ = 0 is arbitrary,the use of generative models with image
observations below demands that the initial angle in equation 8.12 corresponds to the ’start’ of the radial
proﬁle model. The segmentation algorithms recognise and correct for this offset.
Second, the need for N′ ≥ N iterations to generate a series of N points could slow down the
algorithm, in theory to speeds below what is practical in an interactive framework. The probability
of termination is governed by the shape prior and, when used in segmentation, the image model that
constrains series generation (below). This type of constraint is expected to speed up shape generation in8.4. Generative Langevin Models for Segmentation 139
a similar way to the probabilistic loop closing algorithm in section 6.1.3.1. In practice the criteria are
met quickly and any delay is not noticeable.
8.4.1.2 Compensating for discretisation errors
Because training shapes are originally deﬁned on a pixel grid, the state space r of training series is dis-
cretised. This leads to an inconsistency between the dynamical properties learned from data and those
of a generated series. To investigate the inconsistency we trained models on synthetic data generated by
known models, where we expect to retrieve the known parameters. We repeat for two types of synthetic
data. Inthe ﬁrst case wegenerateseries, transformthese intoshapesofchosen ¯ r ona discrete{x,y}grid,
then re-sample the shapes in the same way that radial time series are derivedfrom medical ROI contours.
In the second case we generate series and leave them un-touched. We ﬁnd that models trained on raw se-
ries retrieve the ’true’ parameters while models trained on series derived from shapes give errors. Figure
8.4(a)/(b)illustrate this effectfora simple modelusinga cubicdriftfunctionA(r(θ),a) = a0(1−r(θ)3)
with a single parameter a = {a0}. Figure 8.4 shows that the discrepancy is systematic and apparently
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Figure 8.4: Effect of state space discretisation on shape dynamics. Panels (a) and (b) show the offset
between the ’true’parameter in the drift functionof a Langevin model used to generate synthetic shapes,
and the parameter retrieved from 500 of these shapes by the direct estimation method. The offset is
slightly different for shapes generated with (a) ¯ r = 18 and (b) ¯ r = 26. Panel (c) shows the relationship
between scale parameter ¯ r and the number of pixels N in a training contour.
linear. Comparing plots (a) and (b) reveals that the discrepancy also depends on the scale parameter ¯ r,
as the state space is more ﬁnely discretised further from a region’s centre.To correct for discrepancies
between those parameters we learn and those that would reproduce consistent boundarydynamics in the
generative model, we store parameter sets in vectors of the form {a0,...ap,b0,...bp, ¯ r} and compute a
linear mapping between learned and ’true’ sets. For each combination of drift and diffusion function we
vary {a0,...ap,b0,...bp, ¯ r} so that mappings generalise over a range of parameter choices. The result
allows us to calibrate any trained model for the purpose of shape generation.
Finally we need to down-sample the high resolution series before transforming to the image frame
{x,y}. As the training data were up-sampled to a common, high resolution, series generation must
also occur at this resolution. This would lead to too high boundary resolution in all but the largest
shapes (greatest ¯ r). We down-sample each series to contain N points, where N is chosen from a linear8.4. Generative Langevin Models for Segmentation 140
relationship between N and ¯ r in the training data. Figure 8.4 (c) shows this relationship in the case of
liver tumour boundaries.
Figure 8.5 demonstrates the use of the generative shape models for creating shape instances (irre-
spective of an image). The ﬁgure veriﬁes the success of the loop closing procedures,as well as revealing
the affect of calibration and changing drift/diffusion parameters. Examples demonstrate affect of chang-
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Figure 8.5: Example instances from generative Langevin shape models. Top row: the drift functions
(a) after parameter estimation and (b) after calibration, for the liver tumour data, and (c)/(d) the same
for the MS lesion data. Second row: the corresponding diffusion functions (e)/(f) for liver tumours and
(g)/(h) for MS lesions. Third row: three instances of series generated by each model. Bottom row: the
corresponding shapes.
ing the drift and diffusion parameters, on generated series/shapes. We also note that discontinuities are
not visually noticeable.8.4. Generative Langevin Models for Segmentation 141
8.4.2 Data assimilation
Before we can estimate Q
MAP
star we ﬁrst need a method of drawing closed contours from the posterior
distribution Pr(Q|D) (equation 8.5). This means generatingclosed contours that not only agree with the
shape model as above, but also incorporate observations from the image. Incorporating observations is
equivalent to data assimilation, which we described in section 5.1.3 and noted that this is the subject of
ongoing research [240, 241] in the case of Langevin simulation. We present a data assimilation method
inspired by the particle ﬁlters in [43]. The result is an example of boundary tracking according to the
deﬁnition in 2.2, but which tracks a whole boundary to produce a closed contour with global shape
constraints.
We further adapt the Euler-Maruyamascheme above so that the solution of the SDE is equivalent to
the iterative computation of posterior densities as in section 2.2.1. Rewriting the jetstream equation 6.1
for the time series models gives
Pr(ri+1|ri,a,b,D) ∝ Pr(ri|a,b,D) × q(ri+1|ri,a,b) × l(D|ri+1), (8.14)
where q and l now denote a global shape prior and data likelihood given by
q(ri+1|ri,a,b) = N(ri − A(ri+1,a),B(ri+1,b)) and
l(D|ri+1) =
pon
i+1
poff
i+1
.
(8.15)
Note also that 8.14 shares the Markov property of Langevin models (equation 5.2).
For a ﬁxedcentre pointxc, the algorithmgeneratesa set of K series rk, k = 0,...K−1as follows.
At each step θi we draw K predictions for r
k=0,...K−1
i+1 solving the SDE in equation 8.12) K times for a
ﬁxed ri. We then assign weights w
k=0,...K−1
i+1 to each prediction, given by
wk
i+1 = α
pon
i
poff
i
+ (1 − α)N(ri − A(ri+1,a),B(ri,b)), (8.16)
where α controls the relative inﬂuence of shape and image priors as in the regularisation example in
section 8.2. The weights w form a discrete approximation of the posterior Pr(ri+1|a,b,D), speciﬁc
to θi. We perform step-wise importance sampling, by selecting K points with replacement from the
posterior. Repeating for N steps results in K separate series that can be mapped into image space.
Finally we take the single radial time series (closed contour) corresponding to the points of maximum
weight w∗
i.
8.4.3 Probabilistic algorithm
The techniques above modify the numerical integration scheme to incorporate the data likelihood by
a step wise data assimilation technique. The resulting contours estimate the region boundary for
a ﬁxed centre point xc and scale parameter ¯ r in equation 8.6. To estimate the (MAP) solution
Q
MAP
star = argmax
Qstar
Pr(Qstar|D), where Qstar = {r,xc, ¯ r}, we simultaneously seek xc and ¯ r in the
optimisation scheme. (the simultaneous optimisation of xc is in common with the approach taken in
[73]). We extend the particle ﬁlter approach to sample M complete contours from the posterior distribu-
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We drawM combinationsofcentrepointsxc andscaleparameter ¯ r fromthe distributionsPr(xc) =
N2(x′
c,∆c), centred on the user initialisation x′
c, and Pr(¯ r) = N(ˆ ¯ r,σ2
¯ r), where ˆ ¯ r comes from the mean
of ˆ gi estimated from the local image gradient and σ2
¯ r could either come from the image as the mean of
σ
g
i or chosen empirically. For each combination we generate a closed contour with data assimilation as
described in section 8.4.2 and assign a weight to each closed contour, given by
WQstar =
N−1  
i=0
w∗
i (8.17)
where w∗
i are the maximum step-wise weights as described above. We refer to this procedure as shape
wise particle ﬁltering, whereby each particle is a closed contour. The combination of step-wise and
shape-wise particle ﬁltering results in a nested algorithm, which is fast enough in practice for use in
real-time segmentation.
8.4.3.1 Interactivity and post editing
The Langevin framework has two modes of interaction, for initialisation and post editing. Figure 8.6
demonstrates the use of this tool. A user initialises the segmentation by giving the centre point estimate
x′
c inside the region of interest. Upon initialisation the software immediately displays the contour given
by the MAP solution above. The user can repeat the initialisation any number of times, which might
give different contours. The user can edit the displayed contour by dragging any of the points ri in the
contour model that miss the desired region boundary. It is possible that contour points are too close
together, meaning that a large number would need to be dragged onto a small section of the boundary.
To alleviate this problem we allow the user to adjust the boundary resolution using a slide-bar. This
adjustment is reversible.
8.5 Generative Gaussian Processes for Segmentation
This section adapts GP models to generate model shapes (hypotheses) and, in section 8.5.1, to incorpo-
rate the data likelihood from the radial proﬁle observation model above (section 8.1.1).
Whereas the Langevin model required numerical procedures to ensure the generation of closed
contours, GP models facilitate analytical closed contour models. This is because, unlike the Markovian
case of Langevin models, GP models encode the global constraint of correlating a point r(θ) with r(θ +
2π) by using a periodic kernel function. We use equation 7.11 introduced in section 7.3.1.
GP models readily generate samples from the prior as described in section 5.2.2. In the case of
radial time series this means evaluating
r
′ = µ + Az. (8.18)
As with the Langevin models above, we use a linear relationship to calibrate the generative model with
respect to the parameter estimation, and down-sample a generated series to give a suitable boundary
resolution for the corresponding scale parameter. Figure 8.7 shows the chosen kernel function for
different parameters a = {a}, along with the correspondingradial time series and shapes.8.5. Generative Gaussian Processes for Segmentation 143
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 8.6: Interactive contouring with the Langevin SSM tool. (a) Close-up of a MS lesion in an axial
PD weighted MR image. (b) A contour (MAP estimate) shown in blue/green after selection of an initial
estimate of the centre point x′
c (red). (c) An alternative initial contour shown after re-initialisation with
a new estimate x′
c. The same contour as in (b), shown after the user has reduced the resolution of those
boundary points (blue) that can be ’dragged’. (e)/(f) The dragging mode before/after two boundary
points are moved. White lines are added here to highlight the translation of the dragged points, but are
not shown to the user during run-time. (g)/(h) The ﬁnal contour before/after returning to the original
boundary resolution.
8.5.1 Conditioning the prior
This section shows how to directly generate samples from the posterior over contours Pr(Qstar|D) ∝
Pr(D|Qstar)Pr(Qstar) where Pr(Qstar) is the shape prior and Pr(D|Qstar) is the data likelihood. We
follow the method of conditioning the prior on ’noisy observations’ as described in section 5.2.3. This
has the same role as the step-wise particle ﬁlter in the Langevin case but has two key differences. First,
unlike the Markovian case, the observation model constrains the whole radial time series in ’one-shot’.
Second, the angles θi at which observations are made need not belong to the vector of inputs θ. We can
use any number of observations at arbitrary angles.
We deﬁne a noisy observationat angle θi using the radial proﬁle model. We start with the Gaussian
model of the gradient magnitude, i.e. 1 + poff
i (r) where poff
i is from equation 8.2 in the radial proﬁle
model. The noisy observation for the ith observation angle is given by N(ˆ gi,σ
g
i ).
For an arbitrary number N of observationse store a vector of means ˆ gi and a matrix of variances
(1−pon
i (r))σ
g
i I, where I is a N ×N identity matrix. We construct a vector θ′ of length N′ = N +N∗
by concatenating the vector of observation inputs θ with the vector of N∗ inputs for which we do not8.5. Generative Gaussian Processes for Segmentation 144
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Figure8.7: GenerativeGP modeltrainedonlivertumours(toprow)andMSlesions (bottomrow). Panels
(a)/(d) show the kernel functions with a representation of the covariance matrix (inset). Panels (b)/(e)
each show three instances of a generated series and (c)/(f) show the corresponding shapes with typical
scale factor ¯ r
have observations, denoted θ∗. This new vector θ′ = {θ,θ∗}T has a covariance matrix of the form
Σ(θ
′,θ
′) =





ε(θ0,θ0) ... ε(θ0,θ∗
N′−1)
. . .
...
. . .
ε(θ∗
N′−1,θ0) ... ε(θ∗
N′−1,θ∗
N′−1)





=

Σθθ + σ2I Σθθ∗
Σθ∗θ Σθ∗θ∗

,
(8.19)
where Σθθ denotes a N × N sub matrix, Σθθ∗ is a N × N∗ sub matrix and so on. These sub-matrices
are used to form the posterior model deﬁned by
r′ = NN(µpost,Σpost), (8.20)
where
µpost = µ + Σθ∗θ[Σθθ + σ
2I]
−1(ˆ G − µ) (8.21)
and
Σpost = Σθ∗θ∗ − Σθ∗θ[Σθθ + σ2I]−1Σθθ∗. (8.22)
We could draw samples from the posterior by constructing a N-dimensional vector Z, where zi is
from N(0,1), then evaluating r∗ = µpost + AZ. This is equivalent to replacing µ and Σ in equation
8.18 with equations 8.21 and 8.22 respectively. However, these samples are of limited use to the present8.5. Generative Gaussian Processes for Segmentation 145
framework. Whereas in the Langevin case we estimate the MAP solution (for a ﬁxed centre-point and
scale parameter) from such samples, the GP model allows to calculate the MAP estimate directly from
the posterior model. This is because each Pr(ri|θi) is a Gaussian distribution, so the MAP estimate is
equivalent to the posterior mean calculated at all inputs, given by
Q
MAP = µpost = µ(θ
∗) + Σ(θ
∗,θ)
 
Σ(θ,θ) + σ
2
gI
 −1 
ˆ g − µ(θ)
 
(8.23)
where vectors ˆ g and σg contain the observations from the radial proﬁles described in section 8.1.1 and
µ(θ∗) and µ(θ) is the mean function evaluated at the inputs corresponding to unobserved and observed
data respectively.
8.5.2 Probabilistic algorithm
Theestimate in equation 8.23has a uniquesolutionfora givencentre-pointandestimated ¯ r. The present
segmentationframeworkhas three remainingrequirements. First, we requirethe MAP estimate Q
MAP
star =
argmax
Qstar
Pr(Qstar|D) where Qstar = {r,xc, ¯ r}. Second, we require the use of full observation model
incorporating the local boundary direction in the likelihood ratio pon
i (r)/poff
i (r). Third, we require
control over the relative inﬂuence of image and shape models. The chosen algorithm achieves all three
of these requirements by using a nested particle ﬁlter as follows.
We drawM combinationsofcentrepointsxc andscaleparameter ¯ r fromthe distributionsPr(xc) =
N2(x′
c,∆c), centred on the user initialisation x′
c, and Pr(¯ r) = N(ˆ ¯ r,σ2
¯ r), where ˆ ¯ r comes from the mean
of ˆ gi estimated from the local image gradient and σ2
¯ r could either come from the image as the mean of
σ
g
i or chosen empirically. For each combination we compute the posterior mean by equation 8.23, for
use as M shape-wise particles. We weight each shape by
WQstar = α
1
N
N−1  
i=0
pon
i (r)
poff
i (r)
+ (1 − α)SGP (8.24)
where pon
i (r) and poff
i (r) are from the observation model (equation 8.2), SGP is the Gaussian process
shape score in equation 7.16 and α is the relative weighting between image and shape models.
8.5.2.1 Interactivity and post editing
As in the Langevin case, the GP framework involves two modes of interaction for initialisation and post
editing. Initialisation estimates the centre point xc as before. The post editing procedure is new, and
makes more efﬁcient use of interactions than the point-dragging mode in the Langevin framework. The
ability to interact closely with an underlying shape prior should intuitively reduce the demand on the
user and has been shown to beneﬁt different interactive frameworks in [147] and [148] .
Recall from section 2.3, that successful modes of interaction in the literature work closely with the
underlying segmentation algorithm. The method here uses run-time interactions to update the posterior
model. After initialising the tool the user can identify points on the region boundary that the displayed
contour does not pass through. The software calculates the angle θ′
j and radius r′
j corresponding to this
point and deﬁnes a noise-free observations by N(r′
j,0) corresponding to angle θj. The observation and
angle θ′
j complement the observation model above and the MAP solution is re-calculated, which passes8.6. Data and Performance Evaluation 146
through the user-deﬁned boundary point. The new solution is displayed in real time and any number of
similar interactions can be performed to further reﬁne the model. Figure 8.8 demonstrates the use of
interactions as noise-free observations.
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Figure 8.8: Using the GP SSM tool for interactive contouring of the same MS lesion image as in ﬁg-
ure 8.6 (a). Top row: (a) The ﬁrst contour (green)displayed after the user has estimated the regioncentre
x′
c (red). (b-d) Post editing by successively identifying one boundary point (b) followed by a second
(c) and third (d) shown in red. Bottom row: corresponding radial time series in the zero-mean ﬁeld,
where black lines show the MAP solution, grey points show noisy observations ˆ g ± σg from the radial
proﬁle model and ’⊠’ are polar representations of user-identiﬁed boundary points used as noise-free
observations.
It is interesting to consider an equivalent mode of interaction in the Langevin framework. Such a
schemewouldrequireupdatingthedriftanddiffusionfunctionssothatthereﬁnedmodelisconstrainedto
pass through a point {r,θ}. Changes could only update the transition densities Pr(ri+1θ)|ri) and so the
analogy breaks down. An interaction can only assign a high probability Pr(r(θ)), which not conditional
onthe previouspoint. Evenif a single transitiondensityPr(ri+1θ)|ri) couldbesomehowprescribed,the
Markovian nature of the model means that the information would only be used if the radial time series
passed through the corresponding radius ri. Moreover, the constraint would be effective every time the
series passed through radius ri, not only at the desired point {ri,θi}, i.e. at the angle corresponding to
the interaction.
8.6 Data and Performance Evaluation
This section describes how we evaluate the SSM segmentation frameworks. We select test images and
perform segmentation with both the RACM and the interactive, tools based on generative SSMs. In all
cases we seek to evaluate the power of the shape prior in the corresponding framework. Section 8.6.1
introduces test images common to all following experiments. Section 8.6.2 states what ﬁgures of merit8.6. Data and Performance Evaluation 147
we use, and explains their various roles in measuring accuracy, as well as useability and variability of
an interactive tool. Section 8.6.3 explains how we create reference tools that without learned shape
knowledge, and how we test for differences in performance between these and the full SSMs.
8.6.1 Test images
To allow us to make more reliable measurement of accuracy, we create synthetic images wherein the
true region boundaryis known, and is a contour chosen from the set of MS lesion or liver tumour ground
truth. To isolate the beneﬁts of the shape models it is desirable to use synthetic images that alleviate the
problem of boundary ambiguity. However, we also need to test the segmentation tools in realistic data,
for the conclusions to be of practical use. As a compromise we create synthetic images of low SNR and,
in the case of MS lesions, repeat experiments on real MRI images.
The foreground and background in synthetic images have Gaussian histograms with mean grey-
levels 187 and 210 respectively, and standard deviations 12.5. These statistics are equivalent to a SNR
of 1.84, within the range seen for tumour and lesion imaging applications. We also smooth the synthetic
images with a 3 × 3 pixel averaging kernel. Figure 8.9 shows the complete set of test images.
Starting with 241 star-shaped training contours from manual liver-tumour segmentations [29] and
1307 from MS lesions. We remove the three test contours from each set and train Langevin and GP
SSMs on the remaining contours.
8.6.2 Figures of merit
We evaluate segmentation tools in terms of accuracy, variability and useability. As in section 6.3.1, we
choose performance measures and comparison methods to suit the application and the components of a
segmentation framework being evaluated. As with the interactive jetstreams of section 6.3, we evaluate
the present segmentation frameworks with a combination of spatial similarity measures and quantitative
measures of user behaviour.
In the case of the generative segmentation frameworks, similarity measures each have ﬁve distinct
roles relating to the two stages of initialisation and post editing. First, the similarity between an initial
contour and the ground truth indicates the accuracy of the probabilistic algorithms in sections 8.4.3 and
8.5.2, in the absence of post editing. Second, the similarity between a ﬁnal contour accepted by the user
and the groundtruth indicates the accuracyof the process. However,the ’process’here refers to a combi-
nation of the probabilistic framework, the modes of interaction and the user’s ability to both use the tool
and perceive a region. Given the level of user control and the subjectivity of supervised segmentation,
accuracy is best suited to comparing two tools used by the same person. Third, the similarity between
a ﬁnal contour and a second contour, accepted by a different operator using the same tool to segment
the same ROI, measures the inter-operator variability of that tool. Similarly, the similarity between a
ﬁnal contour and a second contour, accepted by the same operator using the same tool to segment the
same ROI, measures the intra-operator variability of that tool. The ﬁnal role of similarity relates to the
useability of a tool. The similarity between a ﬁnal contour accepted by the user and the initial contour
before post editing, provides a measure of the level of post editing necessary.
In evaluating similarity we use mean minimum distance (MMD) [107] and Dice similarity coef-8.6. Data and Performance Evaluation 148
Synth. liver tumour (i) (ii) (iii)
Synth. MS lesion (i) (ii) (iii)
MRI MS lesion (i) (ii) (iii)
Figure 8.9: ROIs used in experiments, with numbers (i) to (iii) used in subsequent discussions. Top row:
synthetic liver tumour images. Middle row: synthetic MS lesion images. Bottom row: MS lesion images
from PD weighted MRI.
ﬁcient (DSC) [104]. Following the arguments in section 6.3.1 MMD is appropriate as it is a stable
boundary-baseddissimilarity measure and the region-basedDSC is relevant to the secondary measure of
’lesion load’ sought by MS lesion segmentation.
In the case of the generative segmentation frameworks, we also use the Hausdorff distance dH to
measure the similarity between a ﬁnal contour accepted by the user and the initial contour before post
editing [106]. Recall that dH is a ’maxmin’ measure, giving the largest example around the whole of
a contour, of the shortest distance from a pixel on that contour to any pixel on the compared contour.
This offers meaningful quantiﬁcation of the amount of post editing performed using methods in sec-
tions 8.4.3.1 and 8.5.2.1, as these methods make local corrections where the contour deviates from the
true boundary. In the case of shape regularisation we do not implement any post editing procedures, so
we just use the MMD and DSC.8.6. Data and Performance Evaluation 149
In the case of the generative frameworks, which are interactive, we also measure the useability of
each tool using two aspects of user behaviour. First, we take the number of boundary points interacted
with (’drags’ in section 8.4.3.1 or ’noise-free observations’ in section 8.5.2.1). The second aspect of
user behaviour is the number of initialisations deemed necessary before a contour is edited (or accepted
without editing).
8.6.3 Comparison methods
We have simultaneously developed new shape models along with interactive DCM frameworks for their
use in segmentation. Direct comparison with another segmentation algorithm in the literature is con-
sidered as future work, while we currently design ’proof of concept’ experiments to test if the shape
models are effective and the segmentation algorithms are useful. We take the same general approach as
in [73, 42, 149, 53], which is to test the value of a new addition to a segmentation framework (eg shape
prior,imageprioror interactivemode)by comparingthe same frameworkwith andwithoutthat addition.
Recall that, in the case of SVM jetstreams, we evaluated the role of the textureclassiﬁers by consid-
ering an equivalenttool drivenby intensity gradient as a comparisonmethod. In the case of the Langevin
andGP frameworkswe seek to evaluatethe beneﬁts of the globalshapepriors, whichcalls upondifferent
comparison methods for the shape regularisation framework (RACM) and generative frameworks. For
the shape regularisation framework we duplicate the algorithm without the shape prior by setting α = 1
to remove the shape scoring from the energy functional. For the generative frameworks, removing the
global shape prior is not trivial. We wish to replace the learned shape information with something that is
reasonable, but does not assume any prior knowledge about the global shape of a region. In the case of
the Langevin model we choose a stationary distribution Pr(ri+1|ri) = N(ri,1) to replace the transition
densities. This results in a subtly different tool, where local smoothness is retained but the global drift
and diffusion characteristics are removed. In the GP model we would ideally replace the covariance
matrix with the N × N identity matrix Σ(r,r) = I, equivalent to using the Kronicker delta function
as the kernel. However, this leads to numerical issues as near-singular matrices need to be inverted.
Instead we use a covariance kernel that approximates the delta function ε(ri,ri) ∼ δ(θi −θj) by setting
ε(ri,ri) = min[1,(N(θj − θi)−1)]. In both Langevin and GP experiments we refer to their respective
reference models as having a normal prior as opposed to a learned prior.
For a given measure of accuracy, variability or useability, we look for signiﬁcant differences be-
tween results for a framework with learned and normal prior. For this purpose we use both parametric
and non-parametric hypothesis tests. First we use the t-test (parametric) as before. We also use the
Wilcoxon signed rank test (non-parametric),which is appropriate when the assumption of normally dis-
tributed results. The non-parametric test is more conservative, making less assumptions about the data
than the t-test, and might alleviate problems associated with interpretation of results from small samples
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8.7 Experiments
This section evaluates the discriminative and generative shape models for segmentation. Section 8.7.1
evaluates the beneﬁts of the Langevinmodel for shape regularisationin star-shaped regionsegmentation.
As stated above, the regularisation method extends naturally for the generalised model with arc-length
parametrisation 7.1 (a) We defer evaluation of the generalised case for future work.
Section 8.7.2 evaluates the interactive generative frameworks used to segment star-shaped regions.
8.7.1 Shape regularisation
Experimentsin this section test the use of discriminativeLangevinmodels for shape regularisationin the
RACM framework described in section 8.2. We choose not to use the GP model for shape regularisation
as discussed in the same section.
First, we test the ability ofthe regularisedRACM to balanceinformationregardingimageandshape
properties. We noted in section 2.5 that conﬂicting image and shape information need to be balanced
and that greedy algorithms can enter an oscillatory state without convergence. We hypothesise that:
H8.7.1.1: The evolution of a RACM terminates by convergence to zero energy
To test this hypothesiswe run the RACM on the test images. For each regionwe ﬁx the centre-point
xc at the ’true’ centre as described in section 7.1.2 and sample radial proﬁles of the gradient magnitude
as described in section 8.1.1. We estimate ¯ r from the mean of vector ˆ g in the observation model and
initialise the RACM with a noisy circle, deﬁned by drawing ri from N(¯ r,2.5) for i = {0,...,N − 1}.
As described section 8.2, the evolving RACM terminates when the total energy is zero or when reaching
the chosen maximum number of iterations. We set this maximum number to 500. Table 8.2 shows the
number of iterations for convergence in each of the test images.
α
Synthetic MRI
liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)
0.7 311 458 406 73 65 66 111 214 113
0.8 308 166 364 71 76 99 107 176 58
1 115 123 120 32 46 36 52 41 46
Table 8.2: Number of iterations for convergenceof the RACM algorithm
In all cases the algorithmterminates at zero energy(< 500 iterations) allowing us to accept hypoth-
esis H8.7.1.1.
Next, we test the accuracy of the regularised RACM. We hypothesise that:
H8.7.1.2: the accuracy of a simple deformable contour model is improved by the use of
Langevin shape priors.
To test this hypothesis we perform quantitative experiments using the RACM algorithm without
interactivity. We initialise the RACM in the test images in ﬁgure 8.9. Upon convergence to zero energy8.7. Experiments 151
we evaluate RACM accuracy by calculating the mean minimum distance (MMD), Dice similarity coef-
ﬁcient (DSC) and Hausdorff distance dH with respect to the ground truth contour. We repeat for each
of the test images both with and without shape regularisation, where shape regularisation is included by
setting α < 1 in equation 8.10, and excluded by α = 1. Tables 8.3 to 8.5 shows the results for images
(i) to (iii), in each of three image types as in ﬁgure 8.9, along with the overall mean. In all cases the
shape regularisation (α = 0.7 or 0.8) gives an increase in accuracy, indicated by lower mean MMD or
dH, or higher mean DSC.
Next we test for signiﬁcant differences between the accuracy of the RACM with and without shape
regularisation using a one-tailed paired-samples t-test. The p-values in tables 8.3 to 8.5 indicate the
signiﬁcance of differences in accuracy between the RACM without shape prior and the cases when
α = 0.7 and α = 0.8. Superscript ’+’ denotes an increase in accuracy (no results give a decrease in
accuracy), when using shape priors (non-zero α). Bold values indicate where differences are signiﬁcant
with a conﬁdence interval of 95%. Results are given separately for each image segmented.
α
Synthetic MRI
mean p-value liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)
0.7 0.53 1.01 1.60 0.72 0.92 0.89 0.87 1.72 0.90 1.018±0.391 0.077+
0.8 0.57 1.00 1.68 0.73 0.61 0.78 1.08 1.91 1.02 1.042±0.466 0.028+
1 0.65 1.24 1.89 0.72 0.69 0.76 1.35 2.06 0.90 1.140±0.534 N/A
Table 8.3: Effect of learned shape regularisation on segmentation accuracy in terms of mean minimum
distance (MMD).
α
Synthetic MRI
mean p-value liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)
0.7 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.79 0.83 0.85 0.74 0.71 0.84 0.847±0.092 0.270+
0.8 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.78 0.87 0.86 0.71 0.69 0.82 0.842±0.101 0.407+
1 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.79 0.88 0.86 0.71 0.67 0.84 0.841±0.101 N/A
Table 8.4: Effect of learned shape regularisation on segmentation accuracy in terms of Dice Similarity
Coefﬁcient (DSC)
Tables 8.3 to 8.5 show that, for the boundary-based accuracy measures of MMD and dH, regular-
isation gives signiﬁcant improvement for one or both of the tested shape prior weightings (α = 0.7 or
0.8). In terms of the region-based accuracy measure (DSC) the beneﬁt of shape regularisation is not
signiﬁcant.
In conclusion, we accept hypothesis H8.7.1.2 for boundary-based accuracy, but not region-based,
where the improvement is apparent but not signiﬁcant.8.7. Experiments 152
α
Synthetic MRI
mean p-value liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)
0.7 1.41 13.0 15.62 1.41 3.0 3.16 7.62 7.81 2.24 6.141±5.251 0.023+
0.8 1.41 15.65 16.64 2.83 2.0 2.0 8.54 8.06 2.24 6.597±6.032 0.014+
1 2.24 24.17 18.03 5.00 2.24 4.47 10.0 8.94 4.24 8.814±7.607 N/A
Table8.5: EffectoflearnedshaperegularisationonsegmentationaccuracyintermsofHausdorffdistance
(dH)
8.7.2 Interactive generative frameworks
Experiments in this section test the practical value of the interactive segmentation frameworks of sec-
tions 8.4 and 8.5, and the beneﬁts of the dynamical shape priors to these frameworks. We design an
experimental protocol that tests the tools in various scenarios and calculate statistics of each tool’s per-
formance in user trials.
Following the ﬁndings above, we set α = 0.75 in both Langevin and GP frameworks. The number
of shape-wise particles M in the shape-wise importance sampling common to both frameworks must
balance the beneﬁts of this part of the algorithm with a linear increase in computation time. In practice
we ﬁnd that reducing M to 5 allows real-time segmentation without compromising accuracy.
We ask 10 volunteers to use both segmentation frameworks in the following experiments. Each
volunteer uses a tool to segment the same randomised sequence of images from the set in ﬁgure 8.9. The
sequence includes each region twice for segmentation by the tool with normal and learned priors. In
addition, one region is included a further two times to allow repeated segmentation by each prior type.
For this purpose we choose region (iii), from each image type (synthetic liver tumour, synthetic MS
lesion and MRI MS lesion). The resulting sequence comprises 24 segmentations, which a user repeats
using Langevin and GP frameworks.
Both Langevin and GP frameworks involve an initialisation step followed by interactive post edit-
ing. In each case the user can repeat the initialisation any number of times. After initialisation, the user
either accepts a contour without post editing, or performs any amount of interactions. These interactions
are either ’drags’ in the case of the Langevin tool (ﬁgure 8.6) or noise-free observations (mouse clicks
on the boundary) in the case of the GP tool (ﬁgure 8.8).
Before performing the experiment, each volunteer practises by segmenting 3 regions (not from the
set in ﬁgure8.9) using each tool with learned and normal priors. Whilst using a given tool (Langevin or
GP) a user is not aware that it occurs in two different modes (learned and normal prior).
The remainder of this section presents various statistical analyses that test certain hypotheses re-
garding the beneﬁts of the shape priors to the accuracy, variability and useability of each tool.
8.7.2.1 Accuracy
First, we hypothesise that:8.7. Experiments 153
H8.7.2.1: the accuracy of each interactive framework is increased by the learned global
shape priors.
To test hypothesis H8.7.2.1 we measure the dissimilarity, in terms of MMD and DSC, between
segmentation results and ground truth and take the mean dissimilarity over all regions. Results for each
user are given in appendix tables 10.1 (for synthetic liver tumours), 10.2 (for synthetic MS lesions)
and 10.3 (for MRI MS lesions) along with the overall mean MMD and DSC for each tool. For synthetic
liver tumours (table 10.1) the mean accuracy is the same or superior for tools with learned shape priors,
with the exception of the accuracy of the Langevin tool as measured by MMD, which shows a small
(0.022 pixel units) increase in MMD when the prior is used. For synthetic MS lesions (table 10.2)
the mean accuracy is consistently superior for tools with learned shape priors. For MRI MS lesions
(table 10.3) the mean accuracy is the same or superior for tools with learned shape priors, with the
exception of the accuracy of the Langevin tool as measured by DSC.
To look for signiﬁcant differences between the accuracy of the tools used with learned and normal
priors we use a paired-samples t-test and a non-parametric(Wilcoxon signed rank) test. Table 8.6 shows
the p-valuesrevealed by both tests, when similarity is measuredby mean minimumdistance (MMD) and
Dice similarity coefﬁcient (DSC). The p-values in table 8.6 indicate the signiﬁcance of the difference in
accuracy resulting from learned shape priors. Superscripts ’+’ and ’-’ denote an increase and decrease
in accuracy respectively, when using learned shape priors. Bold values indicate where differences are
signiﬁcant with a conﬁdenceinterval of 95%. No results give a signiﬁcant reductionin accuracy. Results
are given separately for synthetic liver tumour (LT) and multiple sclerosis (MS) regions as well as the
real MRI images of MS lesions.
Model Measure
T-test Wilcoxon
synth. LT synth. MS MRI MS synth. LT synth. MS MRI MS
Lan
MMD 0.287− 0.485+ 0.050+ 0.361− 0.480+ 0.057+
DSC 0.476− 0.815+ 0.340− 0.439− 0.193+ 0.228−
GP
MMD < 0.001+ 0.250+ 0.064+ 00.003+ 0.288+ 0.057+
DSC < 0.001+ 0.194+ 0.006+ 0.003+ 0.288+ 0.004+
Table 8.6: p-values indicating signiﬁcance of the effect of learned shape priors on the accuracy of inter-
active segmentation
Table 8.6 leads to the following observations:
- According to a parametric test, the accuracy of the Langevin framework, as measured by MMD,
is signiﬁcantly increased by the learned shape prior when segmenting MRI MS lesions.
- The accuracy of both tools is consistently increased when segmenting MS lesions in synthetic
images, but this increase is not signiﬁcant.
- According to both parametric and non-parametric tests, the accuracy of the GP framework, as8.7. Experiments 154
measured by MMD and DSC, is signiﬁcantly increased by the learned shape prior when segment-
ing synthetic liver tumours, and that measured by MMD alone is signiﬁcantly increased by the
learned shape prior when segmenting MRI MS lesions.
In conclusion, we accept hypothesis H8.7.2.1 in the Langevin case for MRI MS lesions and in the
GP case for all regions except for synthetic MS lesions. The apparent (but insigniﬁcant) reduction in
accuracy for the Langevin tool segmenting synthetic liver tumours could caused by a reduction in post
editing. The tool with shape priors may give a reasonable contour, which subconsciously inﬂuences
the user to accept the result with insufﬁcient post editing. Indeed, this post editing involved on average
10.520 boundary interactions for the tool with shape priors and 16.075 without.
8.7.2.2 Inter-operator variability
Next, we hypothesise that:
H8.7.2.2: inter-operator variability of each interactive framework is reduced by the
global shape priors.
To test hypothesis H8.7.2.2 we measure the dissimilarity, in terms of MMD and DSC between the
segmentation by two different users, of a single ROI. For each ROI we take the mean over all 45 distinct
pairs of users. Because each region can be perceived differently by each user we give results for each
region separately. Table 10.4 gives the results separately for segmentation of synthetic (liver tumour and
MS lesion) and MRI (MS lesion) images. In the Langevin framework, learned shape priors reduce the
inter-operator variability measured by MMD and DSC in 5 out of the 9 images, namely synthetic liver
tumours (i) and (iii), synthetic MS lesions (i) and (iii) and MRI MS lesion (iii), as well as synthetic liver
tumour (ii) in terms of MMD alone. In the GP framework,learned shape priors reduce the inter-operator
variability measured by MMD and DSC in 3 out of the 9 images, namely synthetic liver tumour (i),
synthetic MS lesion (ii) and MRI MS lesion (ii), as well as MRI MS lesion (i) in terms of MMD alone.
To look for signiﬁcant differences between the inter-operator variability of the tools used with
learned and normal priors we use a paired-samples t-test and a non-parametric (Wilcoxon signed rank)
test. Tables 8.7 and 8.8 show the p-values revealed by parametric and non-parametric tests respec-
tively, when similarity is measured by mean minimum distance (MMD) and Dice similarity coefﬁcient
(DSC). The p-values in tables 8.7 and 8.8 indicate the signiﬁcance of the difference in inter-operator
variability resulting from learned shape priors. Superscripts ’+’ and ’-’ denote a reduction and increase
in inter-operator variability respectively, when using learned shape priors. Bold values indicate where
differencesare signiﬁcant with a conﬁdenceintervalof 95%. Results are given separatelyfor each image
segmented. Tables 8.7 and 8.8 lead to the following observations:
- For some images, the reduction in inter-operator variability is signiﬁcant in terms of one or both
measures (MMD/DSC) according to one or both tests (parametric/non-parametric). In the case of
the Langevinframeworkthis is true for synthetic liver tumours(i) and (ii), synthetic MS lesions (i)
and (iii) and MRI MS lesion (iii). In the case of the GP tool this is true for synthetic liver tumour
(i), synthetic MS lesion (ii) and MRI MS lesion (ii).8.7. Experiments 155
Mod. Meas.
Synthetic MRI
liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)
Lan
MMD < .001
+ 0.338
+ 0.006
+ 0.008
+ 0.047
− 0.278
+ 0.359
− 0.011
− 0.008
+
DSC 0.159
+ 0.019
− < .001
+ 0.002
+ 0.208
− < .001
+ 0.003
− 0.011
− 0.055
+
GP
MMD 0.087
+ 0.321
− 0.018
− 0.245
− 0.010
+ 0.032
− 0.260
+ 0.323
+ 0.098
−
DSC 0.046
+ 0.462
− 0.056
− 0.305
− 0.009
+ 0.002
− 0.061
− 0.030
+ 0.490
−
Table 8.7: p-values from T-test indicating signiﬁcance of the effect of learned shape priors on the inter-
operator variability of interactive segmentation
Mod. Meas.
Synthetic MRI
liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii0 (iii)
Lan
MMD <.001
+ 0.357
+ 0.008
+ 0.019
+ 0.141
− 0.328
+ 0.400
− 0.005
− 0.012
+
DSC 0.230
+ 0.025
− < .001
+ 0.015
+ 0.255
− 0.001
+ 0.006
− 0.012
− 0.082
+
GP
MMD 0.136
+ 0.444
− 0.136
− 0.489
− 0.021
+ 0.053
− 0.154
+ 0.173
+ 0.123
−
DSC 0.063
+ 0.431
− 0.084
− 0.484
− 0.015
+ 0.003
− 0.077
− 0.039
+ 0.480
−
Table 8.8: p-values from Wilcoxon signed rank test indicating signiﬁcance of the effect of learned shape
priors on the inter-operator variability of interactive segmentation
- For some of the images revealing an increase in inter-operator variability, this increase is signiﬁ-
cant interms ofoneorbothmeasures(MMD/DSC)accordingtooneorbothtests (parametric/non-
parametric). In the case of the Langevin framework this is true for synthetic liver tumour (ii),
synthetic MS lesion (ii) and MRI MS lesions (i) and (ii).
- To summarise results for the Langevin framework, the parametric tests reveal 7 cases where the
inter-operator variability is signiﬁcantly reduced and 5 cases where it is signiﬁcantly increased.
These numbers become 4 and 0 in the case of non-parametric tests.
- To summarise results for the GP framework, the parametric tests reveal 4 cases where the inter-
operator variability is signiﬁcantly reduced and 3 cases where it signiﬁcantly increased. These
numbers become 3 and 1 in the case of non-parametric tests.
In conclusion, we can not accept hypothesis H8.7.2.2 due to the appreciable amount of signiﬁcant
negative results. These results could be explained by the high levels of user control offered by both post
editing methods. More user control allows for different styles of post editing between users, which can
override the beneﬁts of the shape priors to the variability of results.8.7. Experiments 156
8.7.2.3 Intra-operator variability
Next, we hypothesise that:
H8.7.1.3: intra-operator variability of each interactive framework is reduced by the
global shape priors.
We measure the similarity, in terms of MMD and DSC between two segmentations of a region (iii)
by the same user at different times. The full results are given in appendix tables 10.5 (for synthetic liver
tumours), 10.6 (for synthetic MS lesions) and 10.7 (for MRI MS lesions) along with the overall mean
MMD and DSC for each tool.
Results for each user are given in appendix tables 10.1 (for synthetic liver tumours), 10.2 (for
synthetic MS lesions) and 10.3 (for MRI MS lesions) along with the overall mean MMD and DSC for
each tool. For synthetic liver tumours the mean intra-operatorvariability is the same or superiorfor tools
with learned shape priors, with the exception of the intra-operator variability of the Langevin tool as
measured by MMD. For synthetic MS lesions the mean intra-operatorvariability is the same or superior
for tools with learned shape priors, with the exception of the intra-operator variability of the Langevin
tool as measured by MMD and the GP tool as measured by DSC. For MRI MS lesions the mean intra-
operator variability is consistently superior for tools with learned shape priors.
Totest hypothesisH8.7.1.3we lookforsigniﬁcantdifferencesbetweentheintra-operatorvariability
of the tools used with learned and normal priors using a paired-samples t-test and a non-parametric
(Wilcoxon signed rank) test. Table 8.9 shows the p-values revealed by both tests, for each image type
and when similarity is measuredmean minimumdistance (MMD) and Dice similarity coefﬁcient (DSC).
Superscripts ’+’ and ’-’ denote a reduction and increase in intra-operator variability respectively, when
using learned shape priors. None of the differences are signiﬁcant with a conﬁdence interval of 95%.
Model Measure
T-test Wilcoxon
synth. LT synth. MS MRI MS synth. LT synth. MS MRI MS
Lan
MMD 0.063− 0.279− 0.128+ 0.121− 0.430− 0.143+
DSC 0.279+ 0.500− 0.405+ 0.322+ 0.399− 0.288+
GP
MMD 0.184+ 0.377− 0.458+ 0.254+ 0.323− 0.400+
DSC 0.323+ 0.268− 0.494− 0.480+ 0.305− 0.480−
Table 8.9: p-values indicating signiﬁcance of the effect of learned shape priors on the intra-operator
variability of interactive segmentation
Table8.9suggeststhattheintra-operatorvariabilityofbothLangevinandGP frameworksis reduced
in all cases except for synthetic MS lesion segmentation, which involves the smallest regions.
In conclusion, we can not accept hypothesis H8.7.1.3 due to the lack of signiﬁcant difference be-
tween intra-operator variability of the tools with learned and normal priors. These results could be
explained by the high levels of user control as in the case of H8.7.2.2.8.7. Experiments 157
8.7.2.4 Useability
Next, we hypothesise that:
H8.7.2.4: the number of initialisations necessary in each framework is reduced by the
global shape priors.
We test hypothesis H8.7.2.4 in two ways. First, we count how many times numberof initialisations
Ninit = 1. Inthesespecialcasesauseracceptsoreditsacontourafterasingleinitialisation. Wecompare
this number for each framework with and without learned shape priors. For the Langevin framework,
Ninit = 1 72 times with learned prior and 54 with normal prior. For the GP framework, Ninit = 1
103 times with learned prior and 95 times with normal prior. In both cases the learned shape prior leads
to an increase in the number of once-only initialisations, where the difference is more apparent in the
Langevin case.
Second, we count the number of initialisations Ninit that a user invokes before accepting or editing
a contour. We take the mean over all regions and compare for tools with normal and learned prior,
reportingthe differencefor each user. Table 10.8 shows the results for each user along with overallmean
and standard deviation. We also look for signiﬁcant differences between the number of initialisations
of the tools used with learned and normal priors using a paired-samples t-test and a non-parametric
(Wilcoxon signed rank) test. The p-values in table 8.10 indicate the signiﬁcance of the difference in
the number of initialisations resulting from learned shape priors. Superscripts ’+’ denote a reduction in
the number of initialisations, when using learned shape priors. Bold values indicate where differences
are signiﬁcant with a conﬁdence interval of 95%. All results give a signiﬁcant reduction in the number
of initialisations. Table 8.10 reveals that, for both Langevin and GP frameworks, the learned shape
Model T-test Wilcoxon
Lan 0.017+ 0.008+
GP 0.039+ 0.046+
Table 8.10: p-values indicating signiﬁcance of the effect of learned shape priors on the number of ini-
tialisations
priors lead to a signiﬁcant reduction in the numberof contour initialisations necessary, accordingto both
parametric and non-parametric tests.
In conclusion, we accept hypothesis H8.7.2.4 for both segmentation frameworks and all image
types.
Next, we hypothesise that:
H8.7.2.5: Thelevel ofpost editingnecessaryin eachframeworkis reducedby theglobal
shape priors
We test hypothesis H8.7.2.5 in two ways. First, we count how many times the number of boundary
point interactions made Nint = 0. In these special cases a user accepts a contour after initialisation8.7. Experiments 158
without post editing. We compare this number for each framework with and without learned shape
priors. For the Langevin framework,this happens 10 times with learned prior and once with normal
prior. For the GP framework, this happens 16 times with learned prior and 9 times with normal prior. In
both cases the learned shape prior leads to a striking increase in the number of ﬁrst-time acceptances.
Second, we compare the level of post editing performed on initial contours for each tool used with
normal and learned shape priors. We quantify the ’level’ of post editing in two ways. First, we count the
numberof boundarypoint interactions made Nint, being the numberof points ’dragged’in the Langevin
framework (ﬁgure 8.6) and the number of noise-free observations in the GP case (ﬁgure 8.8). Second, to
account for the subjective nature of the level of post editing deemed ’necessary’ by a user, we measure
the dissimilarity between initial and ﬁnal contours using the Hausdorff distance dH. In each case (Nint
and dH) we take the mean over all regions and compare for tools with normal and learned prior. The
full results are given in appendix tables 10.9, 10.10 and 10.11. We also look for signiﬁcant differences
between level of post editing of the tools used with learned and normal priors using a paired-samples
t-test and a non-parametric (Wilcoxon) test. The p-values in table 8.11 indicate the signiﬁcance of the
difference in the level of post editing resulting from learned shape priors. Superscript ’+’ denotes a
reduction in the level of post editing (no results give an increase in the level of post editing), when using
learned shape priors. Bold values indicate where reductions are signiﬁcant with a conﬁdence interval of
95%. Results are given separately for synthetic liver tumour (LT) and multiple sclerosis (MS) regions as
well as the real MRI images of MS lesions.
Model Measure
T-test Wilcoxon
synth. LT synth. MS MRI MS synth. LT synth. MS MRI MS
Lan
Nint 0.002+ 0.334+ 0.157+ 0.004+ 0.323+ 0.143+
dH 0.019+ 0.173+ 0.418+ 0.024+ 0.143+ 0.323+
GP
Nint < 0.001+ 0.010+ 0.001+ < 0.001+ 0.013+ 0.004+
dH 0.021+ 0.185+ 0.299+ 0.021+ 0.180+ 0.288+
Table 8.11: p-values indicating signiﬁcance of the effect of learned shape priors on the level of post
editing
Table 8.11 leads to the following observations:
- The level of post editing is signiﬁcantly reduced by learned shape priors when using Langevinor
GP frameworks to segmenting synthetic liver tumours. This is true regardless of the statistical test
or method of measuring the level of interactivity.
- In terms of the number of interactions Nint, the level of post editing is signiﬁcantly reduced by
learned shape priors when using the GP model to segment any of the region/image types. This is
true regardless of the statistical test.
We accept hypothesis H8.7.2.5 for both segmentation frameworks and all image types.8.8. Conclusions and Future Work 159
8.8 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter has shown that two new dynamical shape models, namely Langevin and Gaussian process
SSMs, can be used in region segmentation. We constructed a simple ACM algorithm for a radial con-
tour parametrisation (RACM) and introduced the use of dynamical shape models for regularisation by
incorporating discriminative models in an energy functional. We demonstrated this with the Langevin
SSM.
We also presented a generalised framework for interactive segmentation using generative shape
models. This framework uses samples drawn from a prior distribution over shapes, along with appro-
priate observation models from image and interactions, in a Bayesian optimisation scheme. We demon-
strated for the case of generativeLangevinand GP SSMs, for which we presented methods of generating
model shapes, incorporating image observations and, in the case of GP SSMs, make efﬁcient use of
run-time information from user interactions. The incorporation of observations to condition the shape
priors is a major contribution.
We performed experiments to isolate the learned shape information and test its beneﬁt to the rest of
a segmentation framework. These experiments reveal that
• a simple deformable contour model (RACM) that combines Langevin shape regularisation with a
stochastic deformation mechanism converges to a stable solution in a range of images,
• Langevin shape regularisation improves the accuracy of segmentation by the RACM,
• GP shape regularisationis not practical forrun-timesegmentationbut might beneﬁt reconstruction
or registration tasks,
• learned shape priors generally improve the accuracy of interactive segmentation tools based on
Langevin and GP SSMs,
• prior knowledge of shape does not reduce segmentation variability in a framework that gives ulti-
mate control to the user, which echoes the conclusion drawn from chapter 6, and
• the demand on the user of an interactive framework is reduced when exploiting learned shape
priors.
The experimentsaboverepresent a ’proofof concept’for the new shape models and their respective
segmentation algorithms. The next step would be to compare the methods with the closest competitor
in the literature. It would be interesting, for example, to compare the power of the shape priors, with
those encoded by a PDM, built without explicit point correspondence as in Berks et al. [130]. We noted
in section 3.1.1, that using the method of Berks et al. for supervised segmentation would ﬁrst require
the incorporation of the simulation algorithm in a segmentation framework. The generalised framework
above could incoprorate the method as a generative mechanism, i.e. (4) in table 8.1.
This chapter developed and tested SSMs for star-shaped regions only. In the case of shape regular-
isation, the extension to the generalised contour parametrisation is straightforward, although the polar
image model used here needs to be replaced. Future work will evaluate the SSMs for generalised shape8.8. Conclusions and Future Work 160
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Figure 8.10: Ambiguity for the contour parametrisation of radii r vs. arc-length s.
regularisation and for different segmentation methods such as classical snakes and level sets. A frame-
work that parametrises a contour as a Fourier decomposition could also beneﬁt from this type of shape
regularisation following the ﬁndings in the previous chapter (section 7.5.2). In the case of the gener-
ative frameworks, extension to non star-shaped regions requires more changes to the algorithm. The
arc-length parametrisation r(s) introduces an ambiguity problem. For any starting point s0, there is no
1:1 mapping between a point {ri,si} and a point {x,y} in the image frame as shown in ﬁgure 8.10.
To overcome this problem, future work will replace the radial time series with an angular time series
{φ,s}, where {φ = {φ0,φ1,...,φN−1} are angles with respect to the horizontalin the image frameand
s = {s0,...,si,...sN−1} are arc-length increments. By using this representation with the Langevin
model abovewe could create an open-contourmodel for interactiveboundarytrackingwith shape priors.
However, the models would lose rotation invariance.
Finally, the models in this chapter would extend to 3-dimensions. One approach would be to pro-
pogate the 2-dimensional model from one slice to the next, until the whole of a 3-dimensional volume is
segmented. Another approach would be to reduce a 3-dimensional shape to a 1-dimensional representa-
tion as in [278].Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
This project has tackled the problem of segmenting difﬁcult regions of interest in medical images,
where interactive, 2-dimensional contouring is in common practice but where these lack automation and
the applications offer little prior knowledge. We introduced image models and modes of interaction
to a boundary tracking framework designed for lesion contouring, and novel statistical shape models
designed to introduce global shape priors to supervised contouring. We demonstrated the beneﬁts of
new interactive frameworks, as well as the speciﬁc roles of the image and shape models, in terms of
segmentation quality, variability and the useability of a tool. Section 9.1 presents a condensed form of
the ﬁndings and contributions made by this project and section 9.2 suggests future research motivated
by these ﬁndings.
9.1 Conclusions
This section concludes the thesis by summarising the ﬁndings and contributions resulting from the work
herein.
9.1.1 Key ﬁndings
This project has made the following key observations:
1. SVM texture classiﬁcation leads to better edge detection than gradient ﬁltering, without calcu-
lating explicit texture features.
2. The combination of SVM texture models and jetstream interactions beneﬁts segmentation in
terms of accuracy and user demand.
3. In a framework that gives ultimate control to the user, prior knowledge from an SVM texture
model does not reduce segmentation variability.
4. Two new SSMs based on nonlinear dynamics capture global shape information with high dis-
crimination power, and can be used in applications without correspondence points or other high-
level shape similarity, such as tumours and lesions.9.1. Conclusions 162
5. A simple active contour model beneﬁts from shape priors embedded in the SSMs, in terms of
accuracy.
6. A generalised interactive segmentation frameworkcan use different generative shape models as
the basis of a probabilistic optimisation scheme.
7. Two dynamical shape models (Langevin and GP SSMs) work well in the generalised segmen-
tation framework, and can incorporate observation models in an efﬁcient and novel manner.
8. Prior knowledge of shape, embedded in the generative models, beneﬁts the interactive segmen-
tation frameworks in terms of accuracy and useability.
9. In a framework that gives ultimate control to the user, prior knowledge from an SVM texture
model or time series shape model does not reduce segmentation variability.
9.1.2 Other contributions
We have made the following contributions to the various ﬁelds encompassed by this multidisciplinary
project:
1. Motivatedthe use of incremental learningin MS lesion segmentation,by training ’small’ SVMs
on local data.
2. Presented novel modes of interaction for a boundary tracking framework, including two meth-
ods of ’loop closing’.
3. Highlighted the importance of user preference when designing modes of interaction.
4. Motivated new research into the use of time series modelling for shape modelling, which draws
from the rich nonlinear dynamics literature beyond the autoregressive and Markov random ﬁeld
models.
5. Introduced techniques from time series analysis, for training SSMs, scoring unseen shapes,
simulating model contours and constraining simulations in the light of observations.
6. Presented a novel method of ’data assimilation’ for Langevin modelling, by combining simula-
tion techniques with theory from the tracking literature.
7. Stimulated the wider ﬁeld of medical image analysis by prompting the future avenues of re-
search detailed below.9.2. Future Work 163
9.2 Future Work
This project has motivated solid avenues of future work, including novel extensions for which we have
proposed clear starting points. We start by listing the future work, roughly in the order according to the
thesis, and ﬁnish by prioritising the three most pressing matters and recap our suggested approaches.
1. Combining both featureless texture models and correspondence-free shape priors in a uniﬁed
framework for supervised segmentation of variable shapes with ambiguous boundaries.
2. Using either of the constrained jetstream algorithms, which terminate at a ﬁxed point, as a fast
and accurate post editing tool for replacing partial boundary sections in any deformable contour
model.
3. Extending Langevin and GP models to other applications than MS lesion and liver tumour
contouring, and exploring novel covariance kernels in the GP case.
4. Using discriminative Langevin and GP SSMs for regularisation in other deformable contour
frameworks such as level sets
5. Using discriminative Langevin and GP SSMs for classifying MS lesions in terms of ’Lassman
types’.
6. Using discriminative Langevin and GP SSMs for regularisation in image registration tasks,
where sourceand targetimages fromdifferenttime points are knownto contain tumoursor lesions
7. Using discriminative Langevin and GP SSMs for regularisation in image reconstruction, where
the imaging object is known to contain a tumour or lesion and its rough location is known.
8. Using the generative SSM tools in other applications, such as tumour segmentation in 2-
dimensional ultrasound images that have very low SNR.
9. Extending the generative SSM tools for 3-dimensional segmentation by contour stacking,
whereby the third dimension could comprise a new variable for orthogonal time series modelling
and the observation model could use information propagated through image slices.
10. Extendingthe generative Langevinmodel for interactive, open-contourboundarytracking that
generalises to non star-shaped regions.
The three prioritised tasks for future work relate to the time series shape models, which reﬂects
their novelty. First, having validatedthe role of the shape priors in improvingthe accuracyand useability
of a segmentation framework, the resulting tool should be compared with others from the contemporary
literature. In particular, it would be of great value to assess the advantages and disadvantages of the
frameworks over the use of point distribution models for pathological regions of interest, which resorts
to arbitrarily assigning points of correspondence, as in [130]. In one case the arbitrary PDM could be
built into the generic framework presented in section 8.3. In another case the arbitrary PDM could be
built into an active appearance model [279].9.2. Future Work 164
The second priority extends the generative models for non-star shaped regions. One approach is to
generate series according to the angular time series {φ,s} as suggested in section 8.8, which could be
realised for both Langevin and GP models. Another approach in the Langevin case is inspired by the
workofJafarietal. [224], whodescribemicroscopicsurfaceswithLangevinmodels. Inthese modelsthe
independent variable is replaced by a 2-dimensional ﬁeld. For region boundaries the analogous scheme
is to maintain radius r as the state variable but model the behaviour of r(x,y) rather than r(θ).
The third priority generalises the models to 3 dimensions, for which section 8.8 suggested two
distinct approaches. In the ﬁrst case, the 2-dimensional models can be repeated throughout successive
slices of a 3-dimensionalimage, which is in line with both the anisotropyof tomographicimages and the
natural way in which humans interact with 2-dimensional models as discussed previously. In addition
thisapproachwouldnaturallyallowinformationtopropagatethroughtomographicslices byupdatingthe
radial proﬁle model to constrain subsequent hypotheses. The second approach would extend the models
themselves to describe 3-dimensional shape. This proposed extension is based on the re-parametrisation
of a 3-dimensional surface into a 1-d signature resembling the radial time series. Such a parametrisation
is realised by the ’spiral’ transform, as used in [278]. In this scheme a radial vector originates from the
centre of a volume of interest, and traces a path in spherical polar coordinates, from the ’North pole’ to
the ’South pole’. If the surface were a perfect sphere with radial vector originating from its geometric
centre, the resulting time series would be a straight line, analogous to the case of a perfect circle in the
2-dimensional case.Chapter 10
Appendix
This appendix gives the full set of results from experiments in section 8.7.2. These results were used
for statistical analyses in section 8.7.2, which evaluate generative segmentation tools in terms of ac-
curacy (tables 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3), inter-operator variability (table 10.4) and intra-operator variability
(tables 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7) as well as useability in terms of number of initialisations (table 10.8) and
level of post-editing (tables 10.9, 10.10 and 10.11).1
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Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
MMD
learned 0.901 0.560 0.8566 0.926 0.753 0.745 0.716 0.730 0.729 0.989 0.792 ±0.126
normal 0.686 0.583 0.965 0.942 0.747 0.893 0.730 0.655 0.668 0.830 0.770 ±0.131
DSC
learned 0.954 0.974 0.955 0.955 0.964 0.961 0.966 0.967 0.963 0.951 0.961 ±0.007
normal 0.955 0.972 0.949 0.953 0.965 0.955 0.961 0.970 0.969 0.960 0.961 ±0.008
GP
MMD
learned 1.303 0.995 1.145 1.276 1.024 0.884 1.070 1.126 1.123 0.993 1.090 ±0.138
normal 1.4773 1.446 1.276 1.454 1.422 1.223 1.393 1.141 1.548 1.268 1.365 ±0.130
DSC
learned 0.935 0.950 0.944 0.939 0.948 0.953 0.945 0.943 0.941 0.947 0.945 ±0.005
normal 0.925 0.931 0.934 0.928 0.924 0.938 0.931 0.941 0.923 0.934 0.931 ±0.006
Table 10.1: Effect of learned shape priors on the accuracy of interactive segmentation of synthetic liver tumours in terms of mean minimum distance (MMD) and Dice
similarity coefﬁcient (DSC)1
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Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
MMD
learned 0.501 0.440 0.705 0.821 0.658 0.574 0.546 0.650 0.661 0.711 0.627 ±0.112
normal 0.485 0.551 0.935 0.645 0.569 0.755 0.530 0.588 0.748 0.480 0.629 ±0.145
DSC
learned 0.910 0.906 0.852 0.830 0.872 0.892 0.866 0.878 0.865 0.880 0.875 ±0.024
normal 0.885 0.873 0.827 0.864 0.897 0.861 0.860 0.883 0.848 0.883 0.868 ±0.021
GP
MMD
learned 0.560 0.710 0.774 0.857 0.877 0.575 0.731 0.719 0.644 0.581 0.703 ±0.113
normal 0.774 0.612 0.813 0.720 0.769 0.754 0.717 0.678 0.864 0.651 0.732 ±0.075
DSC
learned 0.887 0.849 0.849 0.842 0.833 0.877 0.831 0.857 0.865 0.883 0.857 ±0.020
normal 0.843 0.866 0.840 0.845 0.840 0.841 0.852 0.867 0.837 0.877 0.851 ±0.014
Table 10.2: Effect of learned shape priors on the accuracyof interactive segmentationof synthetic MS lesions in terms of mean minimumdistance (MMD) and Dice similarity
coefﬁcient (DSC)1
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Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
MMD
learned 1.248 0.939 1.533 1.072 1.135 1.197 1.026 0.969 1.202 1.125 1.145 ±0.054
normal 1.306 1.076 1.329 1.241 1.246 1.349 0.929 1.264 1.300 1.219 1.226 ±0.041
DSC
learned 0.819 0.822 0.650 0.787 0.831 0.827 0.810 0.828 0.793 0.790 0.796 ±0.017
normal 0.802 0.835 0.668 0.807 0.826 0.811 0.833 0.798 0.787 0.817 0.798 ±0.015
GP
MMD
learned 1.575 1.306 1.849 1.248 1.241 1.384 1.032 1.236 1.598 1.316 1.379 ±0.074
normal 1.449 1.299 1.812 1.297 1.478 1.415 1.521 1.353 1.699 1.367 1.469 ±0.054
DSC
learned 0.769 0.782 0.684 0.787 0.797 0.800 0.829 0.803 0.758 0.806 0.782 ±0.040
normal 0.760 0.781 0.666 0.788 0.762 0.773 0.748 0.776 0.747 0.781 0.758 ±0.035
Table 10.3: Effect of learned shape priors on the accuracy of interactive segmentation of MRI MS lesions in terms of mean minimum distance (MMD) and Dice similarity
coefﬁcient (DSC)1
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Mod. Meas. Prior
Synthetic MRI
liver tumour MS lesion MS lesion
i ii iii i ii iii i ii iii
Lan
MMD
learn 1.072±0.200 1.454±0.207 1.278±0.217 0.999±0.234 1.298±0.423 1.179±0.310 1.023±0.302 2.110±0.890 0.997±0.136
norm 1.351±0.259 1.478±0.424 1.422±0.376 1.144±0.288 1.183±0.235 1.220±0.305 1.004±0.208 1.910±0.984 1.106±0.272
DSC
learn 0.940±0.014 0.947±0.010 0.965±0.006 0.844±0.047 0.845±0.052 0.871±0.036 0.790±0.090 0.702±0.199 0.887±0.027
norm 0.937±0.017 0.952±0.009 0.952±0.009 0.805±0.066 0.858±0.037 0.835±0.048 0.830±0.045 0.730±0.210 0.876±0.037
GP
MMD
learn 1.194±0.220 1.406±0.190 1.916±0.284 0.573±0.258 0.787±0.177 0.787±0.247 0.755±0.240 1.548±0.575 0.910±0.279
norm 1.272±0.318 1.377±0.373 1.769±0.322 0.536±0.222 0.902±0.292 0.703±0.209 0.789±0.228 1.600±0.798 0.841±0.307
DSC
learn 0.935±0.018 0.953±0.012 0.948±0.014 0.855±0.061 0.889±0.029 0.867±0.046 0.817±0.057 0.783±0.112 0.869±0.038
norm 0.928±0.024 0.953±0.017 0.953±0.012 0.861±0.048 0.871±0.049 0.890±0.042 0.836±0.049 0.760±0.168 0.869±0.051
Table 10.4: Effect of learned shape priors on the inter-operator variability of interactive segmentation in terms of mean minimum distance (MMD) and Dice similarity
coefﬁcient (DSC)1
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Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
MMD
learned 3.101 1.026 2.547 2.135 1.114 1.444 1.015 1.534 2.686 1.459 1.806 ±0.756
normal 0.947 0.975 1.092 1.435 0.871 1.725 1.293 1.412 1.137 2.178 1.307 ±0.404
DSC
learned 0.954 0.967 0.955 0.966 0.966 0.956 0.966 0.973 0.969 0.955 0.963 ±0.007
normal 0.957 0.970 0.964 0.960 0.975 0.948 0.958 0.970 0.963 0.949 0.961 ±0.009
GP
MMD
learned 1.959 1.270 1.832 1.450 1.768 1.801 2.114 1.339 2.023 1.476 1.703 ±0.299
normal 1.849 2.096 1.400 1.852 1.687 1.841 1.911 1.125 2.563 1.925 1.825 ±0.384
DSC
learned 0.942 0.964 0.960 0.958 0.948 0.947 0.937 0.972 0.951 0.966 0.955 ±0.011
normal 0.948 0.946 0.968 0.957 0.962 0.952 0.940 0.976 0.919 0.956 0.952 ±0.016
Table 10.5: Effect of learned shape priors on the intra-operator variability of interactive segmentation of synthetic liver tumours in terms of mean minimum distance (MMD)
and Dice similarity coefﬁcient (DSC)1
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Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
MMD
learned 1.069 0.848 1.086 0.706 0.996 1.054 0.905 1.019 1.354 1.675 1.071 ±0.272
normal 1.003 0.992 1.246 0.916 0.996 1.070 0.939 1.024 0.891 1.154 1.023 ±0.109
DSC
learned 0.884 0.903 0.868 0.878 0.877 0.885 0.869 0.874 0.789 0.885 0.871 ±0.031
normal 0.892 0.860 0.856 0.875 0.880 0.871 0.896 0.877 0.849 0.856 0.871 ±0.016
GP
MMD
learned 0.371 0.797 0.756 0.652 0.756 0.791 1.069 0.716 0.560 0.646 0.711 ±0.180
normal 0.527 0.610 0.210 1.290 0.646 0.862 0.702 0.541 0.777 0.610 0.678 ±0.277
DSC
learned 0.938 0.813 0.887 0.910 0.891 0.881 0.753 0.892 0.921 0.905 0.879 ±0.055
normal 0.911 0.880 0.977 0.790 0.899 0.873 0.895 0.917 0.891 0.906 0.894 ±0.046
Table 10.6: Effect of learned shape priors on the intra-operator variability of interactive segmentation of synthetic MS lesions in terms of mean minimum distance (MMD)
and Dice similarity coefﬁcient (DSC)1
7
2
Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
MMD
learned 0.836 0.870 1.399 0.931 0.810 0.894 0.701 0.628 0.723 1.207 0.900 ±0.236
normal 2.289 0.601 0.815 1.064 0.775 0.772 0.977 0.876 1.296 1.675 1.114 ±0.515
DSC
learned 0.917 0.876 0.811 0.906 0.921 0.900 0.901 0.925 0.916 0.914 0.899 ±0.034
normal 0.874 0.931 0.911 0.874 0.920 0.939 0.887 0.915 0.853 0.840 0.894 ±0.034
GP
MMD
learned 0.803 1.099 1.005 0.596 0.887 0.666 0.656 0.360 0.691 0.125 0.689 ±0.290
normal 1.134 0.747 0.246 0.904 1.184 0.606 0.677 0.375 0.591 0.550 0.701 ±0.302
DSC
learned 0.898 0.858 0.857 0.924 0.851 0.898 0.903 0.934 0.905 0.983 0.901 ±0.040
normal 0.847 0.894 0.967 0.841 0.825 0.925 0.911 0.957 0.922 0.925 0.901 ±0.049
Table 10.7: Effect of learned shape priors on the intra-operator variability of interactive segmentation of MRI MS lesions in terms of mean minimum distance (MMD) and
Dice similarity coefﬁcient (DSC)1
7
3
model Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
learned 2.917 3.167 1.333 1.167 1.583 1.500 2.417 1.917 1.750 2.167 1.992 ±0.670
normal 3.000 3.250 1.167 1.917 2.167 1.750 4.167 2.917 1.917 2.250 2.450 ±0.878
GP
learned 1.917 1.500 1.000 1.000 1.250 1.083 1.167 1.417 1.250 1.417 1.300 ±0.278
normal 1.583 2.000 1.000 1.250 1.667 1.333 2.000 1.667 1.250 1.333 1.508 ±0.332
Table 10.8: Effect of learned shape priors on the number of times a contour model was initialised1
7
4
Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
Nint
learned 2.500 21.250 5.000 14.250 12.250 10.000 11.250 5.750 6.000 17.000 10.520 ±5.895
normal 5.500 28.000 9.000 18.250 17.750 22.500 14.000 12.750 18.000 15.250 16.075 ±6.450
dH
learned 3.555 2.962 4.971 4.485 4.827 4.220 3.559 3.100 4.321 8.083 4.413 ±1.466
normal 4.733 7.977 6.440 5.974 6.210 6.911 4.615 6.807 7.884 4.487 6.204 ±1.273
GP
Nint
learned 2.250 5.7501 5.500 2.750 5.250 4.500 4.500 9.500 4.750 4.500 4.925 ±1.958
normal 7.500 9.000 9.000 11.250 7.000 9.500 13.750 16.250 6.500 9.000 9.875 ±3.078
dH
learned 3.331 3.135 3.343 3.269 4.014 4.176 4.019 4.782 4.520 2.316 3.691 ±0.742
normal 4.450 4.190 3.272 2.722 4.075 4.180 5.589 4.767 5.579 3.800 4.262 ±0.907
Table10.9: Effectoflearnedshapepriorsonthelevelofpost-editingnecessaryduringinteractivesegmentationofsyntheticlivertumoursintermsofthenumberofinteractions
(Nint) and Hausdorff distance (dH) between contours before and after post-editing1
7
5
Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
Nint
learned 4.250 12.500 1.750 8.500 12.500 6.750 7.500 5.000 9.500 13.500 8.175 ±3.900
normal 6.750 12.250 4.0005 8.000 11.250 11.750 9.000 10.250 6.000 7.500 8.675 ±2.708
dH
learned 2.081 2.894 2.140 2.179 3.493 3.393 2.193 3.871 3.427 1.927 2.760 ±0.733
normal 3.212 3.362 3.0504 2.163 3.159 3.454 2.727 2.460 3.374 3.087 3.005 ±0.425
GP
Nint
learned 1.500 3.250 1.5006 0.750 1.2505 3.250 1.250 5.750 2.000 3.750 2.425 ±1.550
normal 3.500 4.500 2.500 1.000 2.750 6.250 3.250 8.750 1.311 2.750 3.656 ±2.336
dH
learned 1.250 2.223 1.809 0.604 0.901 2.016 0.957 1.707 2.250 1.663 1.538 ±0.579
normal 1.559 2.168 1.500 0.854 1.350 2.340 0.913 1.894 2.057 1.516 1.615 ±0.503
Table 10.10: Effect of learnedshape priorson the level of post-editingnecessaryduringinteractivesegmentationof synthetic MS lesions in terms of the numberof interactions
(Nint) and Hausdorff distance (dH) between contours before and after post-editing1
7
6
Model Measure Prior User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6 User 7 User 8 User 9 User 10 Mean
Lan
Nint
learned 11.000 16.500 3.250 6.750 13.750 14.500 9.750 10.000 7.750 9.250 10.250 ±3.926
normal 5.250 16.500 3.750 9.750 16.750 18.500 19.000 9.500 8.750 8.000 11.575 ±5.615
dH
learned 3.7186 3.460 2.472 1.766 2.460 3.632 3.027 2.668 2.753 1.766 2.772 ±0.699
normal 2.942 3.811 2.118 2.179 2.738 2.943 3.108 2.699 2.964 2.557 2.806 ±0.484
GP
Nint
learned 3.000 5.250 2.000 3.750 1.500 2.500 2.500 4.000 1.750 1.000 2.725 ±1.299
normal 4.000 6.250 2.750 4.500 3.750 4.250 4.750 8.000 1.750 2.750 4.275 ±1.808
dH
learned 2.759 2.4104 1.766 1.972 1.973 1.973 1.663 1.913 1.266 1.061 1.876 ±0.493
normal 1.809 2.475 1.663 2.121 1.914 1.913 2.266 1.516 2.505 1.604 1.979 ±0.352
Table 10.11: Effect of learned shape priors on the level of post-editing necessary during interactive segmentation of MRI MS lesions in terms of the number of interactions
(Nint) and Hausdorff distance (dH) between contours before and after post-editingBibliography
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